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The Guest House

This being human is a guest house.
Every morning a new arrival.

A joy, a depression, a meanness,
some momentary awareness comes
As an unexpected visitor.

Welcome and entertain them all!
Even if they’re a crowd of sorrows,
who violently sweep your house
empty of its furniture,

still treat each guest honorably.
He may be clearing you out
for some new delight.

The dark thought, the shame, the malice,
meet them at the door laughing and invite them in.

Be grateful for whoever comes,
because each has been sent
as a guide from beyond.

– Jalaluddin Rumi, translation by Coleman Barks (The Essential Rumi)



Abstract

Synthesis and Assessment of Laser Related Parameters
in Colour Centre Containing Diamond

This thesis reports research on the fabrication and assessment of colour
centre containing diamond. The advent of affordable single crystal syn-
thetic diamond with low background absorption has motivated renewed
interest in whether efficient colour centre lasers can be realised based on
diamond. Two types of colour centres were investigated, composed of one
or two nitrogen (N) atoms and a vacancy (V): NV and N2V0. Laser action
was first reported in 1985 by Rand and DeShazer in a N2V0 containing di-
amond. The NV centre is one of the most studied defects in diamond, due
to the amount of applications harnessing the specific quantum properties
of its negatively charged state.

A variety of synthesis techniques were used to produce these centres in
nitrogen containing diamond. Specifically, irradiation with electrons with
the energy of severalMeV in combinationwith high-temperature and high-
pressure annealing. Techniques to characterise samples include infrared
and ultraviolet-visible absorption and photoluminescence spectroscopy.
Up to 0.65 ppm1 of NV0 and 0.85 ppm of NV− were generated in syn- 1 parts permillion (1.77·1017cm-3

for diamond)thetic diamond. Up to 2.2 ppm of N2V0 was generated in natural diamond
and up to 0.5 ppm in synthetic diamond. These were consistent with the
estimations for concentrations thought to be required for efficient pump
absorption in a laser context, 0.6 and 0.9 ppm of NV− and N2V0. Lumines-
cence lifetimes of 8± 1 and 20± 1 ns and peak emission cross-sections of
(3.6 ± 0.1) · 10−17 and (1.7 ± 0.1) · 10−17 cm2 were measured for NV−

and NV0, respectively; as well as 12± 1 ns and (1.5± 0.1) · 10−17 cm2 for
N2V0.

The gain spectrum was estimated using the emission cross section and ab-
sorption spectrum. The potential for positive net gain in a NV− containing
sample, for realistic inversion levels of β = 0.3, was inferred from these
calculations. Although laser operation may be possible with such samples,
this has yet to be achieved, indicating that further study of the fabrication
and spectroscopy is required. The best N2V0 sample showed less promise,
requiring inversion levels of β > 0.5 to achieve positive net gain.





Glossary

bcc body-centered cubic
CCD Charge-Coupled Device
CVD Chemical Vapour Deposition
cw continuous wave
EPR Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
ESA Excited State Absorption
fcc face-centered cubic
FEL Free-Electron Laser
FTIR Fourier Transform Infra Red
HeNe Helium-Neon
HPHT High Pressure High Temperature
InGaAs Indium gallium arsenide
IR InfraRed (0.78-1000µm)
LaCrO3 lanthanum chromate
LED Light-Emitting Diode
LiF:F-2 Lithium fluoride with an F-2 colour centre
MAMI MAinzerMIkrotron
MgO Magnesium oxide
MW MicroWave
NaCL:F+2 :OH Sodium chloride with an F+2 colour centre in com-

bination with hydroxide
NIR Near-InfraRed (0.78–3µm)
OC Output Coupler
ODMR Optically DetectedMagnetic Resonance
PbS Lead sulfide
PCD Polycrystalline Diamond
PMT PhotoMultiplier Tube
ppb parts per billion
ppm parts per million (1.77 · 1017cm-3 for diamond)
QY Quantum Yield
RE Rare Earth



x

RT Room Temperature (293K)
STED Stimulated Emission Depletion
TCSPC Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting
Ti:sapphire titanium-sapphire - Ti3+:Al2O3

TM TransitionMetal
UV UltraViolet (10-380nm)
UV-VIS UltraViolet-Visible
VECSEL Vertical-External-Cavity-Surface Emitting Laser
VIS Visible (380-780nm)
ZPL Zero Phonon Line



Defects in diamond

B’ Platelets associatedwith a sharp linewith a position
varying between 1358 to 1380 cm-1

CI Carbon interstitial
colour centre A type of structural defect, which produces absorp-

tion and emission bands that are different to those
of the pure crystal [Sole]

N2 Two adjacent substitutional nitrogen atoms
(A centre)

N2V A vacancy and two substitutional nitrogen atoms in
C2v symmetry

N2V0 The neutrally charged state of N2V (H3)
N2V- The negatively charged state of N2V (H2)
N2VH A nitrogen pair with a vacancy and a hydrogen
N2VH0 The neutral form of N2VH
N3V0 A vacancy and three substitutional nitrogen atoms

with a C3v symmetry (N3)
N4V Four substitutional nitrogen surrounding a vacancy

(B centre)
N4V2 Two vacancy and four substitutional nitrogen

atoms with a C1h symmetry (H4)
Ns Single substitutional nitrogen (C centre)
N+
s Positively charged Ns

N0
s Neutrally charged Ns

NV A substitutional nitrogen adjacent to a vacancy
with a C3v symmetry

NV+ Proposed positive form of NV
NV0 The neutral form of NV
NV- The negative form of NV
V Lattice vacancy
V0 Neutral vacancy (GR1)
V- Negative vacancy (ND1)
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1.1 Motivation for study

This woRK addresses the question of whether colour centre 1 containing 1 A type of structural defect, which
produces absorption and emission
bands that are different to those of
the pure crystal [1]

diamond could in the future be routinely utilised as a laser gain material.
Specifically, if a diamond sample can be fabricated with methods presently
available in such a way that laser oscillation based on the emission of a
particular nitrogen-vacancy colour centre, NV 2 or N2V 3, is achievable. 2 A substitutional nitrogen adjacent

to a vacancy with a C3v symmetry

3 A vacancy and two substitutional
nitrogen atoms in C2v symmetry

Colour centres generate energy levels within the energy gap of the host
material. Transitions between those levels can cause the appearance of
optical bands.

Many colour centres in alkali halides have been used to build lasers.
Such lasers can have high emission cross-sections (σ > 10−16 cm2) and
gain coefficients, resulting in low threshold pump powers (as low as tens
of mW) and relatively high output powers of hundreds of mW.Their broad
luminescence facilitates combined tunability in the IR4 between 0.8 to 4µm 4 InfraRed (0.78-1000µm)

and operation with femtosecond pulses [2, 3, 4].
Operation at cryogenic temperatures is needed for most of those al-

kali halide based lasers to prevent the bleaching and destruction of the
optically active centres and the generation of different centres that act as
parasitic absorbers. Many colour centres in diamond are thermally stable.
They could enable room temperature operation, dramatically simplifying
the laser setup [1].

Diamond is an appealing candidate to be utilized in laser engineering due
to its outstanding thermo-optical material properties [5].

The conventional approach to harness a material as a laser host is to
dope it with RE5 or TM6 laser ions. This is difficult in the closely packed 5 Rare Earth

6 TransitionMetaldiamond lattice, as laser ions are large in comparison to the lattice spacing.
Successful incorporation of any laser ion into the diamond structure has
not been reported yet.

Colour centres could solve the challenge of finding suitable optically
active centres in diamond. Such a laser could combine the advantages
of the material properties of diamond with the efficiency, tunability and
short pulse generation known from alkali halide colour centre lasers [1,
6]. About five hundred luminescent colour centres are known in diamond,
jointly covering an emission range from blue to NIR7 [7]. 7 Near-InfraRed (0.78–3µm)

For the last 30 years Ti:sapphire8 and dye lasers were the most impor- 8 titanium-sapphire - Ti3+:Al2O3

tant sources for broadly tunable and ultrafast lasers9, covering the spectral 9 A laser which can generate pulses
in the order of picoseconds to fem-
toseconds [8]

range from VIS10 to NIR [9].

10 Visible (380-780nm)
This region is not fully covered by direct emission in available laser

materials and often indirect conversion techniques are used to access it [9].
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Additionally, an alternative to dye lasers would be welcome. A complex
setup of dye jets, flammable solvents and carcinogenic dyes makes them
impractical in many applications.

An efficient diode pumped solid-state laser with direct light generation
in those spectral regions would be the preferable solution. It would enable
more practical and versatile setups, making them accessible to be taken out
of the lab or incorporated into extended setups, to be used by a wider au-
dience and more flexible to meet the criteria of real world applications [9].

Laser action at 530 nm in a N2V0 11 containing sample was reported in 11 The neutrally charged state of
N2V (H3)1985 [6]. The demonstration of an ultrafast, tunable laser, once diamond

with improved optical quality becomes available, was described as promis-
ing [10, 11]. Since then high-quality, low cost synthetic diamond has ap-
peared on the market and knowledge about certain colour centres in dia-
mond has deepened with ongoing research.

This is the cue for another attempt to investigate the feasibility of using
a colour centre containing diamond as a solid state laser material.

In this study we aimed for the synthesis of a few ppm of either NV or N2V0

in natural and synthetic diamond samples of a few mm thickness. Suitable
concentrations were predicted with estimations for pump absorption cal-
culated using literature values for those centres.

Diamond starting material was obtained with nitrogen already incor-
porated during the growth process. N2V0 and NV were generated using
a combination of electron irradiation, annealing and HPHT12 approaches. 12 High Pressure High Temperature

Electron irradiation was used to produce vacancies in the diamond lattice.
Annealing at moderate temperatures (around 800◦C) is needed to mobi-
lize vacancies and form nitrogen-vacancy clusters. Thermal treatment at
high pressures and high temperatures (HPHT - P > 5 GPa, T > 1500◦C) is
needed to mobilize nitrogen atoms to form nitrogen clusters. This forma-
tion of clusters will be referred to as aggregation in this work.

Samples were successfully fabricated with the targeted concentrations of
NV and N2V0. The most promising samples were characterised both in
terms of their laser-related spectroscopic properties and the relative com-
position of the target defects and other, potentially parasitic, defects.

Although laser action was not demonstrated with these first-generation
samples, the outcomes of the spectroscopic studieswere promising in terms
of the prospects for future laser demonstrations following iterative im-
provement of the colour centre fabrication processes. Future directions in
this regard will be discussed.
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1.2 Statement of significance

In this work the following original contributions were made:

• The emission cross section at the maximum of the emission band has
beenmore firmly established for NV- 13. In 2006, Vins et al. cited a value 13 The negative form of NV

of 3.2 · 10−16cm2 at 690 nm [11]. In this work, based on assessment
of two NV containing CVD14 samples, a significantly lower value of 14 Chemical Vapour Deposition

(3.6± 0.1) · 10−17cm2 at 710 nm (after substraction of the contribution
of NV0 15) was calculated [12]. The accuracy of the lower value was 15 The neutral form of NV

subsequently confirm by Subedi et al., who measured 4.3 · 10−17cm2 at
690 nm [13]

• To the best of the authors’ knowledge no values for the emission cross
section of NV0 have been published in literature to date. In this work
the peak emission cross section of NV0 was measured as
(1.7± 0.1) · 10−17cm2 at 660 nm [12].

• The emission cross section of N2V0 was given in 2006 by Vins et al. as
1.6 ·10−16cm2 at 525 nm [11]. Calculation of laser threshold by Rand et
al. in 1985 [6] imply an emission cross section of 2.3 · 10−17cm2. The
value measured in this work was (1.5 ± 0.1) · 10−17cm2 at maximum
emission (525 nm).

The calculated emission cross sections for the colour centres under study
are shown in fig. 1.1. They span over a combinedwavelength range from
500 to 800 nm with a FWHM from 70 to 150 nm for N2V0 and NV.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the emis-
sion cross section spectra obtained
in this work.• NV assisted aggregation of nitrogen into N2V0 was reported in liter-

ature many times as part of HPHT studies of diamond, among others



by [14, 15, 16], discussing the process and qualitative changes in the
samples. In this work we report the first quantitative assessment of NV
assisted N2V0 synthesis.

After treatment, a conversion of 26% of the initial nitrogen concentra-
tion into N2V0 was found in a CVD sample with ∼3.8 ppm of single
nitrogen. In comparison, literature aggregation constants for the a clas-
sical nitrogen aggregation into pairs [17] only predict 0.12% of nitrogen
to be converted into N2

16 centres at the same conditions. 16 Two adjacent substitutional ni-
trogen atoms (A centre)

• The fabrication of a sample set with ppm levels of a relevant colour cen-
tre, low background absorption and high optical quality, aimed specif-
ically for the assessment of laser suitability, was a novel endeavour.
Since then further research progress has been made; in particular the
study of NV in single crystal and nano diamonds, by the Compact Solid-
State Lasers group at the University of Strathclyde [12], Jeske et al. [18]
in 2017 and Subedi et al. [13] in 2018. While Jeske et al. concluded that
NV- centres are suitable as a laser medium, Subedi et al. reported that
stimulated emission of NV- centres is suppressed by photoionization
and ESA17, and rated the possibility of diamond lasers based on NV- 17 Excited State Absorption

centres as low.

It is clear that colour centres in diamond continue to be of interest, and
more work needs to be done to fully understand the processes involved.
The work reported in this thesis contributes to that effort.
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1.4 Thesis outline

This thesis is structured into the following chapters:

• Chapter 1, Introduction. A brief motivation for the investigation
of NV and N2V0 colour centres in diamond for the purpose of
building a solid state laser.

Colour centre synthesis and characterisation

• Chapter 2, Literature review of optically-active defects in dia-
mond. Structure, material properties, and growth methods of
diamond. Introduction of crystallographic defects, in particular
colour centres.

• Chapter 3, Synthesis of colour centres in diamond. Review of
synthesis techniques for colour centres in diamond, in particular
irradiation of diamond for the generation of vacancies and heat
treatment for the aggregation and formation of defects. Informa-
tion about the experimental facilities and procedures used.

• Chapter 4, Defect quantification and spectroscopic methods. In-
formation about the quantification methods for colour centres of
interest and the spectroscopic techniques used.

• Chapter 5, Results of the colour centre synthesis. Results of the
synthesis of NV and N2V0 in synthetic and natural diamond.

Laser related spectroscopy

• Chapter 6, Progress towards a laser based on colour centres in
diamond. Introduction to laser physics, in particular solid state
lasers, and key laser parameters. Applications of diamond in laser
engineering and literature review of the work towards NV and
N2V0 based diamond lasers.

• Chapter 7, Assessment of laser related properties. A selection
of diamond samples with promising characteristics, most impor-
tantly colour centre concentration, background absorption and
residual defect composition, are assessed for their laser related pa-
rameters, such as luminescence lifetime, quantum yield, transition
cross-sections and gain coefficient.

• Chapter 8, Summary and future work. A summary of the work
conducted. An overview of challenges and ideas for future work.
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2.1 Structure and material properties of diamond

CaRbon can exist in covalent bonds in a tetrahedral geometry and form a
stable, highly symmetric and tight crystal lattice. This crystalline structure
of carbon is named diamond [1].

The combination of structure and atomic properties brings about a wide
range of outstanding material properties. For many applications where
thermal management and optical quality are crucial parameters, for ex-
ample laser engineering, diamond is a pursued material choice. Simulta-
neously, doping with RE1 or TM2 ions is restricted by the tight crystal 1 Rare Earth

2 TransitionMetallattice, thus preventing the conventional utilization of diamond as a laser
host material [1, 2].

Crystal structure

Carbon can form many different structures at the same temperature and
pressure. Such structures are called allotropes. Well known forms of car-
bon are diamond, graphite, graphene and nanostructures like fullerenes,
as shown in fig. 2.1.

Nanostructures, i.e.Graphene

Graphite

Diamond

Figure 2.1: Allotropes of carbon
adapted from [3]. Diamond -
tetrahedral bonds between atoms.
Graphene - single sheet of carbon
in a hexagonal lattice. Graphite
- multiple sheets of graphene.
Fullerenes - atoms are bonded to-
gether in spherical, tubular, or el-
lipsoidal formations.

Graphite is the energetically favourable solid form of carbon under stan-
dard laboratory conditions. Diamond is meta stable and can be converted
into graphite after overcoming an activation energy.

The diamond lattice has a characteristic tetrahedral structure, formed by 4
equal-length, covalent σ-bonds [4] illustrated in fig. 2.2.

The crystal structure of diamond is a variation of the fcc3 lattice struc- 3 face-centered cubic

ture. Two fcc lattices are combined and diagonally shifted with respect to
each other by a fourth of the lattice constant a in each direction, illustrated
in fig. 2.3. One base is (0, 0, 0) and the other (a/4, a/4, a/4). Each atom
has 4 nearest neighbours and 4 × 3 = 12 next nearest neighbours. The
diamond lattice is the most compact lattice structure, with 18 atoms per
unit cell and a lattice constant of a = 3.567Å [6].
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Figure 2.2: The 4 valence electrons
of a carbon atom in diamond form
sp3 orbitals which are aligned at
an angle of 109.5◦ to each other.
This is the characteristic tetrahe-
dral structure of diamond. Adapted
from [5].

x

y

z
x

y

z

a/4

a/4 a/4
Figure 2.3: Two diagonally shifted
fcc lattices illustrate the diamond
lattice [6].

On the left a fcc unit cell (unfilled
circles) is overlapped with a fcc
unit cell shifted diagonally by a/4
in each direction (filled circles). On
the right the diamond unit cell is
pictured with the atoms that orig-
inate from the original fcc cell and
the four atoms from the shifted cell,
together with the bonds between
atoms.

The maximum fraction of the volume in the structure that can be oc-
cupied by spheres without overlapping, called atomic packing factor, is
APFDia = π

√
3/16 ≈ 0.34 for diamond - less than half of the filling

factor for a closest-packed structure such as fcc or bcc4 lattices [7]. 4 body-centered cubic

Even though the structure is relatively empty, the small atomic radii and
short distances between atoms result in a high atomic density. The bond
lengths in diamond are only about 1.54 Å. The resulting atomic density of
ρDia = 1.76 · 1023cm−3 is the highest of any solid [8].

When defects in diamond are illustrated, it is useful to shift the diamond
unit by a/2 in any direction, because it puts a carbon atom right at the cen-
tre of cell, surrounded by all nearest and next-nearest neighbours, instead
of being offset. For 2D representations the (120) orientation is chosen for
illustration purposes, as there is no overlap of atoms and the connections
between atoms are relatively clear (See fig. 2.4).
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Figure 2.4:

a) Diamond unit cell

b)Diamond unit cell shifted by a/2
in any direction. This representa-
tion has one atom in the middle
of the unit cell and all four atoms
bonded to it inside the cell and it
therefore more intuitive to repre-
sent defects in diamond, especially
if they are a combination of multi-
ple atoms or vacancy-atom combi-
nations.

c) - f) are 3D (left side) and 2D
(right side) representations of dif-
ferent orientations in diamond.

c) (100) orientation

d) (110) orientation

e) (111) orientation

f) (120) orientation. In the 2D rep-
resentation of this orientation there
are no overlapping atoms. All 18
atoms in the unit cell, together with
all 4 tetrahedral bonds are visible.
This representation will be used in
this work to visualize the diamond
structure and defects in it in 2D.
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Band structure

Carbon can form many different structures due to its valency, a measure
of the affinity to share electrons between atoms. In the ground state it has
the electronic configuration 1s22s22p2. The 4 valence electrons of each
carbon atom (2s2 and 2p2) are sp3 hybridized in diamond ((2sp3)4), shown
in fig. 2.5.

 

E

1s2

2s2

2p2

Ground state

1s2

2s

2p3

Excited state

1s2

(2sp3)4

Hybridised state
Figure 2.5: Diamond hybridization
adapted from [9].

The band structure describes the range of energies that the electrons may
(energy bands) or may not (band gaps) occupy. Transitions between these
bands happen through photons or phonons [6].

It results from the overlap of the original 2s2 and 2p2 orbitals as il-
lustrated in fig. 2.6, where the band structure for the valence electrons is
shown as a function of the atom spacing.

Energy
a = 1.54 Å

Interatomic distance

p

s

EC

EV

Conduction band

Valence band

Band gap

Figure 2.6: Diamond hybridiza-
tion illustrated with band structure
Adapted from [10].
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Material properties

Diamond has a wide range of outstanding material properties. A selec-
tion of these properties for diamond is presented in table 2.1 along with
comparisons to some common semiconductor materials.

Si SiC GaN Diamond

Band-gap (eV) 1.1 3.2 3.4 5.5
Electron mobility (cm2 (Vs)−1) 1450 900 440 4500
Hole mobility (cm2 (Vs)−1) 480 120 200 3800
Thermal conductivity (W (mK)−1) 150 500 130 2000

Table 2.1: Material properties of di-
amond compared to semiconductor
materials [1, 11].

The covalent bonding of diamond together with the large C − C binding
energy of 348 kJ/mol are the cause for its hardness [4], which is used as
the maximum of the Mohs hardness scale [12].

The stronger the bonding configuration and the purer the crystal, the less
free electrons are available to conduct electricity, but the faster and fur-
ther phonons can disperse [13]. Unlike in metals, where thermodynamic
properties and heat capacity are mediated by electrons, in diamond they
are characterized by the phonon structure. Thermal conductivity of natural
diamond at room temperature was measured to be about 2000W/(m ·K),
five times the conductivity of copper [1].

A broad transmission spectrum and high thermal conductivity results from
the wide bang gap and high phonon propagation frequency [1]. Photon
absorption in solids is mediated through excitations of valence electrons
in the UV5-NIR6, where the wavelength is much larger than the distances 5 UltraViolet (10-380nm)

6 Near-InfraRed (0.78–3µm)between atoms, and lattice vibrations in the IR7, where atoms in solids

7 InfraRed (0.78-1000µm)vibrate [14].
The transmission spectrum is the widest spectrum of any known ma-

terial and extends from UV (225 nm) to far IR (>15µm). Intrinsic absorp-
tion decreases at longer wavelengths as fewer phononmodes are available.
Low absorption samples have been reported up to and beyond 500µm [1].

The spectrum is mostly featureless, besides the a characteristic absorption
feature in the mid-IR called lattice or multiphonon absorption, in the range
of 2.6 to 6.2µm [1, 15]. An illustration of this can be seen in fig. 2.7. Sin-
gle phonon absorption is prevented in the perfect diamond lattice due to
its symmetry, but can occur when imperfections are present [16]. These
features have been associated with defects like nitrogen [17] and will be
further discussed in section 2.2, Fundamentals of crystallographic defects.
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Figure 2.7: Transmission spec-
trum diamond in comparison to
Sapphire, ZnSe and Germanium.
Adapted from [18].

Diamond has a band gap of 5.5 eV , which is associated with the funda-
mental absorption edge at 225 nm (E = hc/λ). This gap is significantly
larger than that of other common semiconductor materials [6, 19], as can
be seen in table 2.1.

Themaximum frequency at which a phonon can propagate through a crys-
tal lattice is known as the Raman frequency. Phonon-Raman scattering is
the inelastic scattering of photons on atoms, where the energy difference
is transferred through phonons. This energy can be either transferred from
the photon to the lattice (Stokes-Raman) or from the lattice to the photon
(Anti-Stokes-Raman).

In diamond this frequency is 1332 cm−1 [20]. In crystals with regularly
arranged identical atoms there is one dominant Raman band. The Raman
shift in diamond is high because it is proportional to the bond strength and
inversely proportional to the atom masses.

A perfect diamond lattice is isotropic and therefore devoid of birefringence.
In practice defects in the lattice are present to some degree, introduced
during the growth process, due to strain or other outside influences, which
modify the isotropic properties [21].

Diamond is chemically and biologically inert [12]. At high electron ener-
gies (>0.1 GeV), where radiation damage is dominated by the inelastic cross
section of the radiation particle and material, diamond is an order of mag-
nitude more radiation hard than silicon. At lower energies this difference
is small [22].

Applications

The outstanding thermal conductivity of diamond, together with the rigid-
ity of the lattice, make it an excellent material for purposes where efficient
cooling and low thermal deformation are crucial. A high thermal conduc-
tivity is usually directly correlated with a high electrical conductivity in
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most materials. In diamond phonons transport heat through the lattice.
This makes diamond an ideal choice as heat spreader for a range of appli-
cations, in particulat high power electronics [23].

The high thermal conductivity together with the large spectral transmis-
sion window, high refractive index and moderate dispersion makes it an
ideal material for optical applications, for example as an intracavity heat-
spreader for lasers and optical windows [1].

Diamond is used in solid state particle detectors, as for example at the
Large Hadron Collider at CERN. In comparison to silicon it is highly resis-
tive and has no free carriers that contribute to noise in the electric signal.
The thermal conductivity eliminates the need for extensive cooling. It is
also more radiation hard than silicon and therefore has an extended life-
time [24].
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2.2 Fundamentals of crystallographic defects

Defects in a cRystal can affect its material properties, like color and
electrical and thermal conductivity. This makes the characterisation, quan-
tification and synthesis of defects in diamond and their possible applica-
tions a popular field of study.

One of these possible applications is the topic of this work, the utilisa-
tion of luminescent nitrogen-vacancy complexes in diamond to manufac-
ture a laser crystal.

Defect types

Crystals are characterized by a periodic lattice structure. A crystallographic
defect is a irregularity in this pattern. Defects are categorized into point
and extended defects, depending on their extent in the crystal, and into
intrinsic and extrinsic defects, depending on the inclusion of impurities.

Many point defects are referred to as centres, for historical reasons. De-
fects that produce colouration in the otherwise colourless crystal are called
colour centres 8 [14]. 8 A type of structural defect, which

produces absorption and emission
bands that are different to those of
the pure crystal [14]Point defects affect the area in or around a single lattice site and seldom

extend further than the unit cell. They typically involve missing and/or
additional atoms.

Intrinsic defects only include displaced lattice atoms and vacancies. Ex-
trinsic defects, sometimes referred to as impurities or inclusions, are atoms
or larger clusters that are not part of the original crystal setup.

The most important point defects are [1]:

• Vacancies, lattice sites which should be occupied by an atom but are
empty. The stability of the crystal lattice prevents the surrounding
atoms from collapsing into the empty space. Vacancies are formed dur-
ing crystal growth, plastic deformation and irradiation damage.

• Interstitials, atoms located in between lattice sites. They can formwhen
a lattice atom is displaced and a vacancy is created or when impurities
are introduced in the crystal, which have a different size to the original
lattice atoms and therefore have an energetically favourable position on
off lattice sites.

• Frenkle defect, an interstitial-vacancy pair. They form when an atom
leaves its place in the lattice, creating a vacancy, and becomes an inter-
stitial by occupying a nearby location in between lattice sites [25].

Defect complexes are a combination of different kind of point defects.
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Figure 2.8 illustrates point defects in a simplified lattice. This illustration
doesn’t take into account different interstitial sites or lattice relaxations,
which would result in a deformation of the surrounding lattice around de-
fects to reach a configuration of minimal potential energy.

Figure 2.8: Defect types illustrated
on a hexagonal lattice. Left to right:
Vacancy, interstitial, Frenkle defect
and extrinsic defect on a lattice site.

Optically active centres in a crystal and electron phonon coupling

Optically active centres have electronic states within the energy gap of the
material. This enables the possibility for optical transitions at wavelengths
longer than the fundamental absorption edge, and cause a coloration of
the crystal [14]. Due to the large bandgap a perfect diamond crystal is
colourless. The band structure of diamond has been covered in section 2.1
(see fig. 2.6).

Unlike transitions in an isolated atom, the centres in a crystal often
have a characteristic broadened absorption and emission spectrum as a re-
sult of the interactions with lattice phonons. A brief introduction to the
interaction between colour centres and a vibronic9 crystal is given in this 9 A system where vibrational and

electronic interactions are coupled
(electron-phonon coupling)

subsection. In fig. 2.9 the broadening of the discrete electronic states into
continuous bands by the vibronic coupling of the atom and the crystal vi-
brations is shown [26].

ground state

excited state

Isolated atom Atom in vibronic crystal

electron-phonon
coupling

lattice vibrations

E2

E1

Figure 2.9: Optical transitions be-
tween the ground state and an ex-
cited state of (Left) an isolated atom
and (Right) an atomwithin a crystal
lattice, where the electronic states
are coupled to a continuous band of
phonons by electron-phonon inter-
actions. Adapted from [26].

To illustrate the effect of the lattice coupling a defect A surrounded by
lattice atoms B can be considered (fig. 2.10). In a static lattice A and B are
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fixed at equilibrium positions. But in a real lattice A is coupled to the lattice
vibrations through the atoms B.

If the electronic and atomic motions are practically independent of one
another A is weakly coupled to the lattice phonons. If the electronic mo-
tions are strongly dependent on the atom positions at any given time, A is
strongly coupled to the lattice phonons [14].

AB

B

B

Q

Figure 2.10: Illustration of an opti-
cal centre. Adapted from [14].

If A is an isolated atom with two electronic states (fig. 2.9 left), a photon
with the energy∆E = E2 −E1 can be absorbed and emitted. In a crystal
photons with higher energies can be absorbed, exciting the electron into a
higher level in the excited state band by creating lattice phonons (fig. 2.9
right). The electron then relaxes to the bottom of the excited state band by
nonradiative processes 10. 10 Transitions that do not involve

radiation. The energy is dissipated
for example through spreading of
the lattice vibrations in the crystal.

Finally, the electron can relax into an upper level of the ground state
band, again generating phonons and relaxing to the bottom by nonradia-
tive processes.

The transition between the bottom of the ground state band and the bottom
of the excited state band is called ZPL11, as neither excitation nor relaxation 11 Zero Phonon Line

is coupled to phonons.
The energy difference between the maximum of the absorption and

emission spectrum, as seen in fig. 2.9 and represented by the difference
of the arrow lengths, is called the Stokes shift.

The Stokes shift can be explained using the configurational coordinate
model, illustrated in an configuration diagram12 in fig. 2.11. The harmonic 12 The electronic energy of a system

is shown as a function of the con-
figuration coordinates

potentials illustrate the electron-phonon coupling. Inside the potentials
the electron states (n, m = 0, 1, 2…) and corresponding probability densi-
ties of the electrons are indicated. The configurational coordinate model is
based on the following approximations.

The adiabatic approximation [27] considers the fact that electrons aremuch
lighter than the lattice atoms. Their movement is so much faster than that
of the lattice, that the lattice can be considered static in comparison.

One mode of vibration, where the atoms B pulsate radially around A in
an ’in and out’ motion, is considered. Because of its dynamics, this is called
the breathing model. This reduces the spacial coordinates in this system to
one configurational coordinate Q, which corresponds to the distance A-B
(see fig. 2.10). When A is strongly coupled, the minimum of the ground
and excited state will in be positioned at different values of Q, Q0 and Q0’,
respectively [14].

The Franck Condon principle implies that electronic transitions are rep-
resented by vertical arrows in fig. 2.11 at the same configurational coordi-
nate Q, as the electronic transitions happen on much faster timescales then
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Figure 2.11: Strong and weak cou-
pling and its influence on the ab-
sorption and emission features il-
lustrated. Adapted from [14].

the atomic movements. The strength of the transition is dependent on the
overlap of the probability densities of the two vibrational states [14]. This
is the reason why the strongest emission and absorption don’t necessarily
occur at the ZPL in a strongly coupled system, but at the transitions where
the overlap of the the probability densities is largest.

The transitions as pictured in fig. 2.11 would imply discrete lines in the
spectrum. In a real crystal there are many different phonon modes avail-
able and therefore the spectrum is continuous.

Non-radiative deexcitation and energy transfer

Besides the shape of the emission and absorption, covered in the previous
subsection, we are interested in the efficiencies of the processes for a cer-
tain optically active centre under study. As the samples are intended to
be examined for their potential as laser gain material, a large product of
emission cross section and luminescence lifetime is desirable. This will be
discussed in more detail in chapter 6, Progress towards a laser based on
colour centres in diamond.

Concentration quenching and parasitic absorption by other centres can
influence this product negatively. These are linked to the concentrations of
the optically active centre and to the presence and concentration of other
defects.

In a lattice an excited centre can relax back into the initial state after ex-
citation by additional, non-radiative processes. This means that instead
of the emission of a photon it relaxes through dipole–dipole interactions
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between two nearby centres, multi-phonon emission or a combination of
both. Excitation energy can be transported between centres of the same
type, to different luminescent centres or to other defects that then de-excite
through non-radiative channels.

Energy transport is dependent on the average distance between centres,
and therefore their concentration. Below a critical concentration, an in-
crease in the concentration of the luminescent centre corresponds with an
increase in the intensity of the emitted light. At the critical concentra-
tion the luminescence intensity starts to decrease again. This is referred
to as concentration quenching of luminescence [14]. Quenching occurs
when the average distance between the centres is small enough for energy
transfer to become a competing mechanism for luminescence.

Concentration quenching will result in a reduction in the luminescence
decay time. The critical concentration for which the lifetime starts to be
reduced can be determined bymeasuring the lifetime of the excited centres
as a function of the concentration [14].
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2.3 Common defects in diamond

Radiative electRonic tRansitions in a crystal require that both
ground and excited state of a centre lie within the band-gap of the crystal.
The huge bandgap in diamond allows for many different centres to exist
within the bandgap and to exhibit optical absorption and emission.

More than five hundred optical centres are known in diamond. Of those
only a few have been artificially produced so far and a wide field is still to
be explored [20, 28].

An overview of defects found in diamond

Intrinsic defects in diamond include carbon atoms located outside of lattice
sites, CI

13, and vacancies. Extrinsic defects in diamond include a range of 13 Carbon interstitial

impurities. The most common ones among these are H, B, N, O and Si [20].
Nitrogen is the most common extrinsic defect in diamond. The histor-

ical classification of diamond is based on its nitrogen content. It is still
commonly used today and therefore will be briefly introduced below. Ni-
trogen can be found as a single substitutional defect Ns

14, as a nitrogen 14 Single substitutional nitrogen
(C centre)pair N2

15 or as a combination of nitrogen and vacancies, forming bigger
15 Two adjacent substitutional ni-
trogen atoms (A centre)

clusters [1, 20]. Among those the most important for this work are NV 16

16 A substitutional nitrogen adja-
cent to a vacancy with a C3v sym-
metry

and N2V 17. An illustration of some intrinsic and extrinsic defects in the

17 A vacancy and two substitutional
nitrogen atoms in C2v symmetry

diamond lattice is given in fig. 2.12

N2Ns  CI

V CIV NV N2V N3V N4V

Si

Figure 2.12: Nitrogen-vacancy de-
fects in diamond illustrated on the
2D diamond lattice in (120) orien-
tation. Atoms are scaled to 50%
of their actual size (relative to the
bond lengths) in this representa-
tion. Silicon atom at an interstitial
site with two carbon atoms missing
from the lattice to make space for
the large atom.

Historically, diamond has been classified into two types, called type I and
II, depending on their nitrogen content [15]. The type categorization is
presented in table 2.2

The most common sample type at the time was called type I. Diamonds
in this category absorb UV radiation below 300 nm and display character-
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Type

C
at
eg
or
y

Su
b-

ca
te
go
ry

I II

Aggregated nitrogen < 1 ppm nitrogen
or boron

a

A centres (N2) A
B centres (N4V) B
A & B centres AB

Single nitrogen Boron b

Table 2.2: The type categorisation
of diamonds. Illustration based
on [29].

istic absorption features in the range of 7000 - 20000 nm (500-1400 cm−1).
These features in the IR were later associated with the presence of nitrogen
in the lattice [30]. The smaller group was called type II. Diamonds in this
group lacked those absorption features and were believed to have a perfect
lattice structure [15, 31].

Later subdivisions have been added to the two categories. Type I diamonds
were subdivided into type Ia, where nitrogen was present in aggregated
form, and type Ib, with single subsitutional nitrogen [32]. The majority
of natural diamonds are type Ia, only few are found to be type Ib [33] or
type II [34]. Type Ia can be further subdivided based on the nature of the
nitrogen aggregation. In type IaA diamond, nitrogen is found as N2 [33], in
type IaB it is found as N4V 18 and in type IaAB both aggregates are present. 18 Four substitutional nitrogen sur-

rounding a vacancy (B centre)Larger aggregates of nitrogen are possible, too, but are not included in
the type categorization [35, 36]. Type II dimonds were split into type IIa
and type IIb [34]. Type IIb diamonds conduct electricity [37], which was
later correlated with the presence of boron in the lattice [38, 39]. Many of
the most interesting optically active centres in diamond are connected to
nitrogen. A summary of those is presented in table 2.3.
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ZPL Structure Name Colour Luminescence Source

Wavelength [nm]

393.6 V- ND1 UV absorption - [40]
415.2 N3V0 N3 yellow color blue [29, 40]
477.2 unknown N2 yellow color blue [29]
496.2 N4V2 H4 yellow green [29, 40]
503.2 N2V0 H3 green to yellow green [29]
575 NV0 NV0 pink red [29, 40]
637 NV- NV- pink red [29, 40]
740.9 ( 744.4 ) V0 GR1 green or blue - [29, 40]
986.3 N2V- H2 green - [29, 40]

Wavenumber [cm−1]

2803 B Boron blue red [40]
1130 Ns C centre yellow - [40]

Table 2.3: Overview of optical cen-
ters in diamond.
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Charged state and transfer between defects

This work will deal with different charged states of the same defect type.
In particular Ns in the charged states N+

s
19 and N0

s
20, V 21 in V- 22 and 19 Positively charged Ns

20 Neutrally charged Ns

21 Lattice vacancy

22 Negative vacancy (ND1)

V0 23, NV in the charged states NV- 24 and NV0 25 and N2V in the charged

23 Neutral vacancy (GR1)

24 The negative form of NV

25 The neutral form of NV

states N2V0 26 and N2V- 27. In the same sample, different charged states of

26 The neutrally charged state of
N2V (H3)

27 The negatively charged state of
N2V (H2)

the same defect can be found.

A simple visualisation to understand electronic behaviour in a solid is by
relation of the Fermi level to the conduction band of the material.

In section 2.1, Structure and material properties of diamond, the band
theory of solids was briefly covered. The electron distribution in these
bands is determined by the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The energy level,
whether hypothetical or real, at which the occupation probability is 50%,
is referred to as Fermi level EF .

In fig. 2.13 the electron distribution in different materials in relation
to the Fermi level is illustrated. The electron filling is indicated by the
shading. In materials with a bandgap the Fermi level lies within the gap.

E Metal Semiconductor Insulator

p-type n-type

EF

Figure 2.13: Illustration for band-
filling in different materials at equi-
librium. In a semiconductor or in-
sulator the Fermi level lies inside
the band gap Adapted from [41].

Diamond can be considered as a wide-gap semiconductor, a material with
electronic properties in between semiconductors and insulators [42]. Dop-
ing a semiconductor or insulator with impurities with a different number
of valence electrons than the base atoms modifies its conductivity.

If the dopant has less valence electrons (p-doping), it removes an elec-
tron from the valence band and creates a hole. This kind of dopant is re-
ferred to as acceptor. If the dopant has more valence electrons (n-doping),
it adds an electron to the conduction band, which can then move as a free
electron. This kind of dopant is referred to as donor.

At room temperature the Fermi energy is determined by the energy posi-
tion of the dominant donor or acceptor in the system. In semiconductors
with shallow donors and acceptors the charged states of the defects in the
system are determined by the Fermi level [43]. Most of the donor and
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acceptor levels in diamond are deep in comparison to conventional semi-
conductor materials. An impurity is called deep if the energy to remove
an electron or hole is much larger than the characteristic thermal energy
kBT.

In diamond it is proposed that the charged state of a defect is influenced
by the proximity to a donor or acceptor rather than by the Fermi level. This
would explain why in one sample the same defect can be found in different
charge states [43].

In fig. 2.14 the estimated and measured energy levels of some common
defects in diamond within the bandgap are illustrated. Donor and ac-
ceptor energy levels are labelled with (0/+) and (-/0) respectively, adapted
from [44].
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FPMM FEM QMC Exp Figure 2.14: Energy levels of de-
fects in the diamond band gap,
based on values found in [44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49]. Values are presented
for phosphorus (P), boron (B), and
nitrogen (N) - vacancy (V) com-
plexes. Theoretical calculations are
based on density functional the-
ory with the first-principles marker
method (FPMM) or formation en-
ergy method (FEM) and Quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) [44].

The donor level of N0
s in diamond lies approximately 1.7 eV below the con-

duction band [47]. N0
s is a major electron donor in diamond and its con-

centration determines the charged state of many optical defects found in
diamond [50]. Boron forms an acceptor in diamond with an ionization
energy of 0.37 eV above the valence band [49].

Other defects lie deep within the band gap. N2 centres behave like very
deep donors in diamond with an ionization energy of 4 eV [46]. Vacancies
can exist in two charged states; neutral (V0) and negative (V-) [51]. The
electronic level for V0 is located at 2.85 eV above the valence band [48].
The energy level for NV- has been measured at 2.9 eV [44].

The existence of these donor and acceptor states leads to the potential for
charge transfer Charge transfer is the process in which charge is trans-
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ferred between defects through electrons in the conduction band or holes
in the valence band. Temporary charge transfer can be induced by optical
illumination and thermal treatment. This is illustrated for the example of
nitrogen in fig. 2.15.

CB

VB

 X0

N0
s

N+
s

X-

e e

e

e

Thermochromic

Photochromic

Figure 2.15: Illustration of charge
transfer driven by optical illumina-
tion and thermal treatment.

Thermochromic charge transfer occurs when energy levels close to the
valence band are thermally populated. We assume a defect X0 with its
ground state energy level close to the valence band. An electron-hole pair
is generated, with the electron combining with X0, generating a negatively
charged state X−, and the hole in the valance band. The hole can then re-
combine with an electron donated by N0

s , creating N
+
s . During optical il-

lumination with suitable wavelengths the electron from X− can be excited
into the conduction band and from there recombine with the N+

s , creating
N0
s .
These processes are reversible; optical illumination will reverse changes

induced by thermal treatment and vice versa [45]:

X0 + Ns
0 Heat treatment−−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−−−

Exposure to light
X− + Ns

+ (2.1)
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2.4 Natural and synthetic diamond

Diamond cRystals are divided in natural diamond, formed by geolog-
ical processes, and synthetic diamond, grown in the laboratory. Both have
the same crystal structure, but specific properties of the samples can differ.
In natural diamond crystal size, quality and lattice defects are dependent
on the growth conditions in nature and hence are statistically dispersed.
These parameters can be controlled to some degree in synthetic diamond.
Synthetic diamond is of particular interest for industrial applications and
research due to its customizability and comparatively low cost.

A wide range of relevant research has been performed on natural dia-
monds. Partly historically due to a lack of synthetic diamond and partly
because certain relevant defects occur in natural diamond and can be stud-
ied in such samples. Both natural diamond and synthetic diamond will be
briefly introduced in this section.

Growth conditions

Two growthmethods for diamond are common, HPHT28 andCVD29 growth. 28 High Pressure High Temperature

29 Chemical Vapour DepositionThey produce diamonds with different characteristics and shall be referred
to as synthetic HPHT and synthetic CVD diamond respectively in this
work.

Specific thermodynamic or chemical conditions must be met during dia-
mond growth, since it is metastable at room temperature and pressure. In
fig. 2.16 the carbon pressure-temperature diagram is shown and regions
where HPHT and CVD synthesis are possible are marked.

While HPHT growth imitates formation conditions of diamond in the
earth, at temperatures and pressures above 1200◦C and 5 GPa, CVD growth
takes advantage of reaction kinetics to work at less extreme conditions,
around 800-1000◦C and one-tenth of atmospheric pressure [52].

Graphite
stable region

HPHT
synthesis

CVD
synthesis

Diamond
stable region

Natural genesis

0

8
P [GPa]

T [◦C]

4

0 2000

Figure 2.16: The carbon pressure-
temperature diagram. Adapted
from [1, 53].

CVD synthesis was first demonstrated in 1952 [54], a few years earlier than
HPHT synthesis [55, 56]. Growth rates in early CVD processes were low,
while HPHT synthesis could produce diamond on an industrial scale. 30
years later CVD growth rates improved [57] and both synthesis techniques
are used on an industrial scale nowadays [1].

There are different kinds of synthetic diamonds, mainly single crystal sam-
ples and PCD30. Optical quality PCD, with the same transmission in the IR 30 Polycrystalline Diamond

region above 8µm as single crystal, is available and has a range of advan-
tages, like being available in large areas suitable for optical windows of
CO2 lasers [58]. Single crystal diamond is the preferred choice for appli-
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cations in the UV to NIR, due to lower birefringence and scattering [1].

Natural diamond

Natural diamond forms under pressures above 4 GPa and in a tempera-
ture range of 950 - 1400◦C [59]. Suitable temperatures and pressures are
found at least 150 km deep in the earth’s mantle, the area between core and
crust [60]. Carbon that originates from carbon containing minerals is the
source for diamond growth. Most natural diamonds are between 1 and up
to 3.5 billion years old, three quarters the age of the earth [61].

Deep volcanic eruptions transport the diamonds from areas of diamond
stable conditions to the earth’s surface [59]. While the majority of dia-
monds are from the crust and upper mantle, samples from greater depths
up to at least 700 km have been identified. Mineral inclusions in such ul-
tradeep diamonds allow the study of the composition of the earth’s lower
mantle [62].

HPHT grown diamond

HPHT growth requires, as the name suggests, high pressures and temper-
atures. Typical conditions range between 1200 - 1500◦C and 5 to 6GPa [63,
64, 65].

To reach such conditions large presses are required. There are different
types of press designs, usually belt, BARS (based on a split-sphere concept),
cubic, and toroid presses [66, 67, 68, 69] More detail about cubic presses and
the HPHT process in this work can be found in section 3.4, Experimental
procedure for thermal treatment.

Carbon source

High temperature

Seed bed
Diamond

seed

Solvent
metal

Figure 2.17: Schematic of HPHT
diamond growth. Adapted
from [70].

The growth process is illustrated in fig. 2.17. Synthetic or natural diamond
seeds are placed in a capsule along with a metal solvent-catalyst (a group
VIII element such as iron or its alloys) and a carbon source. A temperature
gradient is produced so that the carbon source is located at a higher tem-
perature than the seed. In this way the source material dissolves, while
the seed remains stable. The solvent then transports the carbon from the
carbon source to the diamond seed [71]. There the solvent-carbon mixture
cools down and carbon becomes supersaturated in the solvent. It then
crystallizes on the diamond seed and the diamond grows [72]. Addition-
ally, the solvent acts as a catalyst, lowering the temperature for diamond
growth [73].

Most HPHT grown diamonds are yellow due to a nitrogen concentration
of hundreds of ppm31 [74]. Nitrogen can originate from the solvent, the 31 parts per million

(1.77 · 1017cm-3 for diamond)carbon source or gas in pores and spaces of the HPHT capsule [75].
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To reduce the nitrogen concentration in HPHT grown stones it is neces-
sary to introduce a nitrogen getter. A nitrogen getter is a material with
a strong affinity for nitrogen, that can be used in the solvent to bind the
nitrogen and reduce its concentration in the growing dimaond [66]

The specific combination of dopants, getters and surrounding material
can yield a variety of coloured stones. Aluminium, titanium and zirconium
produce clear stones, while adding boron leads to blue coloration [76].
These materials get incorporated in the diamond lattice, which can be a
drawback if a perfect diamond lattice without defects is desired. To reduce
the amount of impurities the growth rate can be reduced by adjusting the
temperature of the process [72]. Approaching gigagrams of diamond are
produced by the HPHT growth method each year. Most of it for industrial
applications [77].

CVD grown diamond

Unlike HPHT growth, CVD growth is very different from the natural dia-
mond growth process. The process is illustrated in fig. 2.18.

C C
C C

HH
CC

H

C C
C C

CC C C
C C

CH3

CC C C
C C

CC C C
C C

CC
CC

H

H
H

H

CH3

CH3
CH3

CH3 CH2

H H

Figure 2.18: Schematic of the Stan-
dard Growth Model for CVD dia-
mond. Adapted from [78].

A substrate is placed in a chamber and varying gases are energized to
provide the conditions for diamond growth. The gases include a source of
carbon and hydrogen, typically a mix of hydrocarbons like methane (CH4)
and hydrogen. A synthetic or natural diamond seed is placed in the gas
chamber. The gases are then broken up into hydrocarbon and hydrogen
radicals. To do this different energy sources can be used. The most impor-
tant methods are hot filament and microwave assisted CVD growth [77].

Hydrogen is used to prevent graphite growth by attaching to any non-
diamond bonded (sp2) carbon and remove it from the crystal surface. If it
attaches to another hydrogen that terminates the diamond surface, H2 is
formed and a dangling bond is left behind. The high H fraction ensures the
etching of sp2 bonded carbon dominates the growth of sp2 bonded carbon.
CH3 can then attach and form an sp3 bond. In this way, even though it
is not a thermodynamically favoured process, diamond can grow slowly,
atomic layer by layer, in a kinetic process [78, 79]. The growth of single
crystal CVD diamond requires a single crystal substrate [80].

As with HPHT samples, nitrogen can be incorporated into the lattice dur-
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ing growth as single substitutional nitrogen. While HPHT grown diamond
typically contains more than 200 ppm of nitrogen, CVD grown diamond
doesn’t contain more than 50 ppm [81]. Nitrogen can be mixed into the
gas as either N2 or NH3 [82]. It has been shown to act as a catalyst for the
growth, significantly increasing growth rates even when added in small
concentrations [83].

Adding boron to the gas results in blue diamonds. Other colors can be
created with different mixtures of gases [77]. CVD grown diamond often
contains silicon that originates from silica windows used as part of the
growth chambers or from the silicon substrate used to grow the diamond
on [84].
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2.5 Summary

Diamond is of gReat inteRest as a material due to its outstanding
thermo-optical properties, its hardness, rigidity and chemical and biologi-
cal inertness. Those properties result from the strong covalent sp3 bonding
and large carbon binding energy. The high thermal conductivity, rigidity
and the wide spectral transmission range make it particularly interesting
for applications in laser engineering. The compact crystal lattice makes
doping with laser-ions difficult, hence an alternative route to direct light
generation within the crystal is desirable.

One such alternative could be the utilization of luminescent defects in dia-
mond. These defects often have broadened spectra due to their interaction
with lattice phonons. Among these, two nitrogen based colour centres are
of particular interest for us due to previous research and a positive outlook
on their suitability in literature. These are NV and N2V0.

Diamond samples can be obtained both by mining of natural diamond or
growth of synthetic diamond. Synthetic diamond is cost efficient and its
size and optical quality can be controlled to some degree, as opposed to
natural diamond, which first has to be found with the desired character-
istics. For this research different single nitrogen concentrations were of
interest, leading to experiments on both HPHT (high nitrogen samples
>100 ppm) and CVD (low nitrogen samples <5 ppm) grown diamond sam-
ples. Samples with a low overall nitrogen concentration were desired for
colour centre synthesis, to prevent parasitic absorption and concentration
quenching of leftover nitrogen or a high density of colour centre. Because
of the low nitrogen aggregation efficiency in CVD diamond [81], discussed
in detail in the next chapter, natural samples, containing nitrogen clusters,
were used to synthesise N2V0 in ppm concentrations.

In the next part, chapter 3, Synthesis of colour centres in diamond, meth-
ods to generate NV and N2V0 in synthetic and natural diamond will be
described. Later on, in chapter 6, Progress towards a laser based on colour
centres in diamond, the utilization of those centres for laser engineering
will be discussed.
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3.1 Irradiation

The geneRation of vacancies by irradiation will be explained in
this chapter. This is a necessary step in the synthesis of nitrogen-vacancy
defects when starting with as-grown, single nitrogen containing diamond.

Irradiation refers to the exposure of an object to radiation. The first
laboratory experiments to change the colour of diamond using radiation
were performed in 1904. Colourless diamonds turned blueish-green after
they were embedded in radium bromide for 12 months [1]. In the follow-
ing decades experiments were performed with different types of radiation:
Cyclotron radiation using alpha particles, deuterons and protons, electrons
from line accelerators, neutrons and gamma rays [2].

Overview of radiation types

A particle can create a vacancy in the diamond lattice if enough energy is
transferred to displace a carbon atom. Experiments show the displacement
energy for carbon in the diamond lattice is ∼ 40 eV [3].

The aim in this work is the generation of a few ppm1 of evenly dis- 1 parts permillion (1.77·1017cm-3

for diamond)tributed single vacancies in samples of several mm thickness. The sample
thickness is determined by the availability of suitable samples for purchase.
From this the estimation for the colour centre 2 concentration has been 2 A type of structural defect, which

produces absorption and emission
bands that are different to those of
the pure crystal [4]

made based on literature values for the respective centres. This will be
discussed in detail in section 6.2, Key parameters for solid state lasers, and
section 6.5, A potential diamond colour centre laser.

Mass and charge are important parameters for the choice of irradiation
particle. Particles with amass similar to that of carbon can transfer a larger
part of their energy to the carbon atoms (which is discussed in detail in
section 3.1). A comparison of the mass for particles commonly used for
irradiation can be found in table 3.1

Particle Mass
[u]

Carbon 12
Neutron 1
Proton 1
Alpha 4
Electron 5.5·10−4

Table 3.1: Comparison of the
masses of carbon and particles
used for irradiation in atomic mass
unit[5].

Charged particles, like protons and alpha particles, lose a lot of their energy
through ionization and Rutherford scattering. The main difference is the
even shorter penetration depth of alpha particles, because of the greater
mass and charge. Although neutrons and protons have the same mass,
the neutron mainly interacts with the material through collisions with the
atoms and therefore has a longer penetration depth.

Gamma radiation displaces carbon atoms indirectly: Electrons produced
by Compton scattering and pair production displace the carbon atoms [6].
Gamma rays around 1MeV can colour a diamond evenly, but the process
is slow and treatment takes several months [7]. From the variety of differ-
ent irradiation types, gamma irradiation is the least common and won’t be
considered further.
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A comparison of the number of vacancies generated by 1MeV particles
of the respective radiation type is given in table 3.2. A penetration depth
of the order of mm is possible with electrons and neutrons, but not with
heavy ions, which only penetrate of the order of a few µm [8]. Hence
the specification of vacancy numbers per cm in table 3.2 for electrons and
neutrons. 1MeV neutrons generate 68 vacancies per cm per particle. In
contrast, protons and alpha particles both stop within the diamond and
generate 8 and 51 vacancies respectively, per particle. Electrons generate
1.5 vacancies per cm per particle.

Particle Vacancies
with 1 MeV per particle

Neutron 68 (cm−1)
Proton 7.9
Alpha 51
Electron 1.5 (cm−1)

Table 3.2: Comparison of the num-
ber of vacancies created by radia-
tion with an energy of 1MeV[8].

Irradiation using neutrons or high-energy electrons is most common [2].
They allow for a deep penetration depth in comparison to alpha particles
and protons, and the generation of single vacancies without complex dam-
age in the case of electrons.

Neutrons can transfer enough energy so that the displaced carbon atom
can displace further atoms in the lattice, causing a cascade of damage. In
that way complex damage can be generated, rather than single vacancies.
Many of the absorption features in the complex spectrum after neutron
irradiation have not yet been interpreted [9].

In contrast, the kinetic energy transferred by an electron to a carbon
atom is so small that the carbon atom won’t cause any further displace-
ments [8]. Complex damage has been linked to an increase of the refractive
index, dependent on the induced damage density, and increased absorption
in the visible wavelength range [10]. An even distribution of single vacan-
cies in the diamond lattice without the generation of complex damage is
best done by electron irradiation. This approach was chosen for the work
described in this thesis.

Energy transfer

For most relevant irradiationmethods a simple model for the interaction of
two particles can be considered: the elastic collision of two hard spheres.
The de Broglie wavelength (λB = h/p) of electrons reduces with increas-
ing momentum p. At energies above a few hundred eV electrons will in-
teract only with single atoms and the electron-solid interactions can be de-
scribed by atomic models [11]. Below that, for example for electrons used
in cathodoluminescence, electrons interact with the material through in-
elastic scattering and ultimately the process can lead to the excitation of
valence electrons into the conduction band.

Figure 3.1 shows the collision of a mass m, with kinetic energy E and
velocity vm,0, with a resting mass M. After the collision M moves with
kinetic energy T and velocity vM in a direction at θ with regard to the
incoming direction of m. The particle m now has a reduced kinetic energy
(E−T ) and scatters with velocity vm,1 at angle ϕ to its original direction.
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Before collision

m M
E

After collision

Φ

Θ
T

m

M Figure 3.1: Illustration of the elastic
scattering of two particles. A par-
ticle of mass m and kinetic energy
E collides with a stationary particle
of mass M. After the collision M is
scattered at angle θ and now has a
kinetic energy of T. Mass m is scat-
tered at angle ϕ.

The conservation of total energy and momentum leads to the equation for
the transferred energy [12]:

T =
4mM

(m+M)2
cos2(θ) · E (3.1)

The electron mass is much smaller than that of a carbon atom (table 3.1);
Relativistic effects have to be considered for the energy transfer using elec-
trons at energies above a hundred keV [13].

The maximum energy transferred by an electron is [3]:

Tmax = 2
m0

M
E

(
2 +

E

m0c2

)
(3.2)
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Figure 3.2: Maximum energy
transfer in elastic scattering from
neutrons (eq. (3.1)) and electrons
(eq. (3.2)) to carbon atoms.

Figure 3.2 shows the maximum energy transfer to carbon atoms by elec-
trons and neutrons depending on their kinetic energy. The displacement
energy of a carbon atom in diamond is∼ 40 eV [3]. Neutrons require ener-
gies above 100 eV and electrons above 180 keV to displace a carbon atom [3,
14].
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3.2 Experimental procedure for electron irradiation

ElectRon iRRadiation was performed in collaboration with the Uni-
versity of Mainz, Germany, and at Synergy Health Ltd., Swindon, UK.

Irradiation at the University of Mainz was performed at the MAMI3. It 3 MAinzerMIkrotron

is a microtron that provides a continuous wave, high intensity, polarized
electron beam with an energy up to 1.6 GeV. A 14MeV stage with an un-
polarized 50µA electron beam, able to homogeneously irradiate an area
of 1 cm2, was used for the irradiation. Diamond samples were wrapped
in aluminium foil and placed into a metal holder, which was connected to
water-cooling.

In the early stages of this project the boundaries for a suitable starting
concentration of single nitrogen were not well understood. Experiments
using diamonds with high nitrogen concentrations (∼ 100 ppm) were im-
portant to determine their usefulness in this project. In an attempt to pro-
duces as many NV 4 centres as possible, the setup and procedure in Mainz 4 A substitutional nitrogen adjacent

to a vacancy with a C3v symmetrywere used to match the concentration of nitrogen in those samples with
vacancies. It was discovered that for the parameters described here com-
plex damage was incurred in the diamond and the background absorption
in the visible spectral region made those samples unsuitable for laser pur-
poses. As a result following work concentrated on samples with lower
nitogen concentration in the range of a few to a few tens of ppm. The
setup is shown in fig. 3.3.

Diamond samples

Watercooling

Electron beam
Figure 3.3: Experimental setup at
the University of Mainz.

Left: Diamond samples wrapped in
aluminium foil inside metal holder
with water-cooling connections.

Right: Sample holder in the exper-
imental setup with the output for
the electron beam.

Irradiation at Synergy Health, Swindon, was performed with an 4.5MeV
and 20mA electron beam. Figure 3.4 shows the experimental setup of the
electron source and the placement of diamond samples on the metal table
below. The diamonds were placed directly on the metal bench, with ther-
mal paste applied to the bench beforehand, in accordance with previous
experimental setups performed by scientists at the University of Warwick.
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This is probably redundant according to Synergy Health staff, as the paste
turns to powder within seconds of irradiation and thermal contact isn’t
provided any longer. According to Synergy Health staff no difference was
detected by Element Six after irradiation without thermal paste or other
means of cooling when using the irradiation parameters mentioned above.

Air

Diamond samples

Water-cooled shutter
El
ec
tr
on

be
am Figure 3.4: Experimental setup at

Synergy Health.

Left: Diamond samples placed on a
metal bench covered with a layer of
thermal paste. The bench is placed
below the electron beam exit.

Right: Electron beam exits through
air cooled foil. The shutter for the
beam is water-cooled and can be
hinged aside.

The total number of vacancies per volume Nv(t, E) after an irradiation
time t can be calculated if the total electron dose, d(t), and the number of
vacancies created per electron and cm at a given incident energyE, L(E),
are known.

The total electron dose d(t) is the total number of electrons per area
after the irradiation time t:

d(t) =
I

Ab
· t (3.3)

I is the number of electrons per second that the electron source pro-
duces and Ab is the beam area.

The number of vacancies per unit volume Nv(t, E) can then be calcu-
lated with:

Nv(t, E) = d(t) · L(E) (3.4)

Monte Carlo simulations are used to calculate the number of vacancies
per electron and cm and the penetration depth, for different incident en-
ergies [6]. These are shown in fig. 3.5. Experimental results with electron
energies between 1 - 2MeV have shown to produce isolated vacancies and
interstitials with a penetration depth of about 1mm [15].

Electron incident energies available are ESyn = 4.5MeV and
EMAMI = 14MeV . The number of vacancies created per electron and cm
for these incident energies are: L(4.5MeV ) ranges from 2.2 v/(e · cm)5 5 Based on calculations by Andrew

Edmonds, Element Six, 09.10.2014
for irradiation at Synergy Health

up to 2.85 v/(e · cm) [6]. Based on the highest electron energy calculated
in [6], at the MAMI we assume L(14MeV ) ∼ 3.5 v/(e · cm).
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Figure 3.5: Number of vacancies
generated per electron and cm cal-
culated by Monte Carlo simula-
tions [6].

Left: For different incident electron
energies as a function of penetra-
tion depth.

Right: As a function of incident
electron energies.

Figure 3.6 shows the vacancy generation in the two different experi-
mental setups calculated with eq. (3.4).
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Figure 3.6: Number of vacancies
per electron and cm as a function of
the electron dose based on eq. (3.4).
The dotted lines represent the re-
gion of electron doses used in the
experiments. 16MeV represent
the conditions at the MAMI, while
4.5MeV correspond to those at Syn-
ergy Health.

The number of vacancies generated was likely to be two orders of magni-
tude higher in Mainz than at Synergy Health. This reflects the different
concentrations of NV and N2V0 6 aimed for during the evolution of this 6 The neutrally charged state of

N2V (H3)project. During the experiments performed at Mainz the starting material
was chosen to be HPHT7 grown diamond with hundreds of ppm of nitro- 7 High Pressure High Temperature

gen. This was due to the fact that this material was readily available to us
at the time, while samples with lower concentrations were not yet accessi-
ble. In this early phase of the project our aim was to match the number of
nitrogen with the number of vacancies to generate as many NV centres as
possible. It was found later that complex damage and high absorption in
the visible wavelength region made the samples treated in Mainz unsuit-
able for laser purposes.
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Later CVD8 grown diamond became accessible. The aim here was to 8 Chemical Vapour Deposition

generate a couple ppm of vacancies in the samples in order to match the
∼ ppm nitrogen concentration in the CVD samples. This material was
deemed a more promising choice for a laser material, because of lower par-
asitic background absorption in the emission region and potentially good
enough pump absorption, which is discussed in more detail in section 6.5,
A potential diamond colour centre laser.
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3.3 Diffusion, aggregation and dissociation of defects

Diffusion and aggRegation of nitrogen and vacancies in the di-
amond lattice is required for the formation of NV and N2V0. They are
enabled by thermal treatment of diamond.

At the time this work was carried out no diamond samples with a few to
a few dozen ppm of NV and N2V0 already present could be purchased.
The target concentration for the centres is discussed in greater detail in
section 6.5, A potential diamond colour centre laser. Both NV and N2V0

centres can be found in natural, untreated diamonds [16, 17]. But obtain-
ing a suitable natural sample, in terms of size and optical properties, is
difficult. NV centres have been found in as grown CVD diamond [18, 19]
in concentrations < 100 ppb9 [20]. But these concentrations are too low for 9 parts per billion

our purposes. The most promising starting material seems to be type Ib
synthetic diamond, a material readily available commercially in a range of
different nitrogen concentrations.

In this section it is assumed that nitrogen and vacancies are already present
in the sample. The generation of vacancies is discussed in the previous
section 3.1, Irradiation. Nitrogen is already incorporated into the starting
material, as mentioned in section 2.3, Common defects in diamond.

Activation energies determine the temperature ranges for defect diffusion,
aggregation and dissociation. Rate constants are used to describe the rate
of a given process at a certain temperature and pressure and can be used to
determine treatment times. These concepts are described in the following
section.

Thermal stability of diamond
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and metastable
graphite

Graphite and
metastable diamond

Figure 3.7: P-T phase and trans-
formation diagram for carbon [21,
22]. Solid lines represent equilib-
rium phase boundaries.

In the following subsections diffusion of vacancies and nitrogen in dia-
mond through heating of the samples will be discussed. For some of these
processes, in particular the diffusion of nitrogen, temperatures in excess
of 1700◦C are required.

The stability of diamond is important to keep in mind in order to pre-
serve the samples during thermal treatment. At room temperature and
pressure the sp3 bond between carbon atoms in the lattice is shorter than
it would be in equilibrium, this is causing internal pressure, about 2GPa
at room temperature (represented as the diamond-graphite stability line
in fig. 3.7 and fig. 3.14), in the lattice. This is the reason that diamond
is metastable at room temperature and pressure. With increasing tem-
perature this internal pressure grows and diamond becomes increasingly
metastable [23]. A metastable state is a local minimum separated from an
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energetically favourable minimum by an activated state (fig. 3.8).
The transition of diamond to graphite is thermodynamically favourable

with Egraphite − Ediamond = ∆E < 0. Later we’ll see that the rate
of the process is determined by the activation energy via eq. (3.9). The
activation energy for the transition from diamond to graphite per atom
is 3.5 eV. This energy is large enough that the process is not observable at
room temperature in reasonable timescales [24].

E

E2

Ea

∆ E
E1

Initial state Final state

Activated
state

Figure 3.8: Illustration of the
transition between two equilibrium
states. The initial state has an en-
ergy of E1 and the final state of
E2. The energy difference between
the initial state and the intermedi-
ate state is called activation energy
Ea.

Increasing the temperature changes the situation andmakes graphitization
of the samples likely. This effectively destroys the samples and should be
prevented.

Surface graphitization is considered to occur in two steps rather than by
direct diamond to graphite transformation. First, a single carbon atom de-
taches from the surface and forms a disordered bonding. Second, multiple
of those atoms form graphite microcrystals [25]. The reaction becomes ob-
servable above 700◦C at atmospheric pressure [26]. At temperatures below
900◦C the rate of oxidization exceeds the rate of graphitization [27]. Dia-
mond can be heated up to 1700◦C in vacuum, or at atmospheric pressure
using a high-purity gas like nitrogen, although some surface graphitization
can occur under those conditions [25, 28].

Up to ∼1700◦C graphitization is considered a surface phenomenon. At
temperatures above it starts to penetrate the insides of the crystal [27].
Applying high pressure during treatment with high temperatures keeps
the diamond stable. The stability regions for diamond are illustrated in
in fig. 3.7. The phase boundary between the diamond stability region and
the graphite stability region determines the pressure needed in HPHT ex-
periments at a given temperature to prevent phase transitions. In this way
diamond can withstand temperatures up to 2500◦C [29] and even above
3000◦C [30].

Activation energies

Defect diffusion and aggregation can be thought of as state transitions. To
describe a transitionwe consider a systemwith two equilibrium states [31],
as illustrated before in fig. 3.8.

To transform a system in the initial state with energy E1 into a final
state with energyE2, a potential barrier for the intermediate state has to be
overcome. The energy difference between the initial state and the activated
state Ea is called activation energy. The transition from the initial state is
energetically favourable if E2 − E1 = ∆E < 0.

Diffusion activation energies describe the activation energy for a certain
defect to become mobile in the diamond lattice. For defect complexes the
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binding energy determines the activation energy for dissociation. Aggre-
gation and vacancy capture are thermodynamically favourable processes
in diamond. Internal stress in the diamond lattice, as mentioned before
in section 3.3, Thermal stability of diamond, is reduced by the presence
of atoms with atomic radii greater than carbon, like nitrogen atoms. This
reduction is even greater for larger nitrogen and nitrogen-vacancy clus-
ters [23].

This is illustrated in fig. 3.9, where the energies of the aggregates are cal-
culated relative to the energy of their constituents at distant positions [32].
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Figure 3.9: The energy of the ni-
trogen and nitrogen-vacancy com-
plexes by [32]. - denotes defects at
first neighbor positions and + de-
notes distant defects.

It is the aim here to outline defect formation, considering both experimen-
tal and theoretical values for activation energies and temperatures used.
Experimental values vary considerably in some cases. They depend on the
pressure and on the defect composition of the samples used [23, 33] and
the relevant information is not always provided in every experimental de-
scription.

The simplest case to consider is the formation of NV. If single nitrogen
atoms and vacancies are present in the lattice, then they only need to be
aggregated. The activation energy of vacancy diffusion is 2.3 eV [32]. The
dissociation barrier at 5.8 eV is the sum of the vacancy diffusion energy
and the binding energy of NV, ∼ 3.5 eV [34]. The lower temperature lim-
its for these processes have been reported at 600◦C and 1800◦C respec-
tively [23, 35].

N+ V
>600◦C(2.3 eV)−−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−−−
>1800◦C(5.8 eV)

NV (3.5)

The concentration of NV is expected to plateau at about half the origi-
nal nitrogen concentration in the sample, provided enough vacancies are
available to reach that concentration in the first place [36]. Thermo-chromic
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charge transfer during the annealing process leads to an exchange of an
electron between NV0 10 and N0

s
11, resulting in the formation of NV- 12 10 The neutral form of NV

11 Neutrally charged Ns

12 The negative form of NV

andN+
s
13. When the concentration of NV is approximately equal to the re-

13 Positively charged Ns

maining nitrogen concentration, all the leftover single nitrogen is believed
to exist in a positively charged state. The leftover vacancies can form NV+

14 with the remaining N+
s , a defect with a much lower binding energy.

14 Proposed positive form of NV
Low enough that it immediately breaks apart after formation during the
annealing procedure [36].

N2V 15 is a more complex defect and it can be synthesized in different 15 A vacancy and two substitutional
nitrogen atoms in C2v symmetryways. One is to produce N2

16 centres by nitrogen aggregation and subse-
16 Two adjacent substitutional ni-
trogen atoms (A centre)

quent irradiation and annealing [16, 23, 37, 38, 39]. Another method is the
production of NV, as described above (eq. (3.5)), followed by HPHT treat-
ment to mobilise NV in the lattice so it can combine with a single nitrogen
to form N2V. Synthesis of N2V0 was also demonstrated in brown natural
Ia diamond by short time HPHT anneals [16, 40, 41].

We consider nitrogen aggregation in type Ib diamond first. Experimental
values for the diffusion activation energy of Ns

17 in diamond range from 17 Single substitutional nitrogen
(C centre)2.6 to 6.2 eV [23, 42, 43], depending on the samples and conditions used.

Diamonds with moderate nitrogen concentrations, below a few hundred
ppm, do not show significant aggregation of nitrogen below 1700◦C [23].
Anneals at temperatures above 2000◦C result in the formation of Ns from
dissociation of N2 centres [23]. The dissociation energy for N2 is the sum
of the diffusion energy of Ns and the binding energy of N2, 2 eV [32]. At
temperatures above 2100◦C larger nitrogen clusters start to form [23], with
an activation energy in the range of 6.3-7 eV [23, 38]. At temperatures
above 2500◦C nitrogen clusters and platelets start to dissociate again, and
single nitrogen is created [23, 39].

N+ N
>1700◦C (2.6-6.2 eV)−−−−−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−−−−−−
>2000◦C (4.6-8.2 eV)

N2

>2100◦C (6.3-7 eV)−−−−−−−−−−−→ Larger clusters

>2500◦C−−−−−→ Dissociation of clusters

(3.6)

To form N2 temperatures between 1700 and 2100◦C are required. The
most suitable temperature choice depends on further parameters, such as
nitrogen concentration in the sample and treatment time available, and
will be discussed further in section 3.3, Diffusion and aggregation rate con-
stants.

When N2 is successfully produced, the sample needs to be irradiated to
create vacancies. Then, this sample that contains N2 and V 18, needs to be 18 Lattice vacancy

annealed in order to create N2V.The energy needed to form N2V is higher
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than the activation energy for vacancy diffusion (>600◦C (2.3 eV )). This
is due to the needed for reordering from N2-V to N-V-N, which happens
at >800◦C (3 eV ) [32, 44]. N2V dissociates into N2 and a vacancy at tem-
peratures in the range of 1700–2200◦C (5.1− 6.5 eV ) [34, 38, 39]:

N2 + V
>800◦C (3 eV)−−−−−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−−−−−−

>1700◦C (5.1-6.1 eV)
N2V (3.7)

Annealing temperatures above 800◦C are required for the formation of
N2V.

For the second synthesis route of N2V, the generation of NV with subse-
quent thermal treatment, we first assume that there is single nitrogen and
NV present in the sample. Some theoretical models predict that vacancy-
assisted nitrogen diffusion is energetically favourable over direct or inter-
stitial diffusion mechanisms [32, 45]. This means that the aggregation of
NV and Ns to N2V can happen at temperatures below nitrogen diffusion,
simply due to the presence of NV.

The activation energy of vacancy assisted nitrogen diffusion in pre-irradiated
diamond is reported to lie between 3 eV-4.8 eV [34, 46, 47]. The dissociation
energy for NV (5.8 eV eq. (3.5)) is larger than the proposed migration en-
ergy. This strengthens the assumption that in an appropriate temperature
range NV migrates through the lattice without fully dissociating.

Formation of N2 in pre-irradiated diamond has been found in type Ib
diamond with concentrations between 50 - 500 ppm in vacuum and at tem-
peratures between 1500◦C [48] and as low as 1300◦C [49]. The addition
of external pressure is believed to promote interstitial and slow down va-
cancy assisted diffusion [33], this might reduce its effect during HPHT
treatment,.

Figure 3.10 illustrates the movement and energy profile of vacancy as-
sisted migration by a partial dissociation process, where the nitrogen and
vacancy stay in the vicinity of each other [34]. During this movement Ns

and V are separated only by a few bond lengths. The attractive force be-
tween them then promotes the recombination of both. For every complete
circle 1-6 the nitrogen atom is transported one place further in the lattice.

NV is assumed to migrate through the lattice until it combines with an-
other Ns to form N2V [40]. This is supported by experimental results,
where HPHT treatment at about 1700◦C of pink synthetic diamond con-
taining NV resulted in a weakening of the NV absorption and a change into
an intense green colour as a result of N2V0 and N2V- 19 absorption [50, 51]. 19 The negatively charged state of

N2V (H2)Long-time annealing of irradiated type Ib diamond at 800◦C, during
which NV could form, increases the aggregation into N2 and N2V after
subsequent heating at temperatures as low as 1500◦C [23, 52].
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Figure 3.10: An illustration of va-
cancy assisted migration of nitro-
gen adapted from [34]. The dif-
fusion activation energy is repre-
sented by the barrier E21 plusW23.
The reorientation energy is repre-
sented by W56. All energies are
relative to the stable energy of NV.
As NV migrates through the lattice
it can trap an additional Ns atom
forming N2V.

Further heating may result in the vacancy breaking away, effectively lead-
ing to an enhanced nitrogen aggregation [48, 53] as seen in eq. (3.7) previ-
ously. Heating at higher temperatures will lead to the formation of bigger
nitrogen clusters as shown in eq. (3.6):

NV+ N
>1500◦C (3-4.8 eV)−−−−−−−−−−−→ N2V

>1700◦C (5.1-6.1 eV)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ N2 + V
(3.8)

For a laser sample we have to consider that NV contributes to parasitic
absorption in the emission range of N2V0 [54]. If this synthesis route is
taken, residual NV should be minimized.

If both Ns and N2 are present in a sample, they compete for vacancy cap-
ture. Some experimental work suggests that Ns traps vacancies between
eight [55] and fifty times [48, 56] more efficiently than N2. As discussed
above, in the theoretical model the vacancy capture of N2 and the reorder-
ing of N2-V to N-V-N involve activation energies above the vacancymigra-
tion barrier of ∼ 2.4 eV, while the formation of NV occurs with activation
energies all within this energy [32]. This makes the latter process statisti-
cally more likely.

To produce a N2V0 sample suitable to be used as a laser crystal, ag-
gregation is required to be as complete as possible, as any single nitrogen
present in the sample is likely to form NV after subsequent irradiation and
annealing.

For the production of N2V0 in samples with low nitrogen concentration
(<5 ppm) this seems to be the preferable path due to the low aggregation
efficiency of nitrogen in those samples. This will be discussed in greater
detail in the following subsection.

HPHT treatment of brown natural Ia diamond was demonstrated to yield
luminescent N2V0 containing samples [16, 40, 41]. Formation of N2V0
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occurs much faster than dissociation of N2, as HPHT experiments with
brown type Ia, in particular IaA and IaAB, natural diamond have shown.
Short time anneals, about 2-5 minutes at 2000-2100◦C, turn those stones
green, while prolonged anneals turn them yellow. The green color is an
indication for the formation of N2V0, while the yellow one occurs due to
the presence of single Ns after dissociation of N2V0 and N2. Brown Ia di-
amonds should be treated with short time HPHT treatments in order to
produce N2V0 [16, 41].

Diffusion and aggregation rate constants

In this part the timescales for the diffusion and aggregation of defects are
taken into account. The aggregation in particular is dependent on the de-
fect concentrations in the samples. If the defect concentration is high, the
mean path for two defects to meet is short. In comparison, if the concen-
tration is low, the mean path is longer and it takes more time for defects
to travel these distances. This explains why the aggregation of single ni-
trogen into pairs is difficult in samples with low nitrogen concentrations.

To describe the interplay of defects a similar construct can be used as the
one to describe chemical reactions. The reaction rate constant k quantifies
the speed of a chemical reaction.

In the case of diffusion k can be thought of as a hopping rate, which
describes the jump of a defect to another lattice site per time unit [34]. In
the case of aggregation and dissociation the rate equations are used to link
the rate of a reaction to the concentration of each of the reactants. The
reactions are described by the reactants and the products of the reaction,
as seen in the previous subsection. How such a rate equation is constructed
depends on the nature of the reaction, the concentrations of the reactants
and how complex the reaction is [57].

In first order reactions the influence of the temperature on the reaction
rate is described by the Arrhenius equation [31, 57]:

k = ν · exp (−Ea/kBT ) (3.9)

The equation relates the reaction rate constant k with the activation
energy Ea, temperature T and attempt frequency ν. kB is the Boltzmann
constant. In other words, ν describes the number of collisions per second
that may or may not end in a reaction (reaction attempts), exp(−Ea/kBT )

is the probability for a reaction to occur and k is the number of collisions
that result in a reaction per second. When eq. (3.9) is used in conjunction
with rate equations, the effects of concentration can also be included.

Rate equations are a convenient way to determine rate constants ex-
perimentally, by measuring the concentrations of the reactants before and
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after thermal treatment. If the rate constants are known, they can be used
to determine the treatment time to get a desired concentration of the re-
action product.

We consider a defect species X, with the concentration [X]. If the change
in concentration of defect X is dependent on the concentration of X, then
first order kinetics describe the system. This is approximately true for the
capture of vacancies in type Ib diamond due to the formation of NV centres
Ns+V → NV in a nitrogen rich diamond with [Ns]≫ [V] [58]. Nitrogen
acts as a vacancy trap in this example [59]. Dissociation of NV is not taken
into account and the nitrogen concentration is assumed to be much larger
than the concentration of vacancies, so that [Ns]t=0 ≈ [Ns].

The rate equation for the change of the concentration of defect X in
such a system has the form:

d[X]/dt = −k · [X] (3.10)

with the solution:

[X] = [X]0 · exp (−kt) (3.11)

Second order kinetics have to be considered if the rate equation is de-
pendent on two variables, X and Y. Those can be different defects or differ-
ent aggregation states of one defect. If the reaction is such thatX + Y → P ,
we get:

d[X]

dt
=

d[Y ]

dt
= −k · [X][Y ] (3.12)

In a type IIa, diamond vacancies will anneal out through the surface of the
crystal or form aggregates. The process then becomes a combination of
first and second order kinetics [35, 59].

In a special case X and Y describe the same defect. The aggregation of N2

follows this case of second order kinetics. Single nitrogen aggregates into
pairs viaNs +Ns → N2. Dissociation of nitrogen pairs is not considered
here. In this case [X]0 = [Y ]0 and eq. (3.12) then becomes:

d[X]

dt
=

d[Y ]

dt
= −k · [X]2 = −k · [Y ]2 (3.13)

with the solution:

[X] =
1

[X]−1
0 + kt

(3.14)

The only variable that is relevant is the initial single nitrogen concen-
tration [X]0 = [Ns]0.
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In fig. 3.11 the conversion of X into the reaction product as a fraction of
the starting concentration [X]0 is visualized for different reaction orders.
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Figure 3.11: Illustration of the con-
version ([X]0 − [X])/[X]0, de-
pending on the starting concentra-
tion [X]0 of 1, 10 and 100 per unit
volume. For zero, first and second
order rate equations and an arbi-
trary rate k = M(1−n)/[time],
with the concentration unit M =

1, and the order of the reaction n .

The fractional conversion rate of first order kinetics is not dependent on
the initial concentration. The conversion time for all processes that follow
second order kinetics, including most aggregation processes, is prolonged
in samples with lower concentrations.

An intuitive way to counteract the slower conversion of Ns + Ns → N2

in diamond samples with low initial nitrogen concentrations is to increase
the treatment temperature of the process, as implied by eq. (3.9). This is
only feasible until a temperature is reached where considerable amounts
of aggregates dissociate. The dissociation process is considered a first or-
der reaction and hence the conversion efficiency is not dependent on the
initial nitrogen concentration. This means that in samples with low con-
centrations the aggregation efficiency is reduced, while the dissociation
efficiency isn’t affected. The lower the initial nitrogen concentration of a
sample, the more difficult aggregation becomes.

Most of the samples under study in this work were type Ib synthetic dia-
mond. That is why we consider the simple case where all the nitrogen is
present in single substitutional form [Ns]0 ̸= 0 and no pairs are present
initially [N2]0 ≈ 0. The rate of reduction of [Ns] due to aggregation can
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be expressed by the second order rate equation eq. (3.13):

d[Ns]

dt aggregation
= −k1 · [Ns]

2 (3.15)

and the increase in single nitrogen from pairs dissociating takes the
form of a first order rate equation (eq. (3.10)), as it is not dependent on the
single nitrogen concentration:

d[Ns]

dt dissociation
= −2 · d[N2]

dt
= 2k2 · [N2] (3.16)

with [N2] = ([Ns]0− [Ns])/2 and the rate constants k1 = kaggregation

and k2 = kdissociation. The combined rate equation can be written as [43]:

d[Ns]

dt
= −k1[Ns]

2 + k2([Ns]0 − [Ns]) (3.17)

Dissociation of N2 appears at around 2000◦C with a rate that is small in
comparison to the aggregation of nitrogen [43, 60]. The equation takes the
form of eq. (3.15) . 2000◦C, when dissociation can be neglected [42].

The rate constant of nitrogen-pair dissociation into single nitrogen, k2,
depends on the annealing temperature, pressure and initial nitrogen con-
centration [42, 61]. It was found to be enhanced in the graphite stable
region for HPHT experiments, in comparison to the diamond stable re-
gion. In an HPHT experiment at 2300◦C with a pressure of 5-6 GPa k2 was
enchanced by a factor of ∼10, in comparison to using 8.5 GPa [62].

In fig. 3.12 the slowed aggregation for samples with low initial nitrogen
concentrations is illustrated.

The aggregation for different initial nitrogen concentrations as a func-
tion of time is compared for two temperatures and literature rate constants.
Above 2000◦C dissociation is taken into account with plausible values for
the rate constants k1 = 10-4 (ppm)-1s-1 and k2 = 0.5 · 10-3s-1 [62]. At
1900◦C the aggregation rate is k1 ≈ 7.5 · 10-7 (ppm)-1s-1 [36], while dis-
sociation can be neglected with k2 → 0 [43]. Dissociation as a compet-
ing process to aggregation has a stronger influence in samples with lower
nitrogen concentrations. The starting concentration determines the maxi-
mum conversion that can be reached at thermodynamic equilibrium. If full
conversion is required temperatures have to be adjusted to prevent disso-
ciation. This is especially relevant for samples with low concentrations.

Annealing

Annealing in this work refers to the heat treatment of diamond specifically
to mobilize vacancies in order to form colour centres.

As discussed previously, vacancy diffusion starts at 600◦C (2.3 eV ) while
800◦C is needed for the final reordering step (N-N-V to N-V-N) in the pro-
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Figure 3.12: The solutions
to eq. (3.15) and eq. (3.17) are
compared for starting concen-
trations [Ns]0 of 1, 10 and
100 ppm. Plausible values for
the rate constants above 2000◦C,
k1 = 10−4 (ppm)−1s−1 and
k2 = 0.5 · 10−3s−1 [62],
have been compared to the rate
k1 ≈ 7.5 · 10−7 (ppm)−1s−1 at
1900◦C [36], where k2 → 0 [43].

duction of N2V. Higher temperatures lead to a faster diffusion, but the
temperature is limited by the dissociation temperature of the respective
defect (∼1700◦C for both NV and N2V0) and the prevention of graphitiza-
tion in order to preserve the quality of the sample.

Taking into account the stability considerations from the previous sub-
section anneals should be performed in protective atmosphere, vacuum or
covered in diamond grit in order to prevent oxidization and graphitization.
The diffusion distance of the vacancies during annealing can be estimate
with a variation of eq. (3.9):

kD = k0 · exp (−Ea/kBT ) (3.18)

where kD is the diffusion coefficient and k0 = 3.6 · 10−6cm2/s is a
pre-factor obtained by computational simulations from vacancy diffusion
near the diamond surface [63].

Diffusion near the surface is more rapid than in bulk diamond, so the
diffusion distance obtained with this pre-factor is an overestimation of the
actual distance in bulk diamond. The diffusion distance d can be estimated
with the equation [64]:

d ≈
√
kD · t (3.19)

where t represents the annealing time.
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If we consider a sample with an evenly distributed nitrogen concentration
of n = 1 ppm, the average distance between the nitrogen atoms is ap-
proximately < r >= 1/ 3

√
n ∼ 18nm. Typical anneals of diamond at the

University of Warwick for the synthesis of NV and N2V were performed
at 800◦C for 5 hours. In fig. 3.13 the diffusion distance at 800◦C is plotted.
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Figure 3.13: Vacancy diffusion co-
efficient and distance (eqs. (3.18)
and (3.19)) estimatedwith literature
values for vacancy diffusion near
the surface [63, 64]. For an anneal-
ing temperature of 800◦C a maxi-
mum diffusion distance of 1µm is
estimated after 5 hours of anneal-
ing.

In theory, with a perfectly even distribution of centres, anneals at shorter
times should be sufficient for full conversion into NV, but experimental
results show a residue of vacancies after 3 hour anneals at 800◦C in our
samples (see section 5.4) and after discussion with the Diamond group at
the University of Warwick, an annealing time of 5 hours at 800◦C was
suggested to us as an empirical value for maximum conversion into NV,
determined by them during their experiments.

HPHT treatment

For the synthesis of N2V0 the diffusion and aggregation of nitrogen into ni-
trogen pairs is needed. As described in section 3.3, Activation energies, this
happens at temperatures above 1500◦C. As discussed in the beginning of
this section, in order to avoid graphitization, stabilizing pressure is needed
when treating diamond at high temperatures.

HPHT treatment refers to the annealing of diamond at high temper-
atures under high pressures [23]. The experimental details of the HPHT
setup are discussed in the following section 3.4, Experimental procedure
for thermal treatment.

At a pressure of 7GPa diamond can last hours without any graphitization
at 1900◦C , while it can be completely graphitized in aminute at 2500◦C [23].
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Because of that it is important to carefully select the pressure for a given
temperature. A guideline for this is the diamond-graphite stability tran-
sition shown in fig. 3.7. Pressure and treatment time are the most crucial
parameters to control graphitization during HPHT treatment, next to the
temperature.
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Figure 3.14: P-T diagram of pub-
lished experimental parameters
(dots) and ranges (horizontal lines)
for diamonds subjected to HPHT
treatment.
The diagonal line indicates the
diamond-graphite equilibrium
line. The dashed line indicates the
pressure-temperature threshold of
diamond plasticity. The range of
possible natural HPHT growth and
annealing is indicated by the green
ellipse. Adapted from [65].

For most defects the diffusion is most efficient when diamond is in a plas-
tic state [65]. The transition between rigid and plastic states starts in a
pressure region of 4-7 GPa for temperatures between 900-1200◦C [66, 67]
(indicated by a dashed line in fig. 3.14).

External pressure promotes the transition of diamond from a rigid state
into the range of plasticity . It has been found that at low pressures,
even at temperatures as high as 2200◦C , diamond still remains in the rigid
state. Applying a pressure of just 5 GPa leads to diamond reaching a plas-
tic state at temperatures as low as 1000◦C [23]. Most HPHT experiments
are performed around the area of the diamond-graphite equilibrium line.
Lower pressures and temperatures are easier to reach and maintain exper-
imentally and so some HPHT experiments are performed in the range of
graphite stability. In these cases it is important to minimize treatment time
and to work with diamond without major inclusions or voidites to prevent
graphitization [65].

One way to study the aggregation of nitrogen is by comparison of aggre-
gation rates. A selection of rate constants for different temperatures from
literature values is presented in table 3.3. Up till 1500◦C the aggregation
rate increases by an order of magnitude for every 100◦C [68], above that it
does so for every ∼200◦C in the temperature range of this data.

Depending on the experimental circumstances different temperatures
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are better suited. For example, if the HPHT treatment time has to be kept
as short as possible, a higher percentage of aggregated nitrogen can be
achieved when choosing higher temperatures, even though dissociation
starts to happen there. This can be seen in fig. 3.12.

Temperature k
[◦C] [ppm-1 s-1]

2200 1.3 · 10-5
2100 6.7 · 10-6
1900 7.5 · 10-7
1700 5.0 · 10-8
1500 1.8 · 10-9
1400 2.5 · 10-10
1300 2.8 · 10-11
1200 2.3 · 10-12
1100 1.3 · 10-13

Table 3.3: Rate constants for the
aggregation of nitrogen in diamond
at various temperatures [36, 43].

Aggregation of single nitrogen and dissociation of nitrogen pairs become
observable at moderate temperatures around 1900-2100◦C. Additionally,
this temperature range is used to remove brown colouration from dia-
monds. Depending on the initial defect composition these will turn trans-
parent or a fancy colour [65]. At high temperatures in the range of 2100-
2300◦C the removal of brown colour and the aggregation and dissociation
of nitrogen defects occur most effectively [65].

Diffusion coefficients for carbon and nitrogen can change by about 30% for
a 1GPa change in pressure [69]. External pressure impedes the dissocia-
tion of defects with a radius larger than carbon. For example, while in an
experiment at 2300◦C at 8.5 GPa for 15 minutes 10% of N2 centres disso-
ciated, the rate jumped to 50% at the same temperature and even shorter
treatment time for a pressure of 5-6 GPa [62].

For defects with a smaller radius the opposite is true. Here dissociation
is promoted under external pressure. This is true for example for vacancies
and vacancy clusters. This is believed to be the reason why the reduction
of brown coloration in diamond is more effective for HPHT treatment at
elevated pressures [65].

According to this nitrogen aggregation should be performed at large
pressures in order to suppress nitrogen dissociation. At the same condi-
tions brown coloration that might have been present in the sample would
be more efficiently removed, removing background absorption from the
sample.
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3.4 Experimental procedure for thermal treatment

TheRmal tReatment of diamond is used to reach activation energies
for different processes described in detail in section 3.3, Diffusion, aggre-
gation and dissociation of defects.

Thermal treatment at atmospheric pressure or in a vacuum

Annealing was performed both at the University of Edinburgh and the
University ofWarwick. For the first synthesis protocol, annealingwas per-
formed at the University of Edinburgh in a vacuum at 800◦C for 3 hours.
For further iterations, annealing was performed at the University of War-
wick with an Elite Thermal Systems horizontal tube furnace with a setup
as described in [36, 49] at 800◦C for 5 hours (as discussed in section 3.3).
Nitrogen gas was used in order to prevent graphitisation of the samples.
A schematic of a horizontal tube furnace is presented in fig. 3.15.

Tube furnace

Gas Flow

Sample holder

SampleWorktube

Figure 3.15: Schematic of an
annealing furnace as described
in [70].

The sample is placed on a thermally resistant sample holder, covered in
diamond grit to further prevent graphitization. A continuous gas flow can
be sent through the worktube.

Anneals at 800◦C are sufficient for the diffusion of vacancies and the for-
mation of NV, in samples containing single nitrogen and vacancies, as well
as the formation of N2V, in samples containing N2 and vacancies. The for-
mation processes and their temperature dependence is described in more
detail in section 3.3, Diffusion, aggregation and dissociation of defects.

Thermal treatment at high temperatures and pressures

HPHT experiments were performed in a collaborationwith the Geoinstitut
at the University of Bayreuth, Germany.

A so called multi-anvil apparatus was used for this purpose. It is de-
signed to generate high pressures (tens of GPa) and high temperatures
(above 2500◦C) under laboratory conditions. These conditions are inter-
esting for research in material science and geology, as well as for the
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industrial production of minerals, like synthetic diamond. They are able
to reproduce pressures and temperatures that exist in deep layers of the
earth [71].

The multi-anvil apparatus used in this work are categorized as Large Vol-
ume Presses (LVP) since they allow for a relatively large sample volume in
the order of cubic millimetres [72]. Creating laser sized samples is there-
fore a non-trivial endeavour, as our sample sizes reach the limits of the
allowed sample volumes. A multi-anvil apparatus consists of three com-
ponents. A hydraulic press to generate force, a high-pressure module with
anvils to compress the sample volume and the sample assembly.

An illustration of the sample assembly placed inside a high pressure
module with anvils can be seen in fig. 3.16.

a) b)
Figure 3.16:

a) Pressure medium between 8
tungsten carbide anvils.

b) 8 tungsten carbide anvils be-
tween 6 steel anvils.

This is a typical Kawai cell 6-8
multi-anvil apparatus setup. Illus-
tration adapted from [72].

Sample assemblies usually include a soft pressure medium, a furnace that
converts current into heat, a soft medium to cushion the sample and a
sample jacket that protects the sample from touching other parts of the
assembly. Pictures of the assembly as it was used in this work, together
with a diamond sample inside an MgO20 sleeve, can be seen in fig. 3.17. 20 Magnesium oxide

The interior corners of the anvils are truncated to fit an octahedral as-
sembly. These octahedra can have edge lengths from 8 to 25 mm. They
are made of easily deformable material that provides electrical insulation
between the furnace and the anvils, in the case of this work made of MgO
doped with Cr2O3 (grey) and ZrO2 (white) (as seen in fig. 3.17).

The octahedral assembly is larger than the space between the anvils.
When pressure is applied, the material will squeeze out into the spaces be-
tween the anvils until the pressure between the octahedral assembly and
the anvils balances the pressure generated inside the total sample assem-
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bly [72].

a) d)

e)

b)

c)

Diamond sample in
MgO sleeve

LaCrO3 furnace
(brown sleeve)
with MgO inlet
(white)

Mo disk

Steel anvils
Tungsten carbite anvils

Gaskets

Figure 3.17: HPHT setup with

a) Octahedral assembly, including
all small parts to host the sample.
These include:
A soft pressure medium in the form
of an octahedron, made from MgO
doped with Cr2O3 (grey) and ZrO2

(white),
A furnace that converts current
into heat, in this case LaCrO3

(brown sleeve).
A soft medium to cushion the sam-
ple and a sample jacket that pro-
tects the sample from touching
other parts of the assembly, in this
case MgO.
TwoMolybdenum (Mo) disks to cap
the inner assembly.

b) Assembly of all parts.

c) Diamond sample surrounded by
MgO sleeve.

d) Sample in octahedral assembly.

e) Octahedral assembly placed on 4
tungsten carbide anvils, which are
placed on 3 steel anvils. Gaskets are
placed on the truncated sides of the
anvils.

Gaskets are placed on the truncated sides of the anvils to help distribute
the pressure evenly along the sides of the octahedron. They are made of
pyrophyllite, a soft, chemically inert material with a high melting temper-
ature.

The hydraulic press in the HPHT setup generates the force to push the
anvils together. By pressurization of a hydraulic fluid a ram is driven to-
wards a stationary plate to compress the high-pressure module. This de-
sign must be very sturdy to withstand the forces generated.

Most experimentswere performed using aVoggenreiter split sphere Kawai-
typemulti-anvil assembly compressedwith a 5000-ton press. Other presses
availablewere aHymag split sphere Kawai-typemulti-anvil assembly com-
pressed with a 1000-ton press, a Sumitomo split sphere Kawai-type multi-
anvil assembly compressedwith a 1200-ton press and piston-cylinder press.
All presses used in this work, besides the piston-cylinder press, were of the
type Kawai cell 6-8 multi-anvil apparatus. The original concept of this type
of press was introduced by Kawai et al. in 1970 [73]. They consist of six
steel anvils, three on the ram facing up, and three on the stationary plate
facing down. In these eight anvils can be places (Figure 3.16).

This design is used for force magnification to amplify pressure. The pres-
sure P is related to the force F applied to the area A via P = F/A.
A smaller area means larger pressures. The anvils are composed of very
strong material, in our case tungsten carbide. They have a large surface
area on the sides that are in contact with the steel anvils and a small sur-
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face area on one side, the truncated edge seen in fig. 3.16, that is in contact
with the octahedral sample assembly. The smaller the area of the truncated
edges, and as a consequence the sample assembly, the larger the pressure
on the sample. This is limited by the sample dimensions and the com-
pressive strength of the tungsten carbide cubes. All Kawai-type presses
are able to be operated up to about 25GPa and 3000 K. The piston-cylinder
press can be operated up to 4GPa and 2100 K [72].

Heating is produced by electrical resistance in graphite or LaCrO3
21 fur- 21 lanthanum chromate

naces. These materials are compressed into cylinders which can be assem-
bled to surround the MgO inlets in a) and b) of fig. 3.17. They are con-
nected to two of the anvils by a conductive material, in this case the Mo
disks pictured in fig. 3.17. Electrical current runs through the two connect-
ing anvils. All the anvils are electrically insulated from each other using
cardboard plates (pink cardboard in fig. 3.17 e) ). Graphite furnaces can
transform into diamond at higher pressures, making LaCrO3 the material
of choice for such conditions [74].

Temperatures in the setup are either measured with a thermocouple or
estimated with calibration curves. The calibration curves relate the tem-
perature inside the cell to the electrical power provided to the furnace.

Accurate temperature measurements in HPHT experiments are still a chal-
lenge. Temperatures up to 1700◦C can be measured using thermocouples.
At higher temperatures, where calibrations are used, the real temperature
can differ. Above 2500◦C, the error of the temperature measurements can
exceed 100◦C. This error is one of the main reasons for discrepancy be-
tween the results reported by different authors [23].

The exact pressure in the sample assembly is not easy to determine. The
frictional force and the degree to which the pressure media squeezes out is
unknown. Therefore calibration curves for each sample assembly are used
to estimate the pressure inside the sample assembly. For this the pressure
in the hydraulic fluid that drives the hydraulic rams is used [72].
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3.5 Summary

The synthesis of nitRogen based defects starts with nitrogen
containing samples. In synthetic diamond, nitrogen is present predomi-
nantly as single atoms (type Ib), while natural diamond can have a variety
of nitrogen clusters (type IaA/B). The defects of interest, NV and N2V0,
consist of a single nitrogen and a vacancy and two nitrogen atoms and a
vacancy respectively.

For the generation of NV, vacancies have to be generated in a synthetic
diamond containing single nitrogen and finally the vacancies and nitrogen
atoms have to be combined . For the generation of N2V0, single nitrogen
in synthetic diamond has to be aggregated into pairs and combined with a
vacancy or natural diamond containing nitrogen clusters has to be treated
at high temperatures and pressures.

The generation of single vacancies in diamond, as opposed to vacancy clus-
ters, is done most commonly by electron irradiation. Diffusion of those
vacancies starts above 600◦C and is commonly performed at 800◦C for 3-5
hours.

Diffusion of nitrogen starts at 1700◦C and to prevent graphitization has to
be performed at high pressures. Rate constants describe the aggregation
or dissociation efficiency of defects at different temperatures. The nitrogen
concentration determines the timescales of the aggregation. The lower the
concentration, the longer the timescales get. With higher temperatures,
aggregation accelerates, but competing dissociation occurs, lowering the
overall efficiency of the aggregation process.

The next chapter, Defect quantification and spectroscopic methods, de-
scribes how to measure the defect concentrations in a diamond sample.
In chapter 5, Results of the colour centre synthesis, the synthesis of a se-
lection of diamond samples is described. In chapter 6 and chapter 7 the
concept of a NV or N2V0 based diamond laser is described and the most
promising samples of the synthesis for the use as a laser gain medium are
evaluated.
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4.1 Defect quantification in diamond

The intRoduction of any defect into the diamond lattice breaks the
lattice symmetry. This makes one-phonon absorption processes possible.
The shape and location of these absorption features are characteristic for
the specific defect. The strength of the absorption can be used to determine
the concentration of the defect [1, 2]. Literature calibration constants and
the defect ZPL1s measured at low temperatures with optical spectroscopy 1 Zero Phonon Line

techniques are used to calculate defect concentrations in this work.

Absorption coefficient

TheBeer–Lambert law describes the attenuation of light travelling through
a material connected to two sample properties: the concentrations of the
attenuating species and the thickness of the material d.

The transmittance T (λ) of a sample can be expressed as the fraction of
the intensity of the incident light beam I0 and the intensity of the light
beam after it passed through the sample I , neglecting Fresnel reflection at
the interfaces. Both can be measured experimentally.

T (λ) =
I(d, λ)

I0
= exp (−α(λ) · d) = 10-A (4.1)

A is called absorbance. The absorption coefficient α(λ)

α(λ) = − ln (T )

d
=

ln(10)

d
·A (4.2)

is the product of the concentration and the absorption cross-section
σabs(λ).

The concentration of the defect X , [X], can be linked to the absorption
coefficient at a certain wavelength via calibration constants. The total in-
tegrated strength of an electronic absorption is proportional to the con-
centration of the defect. Room temperature absorption can be very broad.
Cooling the sample shifts the intensity of the absorption from the phonon
sideband to the ZPL. This allows to estimate the concentration of a defect
in a sample through the strength of the ZPL at a specified temperature.

For UV-VIS2 measurements the strength of the absorption AX is linked to 2 UltraViolet-Visible

the relevant calibration constant f via:

[X]UV−V IS =
AX

f
(4.3)

f is the calibration constant in meV · cm2, [X] the concentration in
cm-3 (which can be expressed in ppm3 by [X]ppm = [X]/(1.77·1017 cm-3)). 3 parts permillion (1.77·1017cm-3

for diamond)AX is the strength of the absorption caused by defectX (after subtraction
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of the background) inmeV ·cm-1 obtained by integration of the absorption
coefficient at the photon energy E over the defect ZPL [3]:

AX =

∫
ZPL

dE α(E) (4.4)

Literature calibration constants for important diamond defects in the UV-
VIS are presented in table 4.1.

Absorption spectrum at 80K

Defect ZPL Calibration constant Reference
[nm] [eV] [meV cm2]

V0 741 1.673 (1.2±0.3)·10−16 [3]
V- 394 3.150 (4.8±0.2)·10−16 [3]
NV0 575 2.156 (9.8±0.6)·10−17 [4]
NV- 637 1.945 (1.7±0.08)·10−16 [4]
N2V0 503 2.462 (7.7±1.2)·10−17 [4]
N2V- 986.3 1.256 (6.8±1)·10−17 [4]
N3V0 415 2.985 (8.6±2)·10−17 [5]

Table 4.1: Calibration constants for
absorption data taken at 80 K in lit-
erature

For IR4 measurements the calibration constant is directly linked to the ab- 4 InfraRed (0.78-1000µm)

sorption coefficient at a characteristic wavenumber [6]:

[X]IR = α(λ) · f (4.5)

f is the calibration constant in ppm ·cm, [X] the concentration in ppm
and α(λ) the absorption coefficient of the characteristic feature in cm-1.

FTIR spectrum at room temperature
Defect Wavenumber Calibration constant Reference

[cm−1] [ppm cm]

N0
s 1344 37±1 [7]

N0
s 1130 25±2 [6]

N+
s 1332 5.5±1 [7]

N2 1282 16.5±1 [8]
N4V 1282 79.4±8 [9]

Table 4.2: Calibration constants for
FTIR data taken at room tempera-
ture in literature

Literature calibration constants for important diamond defects are pre-
sented in table 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Calibration spectra for
nitrogen in the IR. Each spectrum
represents a concentration of 1 ppm
of nitrogen in the respective form
of the defect [4].

In practice the program SpectrumManipulator , developed by M. Dale from
the Diamond Group at the University of Warwick [4], was used in this
work for the deconvolution of measured IR absorption spectra and quan-
tification of nitrogen defects. The strength of the two-phonon absorption
is proportional to the thickness of the samples. This is used as a standard
to normalize the IR absorption spectra of diamond samples according to
their thickness. Characteristic one-phonon spectra for each of the defects
were calibrated using the constants in table 4.2.

The calibrated spectra are presented in fig. 4.1. These can be used to fit
a measured spectrum and determine both the concentration of nitrogen as
well as its aggregation form [4].

For Ns
5-V 6 related defects the characteristic absorption features lie in the 5 Single substitutional nitrogen

(C centre)

6 Lattice vacancy

UV-VIS (see table 2.3). The absorption is measured at low temperatures
to resolve the corresponding ZPL. After subtraction of the background,
the ZPL is integrated and concentrations are determined using calibration
constants in table 4.1.

For single Ns and its aggregates characteristic features lie in the IR spec-
trum. Measured spectra are normalized and then deconvoluted with the
spectra in fig. 4.1 using the SpectrumManipulator .
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4.2 Dispersive spectroscopy

SpectRoscopic measuRements in the UV-VIS are used to charac-
terise certain defects in diamond, most importantly for this work Ns-V
complexes. As described in the previous section, the absorption at certain
wavelengths can give us quantitative and qualitative information about
the defect composition of a sample.

For the purpose of this work a short overview of the optical spectroscopy
of solids is given in this section based on [10].

A solid sample is illuminated by a light beam of intensity I0. The inten-
sity of the light beam after passing through the sample can be attenuated
by absorption, reflection and scattering processes. Absorption in the ma-
terial happens when the frequency of the beam is resonant with a ground
state to excited state transition of the atoms in the material. The intensity
of the light beam after the sample I , corrected for reflection and scattering
processes, and the initial intensity I0 are used to determine the absorption
coefficient of a sample.

In some cases the deexcitation happens through the emission of photons,
usually at a lower frequency. The emitted light is measured and analysed
in luminescence spectroscopy. Luminescence spectra are an additional
source of information and have been used to measure luminescence life-
time and estimate the QY7 and emission cross-section of NV 8 and N2V0 7 Quantum Yield

8 A substitutional nitrogen adjacent
to a vacancy with a C3v symmetry

9 as described in section 6.2, Key parameters for solid state lasers. The

9 The neutrally charged state of
N2V (H3)

details of luminescence spectroscopy and luminescence lifetime measure-
ments are described in section 6.3, Luminescence spectroscopy.

Spectrometer setup

In a spectrometers a light beam is spatially separated into its wavelength
components, making it possible to measure the intensity at a given wave-
length. A simple spectroscopic setup consists of a light source, a dispersive
optical element and a detector. There are two approaches to record the full
spectrum, point and array detectors. The setup for a single point detector
and for a CCD detector can be seen in fig. 4.2.

In a point detector the spectrum is recorded by rotation of the diffraction
grating in the monochromator, recording the signal for each interval. The
intensity is measured by a detector over a narrow wavelength range at a
time. The grating, slit width and the acquisition time used determine the
sensitivity and resolution of the spectrum.

In a CCD10 detector a fixed diffraction grating and an array of detec- 10 Charge-Coupled Device

tors are used. CCD spectrometers are relatively compact, as there is no
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Figure 4.2: Two types of disper-
sion spectrometers. a) Moveable
diffraction grating. The light is di-
rected through a slit to a detector.
b) Fixed diffraction grating with
CCD detector. Adapted from [4].

need for moving parts in the setup. They typically have a lower resolu-
tion and sensitivity in comparison to what can be achieved by a dispersive
spectrometer with a point detector.

Absorption spectroscopy

Room temperature UV-VIS measurements were taken with a Varian Cary
5000 UV-VIS-NIR spectrometer. This is a dual beam spectrometer with
a wavelength range from 190 - 3300 nm. The UV-VIS detector is a R928
PMT11 and the IR detector a cooled PbS12 photocell. The spectrometer 11 PhotoMultiplier Tube

12 Lead sulfidewas operated at a resolution of 1 nm for all measurements in this thesis.
The setup of a dual beam spectrometer is illustrated in fig. 4.3. In such

a system the intensity of the initial beam I0 and the beam after the sample
I are collected at the same time. In a single beam setup a additional ref-
erence scan has to be performed to calculate the absorption. This makes
measurements taken with dual beam spectrometers less sensitive to fluc-
tuations caused by the light source or detector.

a)

Lightsource

Monochromator
Sample

Reference

Detector

Beamsplitter

Mirror

D
at
a
pr
oc
es
si
ng

Output

Detector

Figure 4.3: Schematic of a double
beam UV–VIS spectrometer [10].
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UV-VIS measurements at cryogenic temperatures were measured in col-
laboration with the University of Warwick.

Spectra were recordedwith a PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 spectrometer at
1 nm resolution. A deuterium lamp is used inside the spectrometer for the
UV13 wavelength range (175 < λ <319 nm) and a tungsten filament halogen 13 UltraViolet (10-380nm)

lamp for the NIR14-VIS15 range (319 <λ<3300 nm). The light is depolarized, 14 Near-InfraRed (0.78–3µm)

15 Visible (380-780nm)monochromated and alternated between sample and reference beam with
a rotating mirror. Both sample and reference beam are focused onto the
detector. A InGaAs16 detector is used for NIR measurements and a PMT 16 Indium gallium arsenide

for UV-VIS.
The sample was placed into an Oxford Instruments continuous flow

cryostat, mounted onto an aperture with indium. The temperature was
regulated by a heater set by an Oxford Instruments ITC5035 intelligent
temperature controller. Measurements were performed at liquid nitrogen
temperature (77 K).

Spectral sensitivity

If not otherwise specified then the spectral sensitivity of the detection sys-
tem was calibrated using an Ocean Optics HL-2000-FHSA tungsten lamp.
As an approximation theHL-2000 bulb can be treated as a blackbody source
with a colour temperature of 2500 K17. According to Planck’s law the spec- 17 Private communication with

Nick Barnett, Ocean Optics EMEAtral radiance of a body I(λ, T ) is dependent on the wavelength λ and the
temperature T via:

I(λ, T ) =
2hc2

λ5
· 1

ehc/λkBT − 1
(4.6)

with the the Boltzmann constant kB , the Planck constant h, and the
speed of light in the medium c.

The normalized theoretical spectrum obtained by eq. (4.6) is then di-
vided by the normalizedmeasured spectrum of the tungsten lamp to obtain
the spectral response as a function of the wavelength.
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4.3 Fourier transform spectroscopy

SpectRoscopic measuRements in the IR can be used to determine
the state of aggregation and quantity of nitrogen in diamond. This has been
covered in section 4.1, Defect quantification in diamond. In this section the
technique to measure spectra in the IR is introduced.

In contrast to a dispersive spectrometer, Fourier transform spectroscopy
collects high spectral resolution data over a large wavelength range at the
same time [10]. A beam containing many different wavelengths at once is
directed into a Michelson Interferometer. An illustration of such a setup is
shown in fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: A Michelson interfer-
ometer in a FTIR setup. Light from
a broadband source is split by a
beam splitter. One split beam is re-
flected by a stationary mirror. The
other split beam is reflected by a
movable mirror, changing the path
the light has to travel by the mir-
ror movement. The beam going
through the sample is a recombi-
nation of both beams. Adapted
from [4].

The beam is directed into a beam splitter, which splits it in two directions.
One towards a stationary mirror, the other towards a mobile one attached
to a motor. The beams are reflected off the mirrors and recombined by
the same beam splitter before entering a detector. The mobile mirror will
change the length of the optical path of one beam. The two beams will ar-
rive for recombination at the beam splitter either in phase or out of phase,
causing constructive or destructive interference. The intensity measured
at the detector, as a function of the path difference, is called interfero-
gram. If a wide band light source is used, the interferogram measured by
the detector is a sum of the monochromatic interferograms of each wave-
length component. The interferogram can be converted into a spectrum
by inverse Fourier transform.

FTIR18 spectrometer have some advantages over dispersive spectrometers: 18 Fourier Transform Infra Red
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• The input beam has a broad spectrum so light from many different
wavelengths is collected simultaneously. The signal to noise ratio is
improved in comparison to dispersive spectroscopy measurements for
measurementswhere the signal noise ismostly caused by detector noise.
(The improvement scales with

√
m, where m is the number of sample

points in the spectrum) (Fellgett’s advantage)

• The light that reaches the detector in a dispersive spectrometer is lim-
ited by the entrance and exit slits of the monochromator. This is not the
case in an FTIR spectrometer. (Jacquinot’s advantage)

• Themeasurements are constantly calibrated against aHeNe19 laser used 19 Helium-Neon

as reference wavelength. (Conne’s advantage)

Fourier transform based spectrometer in the UV-VIS region are possible in
principle. But the advantages of signal averaging are not as significant in
the UV-VIS region as in the IR. In the detector used for light in the UV-VIS
(typically photomultipliers), the noise is caused by the incoming radiation
and is proportional to

√
m, exactly offsetting Fellgett’s advantage. Detec-

tors in the IR react to thermal fluctuations and are more prone to thermal
noise by the environment and not the IR radiation itself [11]. Addition-
ally, if a sample is photosensitive the higher throughput of light can cause
charge transfers in a sample, as for example in certain defects in diamond
mentioned earlier. Because of that it is common to use dispersive spec-
trometer in the UV-VIS region and Fourier transform spectrometer in the
IR.

IR measurements were taken with a bench-top FTIR spectrometer at the
University of Strathclyde, or with a higher resolution FTIR spectrometer
with a nitrogen-gas purged chamber at the University of Warwick. At the
University of Strathclyde an Agilent Cary 630 FTIR spectrometer with a
spectral resolution < 2 cm−1 was used. At the University of Warwick a
Perkin Elmer Spectrum-GX with a wavenumber range of 370 - 3300 cm−1

and a resolution set to 1 cm−1 was used. For all measurements a 5x beam
condenser was used, changing the beam diameter to ∼ 1mm. The sample
was placed on top of a (1mm) aperture with the beam going through the
sample vertically. The sample chamber was continuously purged with a
nitrogen gas in order to avoid absorption from H2O and CO2 in the at-
mosphere. The spectral region and transmission of these in comparison to
type IIa diamond can be seen in fig. 4.5. As can be seen, CO2 and H2O
can add noise to the diamond spectra in regions that are useful for the
characterisation of a diamond sample.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the
transmission spectrum of Top:
CO2, Middle: H2O, Bottom:
Diamond, in the range between
4000-500 cm−1 [12, 13].
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4.4 EPR spectroscopy

PaRamagnetic point defects in diamond can be characterized by
EPR20 measurements. The measurements have been carried out and evalu- 20 Electron Paramagnetic

Resonanceated bymembers of the Diamond ResearchGroup at the University ofWar-
wick, UK. A Bruker EMX spectrometer was used for the measurements. In
this section a short introduction to the technique is given.

EPR is a spectroscopic technique to study the transitions of unpaired elec-
trons in a sample when placed in a magnetic field [14]. An illustration of
the setup and working principle can be seen in fig. 4.6

The unpaired electron orients itself either parallel or antiparallel to the
direction of the external magnetic field (Zeeman effect), creating two dis-
tinct energy levels that can be occupied (fig. 4.6 2) ). The electrons can be
moved between the levels through absorption and emission of microwave
radiation (fig. 4.6 3) ). Due to the Boltzmann-Maxwell distribution, there
are more electrons in the lower energy level. To measure the absorption,
which is proportional to the number of spins in the sample and hence the
concentration of the relevant defect, the gap of the energy levels must
match the energy of the microwaves. This can be done by either keeping
the magnetic field constant and sweeping the microwave frequency or vice
versa. In practice usually the microwave frequency is kept constant while
sweeping through the magnetic field (fig. 4.6 4) ).

The concentration of paramagnetic defects like N0
s
21, NV- 22 and N2V- 23 21 Neutrally charged Ns

22 The negative form of NV

23 The negatively charged state of
N2V (H2)

can be quantified by EPR measurements [4, 15]. Despite having an un-
paired electron, the signal from NV0 24 is presumably too broad for EPR

24 The neutral form of NV

detection [16]. NV- has an extra electron forming a spin S=1 pair with one
of the vacancy electrons. In that way the ms = ±1 and ms = ±2 tran-
sitions can be measured [4]. N2V0 is diamagnetic and therefore doesn’t
yield an EPR signal [15].

In the scope of this work EPRmeasurements have been used to measure
the N0

s and NV
- concentrations of a selection of samples.
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1. EPR spectrometer setup

2. Energy levels are separated by an magnetic field

3. Electrons are moved between the levels by microwave radiation

4. Absorption is measured by sweeping the magnetic field at constant microwave frequency

An EPR setup typically consists of a mi-
crowave bridge, a magnet and a sample
cavity.

The microwave bridge includes a source and
detector, together with a modulation input
to accurately control the microwave power.
Themagnet is either an electromagnet or su-
perconducting magnet, designed so that the
magnetic field is constant across the sample.
The sample cavity is a resonator that is de-
signed to enhance the microwave field at the
sample.

When an external magnetic field is applied, the unpaired
electron’s magnetic moment orients itself parallel or
anitparallel to the direction of the field. According to the
Zeemann effect, the splitting is directly proportional to
the magnetic field:

∆E = geµBB0

with the g-factor ge, the Bohr magneton µB and the
magnetic field B0.

Electrons can be moved between those levels by absorp-
tion or emission of a photon with suitable energy. This
leads to the resonance condition:

hν = ∆E

with the Planck constant h and the frequency of the pho-
tons ν. Experimentally, the frequency often lies in the
microwave region.

Due to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution there are
typically more electrons in the lower energy level:

Nupper

Nlower
= exp

(
−
∆E

kT

)
with the number of paramagnetic centres N , the Boltz-
mann constant k and the temperature T .

The magnetic field strength is varied while the radiation
frequency is kept constant. A net absorption that can be
measured when the resonance condition is met.
Themost commonway to record and publish EPR spectra
is to take the first derivative of the absorption spectrum.

The shape of the spectrum is determined by the interac-
tion of the electron with its surroundings.

Figure 4.6: Schematic of an EPR
setup. Adapted from [14].
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4.5 Summary

Defects in diamond are quantified using calibration constants and the
characteristic signal of the defect in the spectrum. Depending on the defect
type, either UV-VIS spectra at 77 K (sample cooled with liquid nitrogen) or
IR spectra are used for the quantification. Additionally, EPR spectroscopy
can be used to precisely determine the concentration of paramagnetic de-
fects. Most measurements were performed in collaboration with the Uni-
versity ofWarwick. As far as possible the characterisation of each diamond
sample after each treatment step was aimed for.

Single nitrogen and nitrogen clusters often have more complex spectra in
the IR, as opposed to a single ZPL. The sample spectra have been deconvo-
luted, using the program SpectrumManipulator and appropriate reference
spectra, to determine the concentrations of the defects.

Vacancies and nitrogen-vacancy complexes have features in the UV-VIS
and their concentrations are estimated with the characteristic ZPLs.

The defect quantities throughout our synthesis attempt are presented in the
following chapter, Results of the colour centre synthesis. The motivation
for the synthesis protocols used and the assessment of the outcome are
presented in chapter 6 and chapter 7.
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5.1 Introduction

The unique mateRial pRopeRties of diamond make it an interest-
ing material for optical applications. In particular, CVD grown diamond
seems to be a promising candidate for colour centre 1 synthesis in synthetic 1 A type of structural defect, which

produces absorption and emission
bands that are different to those of
the pure crystal [1]

diamond with laser applications in mind. The high optical quality and low
parasitic defect concentration results in low background absorption and
loss of luminescence due to quenching [2, 3, 4].

The samples studied in this work were intended for the study of laser re-
lated properties. The concentration required for 50% pump absorption was
taken as a preliminary aim for the colour centre synthesis, which is dis-
cussed in section 6.5, A potential diamond colour centre laser. Based on
literature vaules for the absorption cross sections and lifetimes [5, 6, 7, 8,
9] and a 2mm sample thickness, the estimated concentrations required for
50% pump absorption are ∼ 0.6 ppm2 for NV- 3 and 0.9 ppm for N2V0 4. 2 parts permillion (1.77·1017cm-3

for diamond)

3 The negative form of NV

4 The neutrally charged state of
N2V (H3)

The conversion of NV 5 centres plateaus at half the initial nitrogen con-

5 A substitutional nitrogen adjacent
to a vacancy with a C3v symmetry

centration [10] (see section 3.3). To achieve at least 0.6 ppm of NV, at least
1.2 ppm of nitrogen in the sample is needed. For the aggregation of N2V0,
where the aggregation of single nitrogen into pairs is a crucial first step,
good conversion efficiency into the target colour centre is tough with low
to moderate nitrogen concentrations and reasonable experimental param-
eters, as discussed in section 3.3. Therefore, N2V0 synthesis through NV
assisted migration was explored in synthetic diamond with initial nitrogen
concentrations below 5 ppm; and additionally in natural diamonds, where
samples with fully aggregated nitrogen-pairs are available (type IaA) and
where N2V0 can be produced by HPHT6 treatment of type IaAB samples. 6 High Pressure High Temperature

All synthesis treatments were performed as described previously in
chapter 3, Synthesis of colour centres in diamond.

Some CVD7 diamond samples were purchased as grown from Element Six 7 Chemical Vapour Deposition

and Applied Diamond, Inc. They were subjected to electron irradiation
and annealing in order to generate NV. Eight samples were HPHT treated
after the NV synthesis to generate N2V0, of which one sample survived
in sufficient optical quality to be presented here. Additionally, pre-treated
samples have been loaned from Element Six and examined for their laser
potential. Three samples with low amounts of N2V0 and leftover single
nitrogen were irradiated and annealed to synthesise NV.

All synthetic samples had two parallel polished surfaces each when re-
ceived and were repolished if they underwent HPHT treatment during the
synthesis.
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Natural samples used in this work have been kindly provided by
Dr. Jeffrey W. Harris of the University of Glasgow. Samples available to
us included IaA samples with an abundance of nitrogen (∼ 1000 ppm) and
IaB and IaAB samples with varying nitrogen concentrations (up to a few
dozen ppm). All samples were received unpolished.

In this chapter only a subset of all the samples that were treated are shown.
The samples have been selected for their promising characteristics: a large
final concentration of the target colour centre, together with a relatively
low background absorption in comparison to other samples, and good op-
tical quality.

Figure 5.1 shows an illustration of the most important samples for this
work, with an overview of treatment steps and initial single nitrogen and
nitrogen aggregate concentrations, as well as final colour centre concen-
trations for NV and N2V0. It can be seen that CVD grown samples started
out with a few ppm of single nitrogen, while the selection of natural sam-
ples had a large quantity of nitrogen aggregates. A moderate amount (>0.5
ppm) of NV0 8 and NV- could be generated in most CVD samples, with 8 The neutral form of NV

some traces of N2V0. ppm level concentrations could only be achieved for
the N2V0 synthesis in two natural samples.

Some samples started out with excess initial nitrogen (>100 ppm) or N2
9 9 Two adjacent substitutional nitro-

gen atoms (A centre)centres (∼ 1000 ppm) and all the luminescence was quenched as described
in [11], despite large amounts (a few to tens of ppm) of the target colour
centre being present. Some samples were destroyed during the synthe-
sis. Either by excessive electron irradiation (∼ 3.6 · 1019e/cm2 at 14MeV),
which generated vacancy clusters and other complex damage, adding ex-
cessive absorption in the visible wavelength region, turning those samples
dark-red to blackish (see section 3.1). Other samples were broken during
HPHT treatment and the leftover pieces (if they did not fully turn into
graphite) were too small to be repolished or reused.
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Figure 5.1: Overview over the most
important samples in this work.
From left to right:

Initial Ns, N2 and N4V concentra-
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Irradiation (in 10−17 e/cm2) and
Annealing (in ◦C and min).

Final NV0, NV- and N2V0 concen-
trations.
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5.2 NV synthesis

Synthesis using CVD diamonds

Two samples (1409E6sCVD02, 1409E6sCVD03)were obtained fromElement
Six as part of the same growth series. They were 3x3x2mm in size. Their
initial single nitrogen concentration was about 3.8 ppm, as determined by
EPR10measurements of one sample in the same series (1409E6sCVD05). All 10 Electron Paramagnetic

Resonancethose samples had a brownish colouration, as can be seen in the leftmost
picture of sample 1409E6sCVD02 in fig. 5.2.

Two samples (1411ADsCVD01 and 1411ADsCVD02) were obtained from
Applied Diamond. Theywere 2x2x2mm in size. After treatment, theywere
selected as reference samples with low colour centre concentrations and
later used for analysis in chapter 7, Assessment of laser related properties.
They had an initial single nitrogen concentration of 0.3 and 0.11 ppm as
determined by EPR measurements of both samples.
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Figure 5.2: Absorption spec-
tra of CVD diamond sample
1409E6sCVD02 before and after
HPHT treatment. A reduction in
brown color and a reduction in
the absorption can be seen after
treatment at 2200◦C and 11GPa for
20 minutes. Spectra corrected for
Fresnel losses.

HPHT treatment at 2200◦C and 11GPa for 20min of sample 1409E6sCVD02
was performed to reduce the brown color. Sample 1409E6sCVD03 was
not HPHT treated as a comparison sample, to determine the effect of the
HPHT treatment on the final outcome of the synthesis. As expected from
literature [12], a weakening of the brown colouration and a lower back-
ground absorption in the visible can be seen in fig. 5.2, due to the removal
of plastic deformation and vacancy clusters in the sample. Background ab-
sorption at the peak emission for NV- (690 nm table 6.5) was reduced from
1.62 to 0.08 cm−1, and at the peak emission for N2V0 (525 nm table 6.5) from
3.02 to 0.31 cm−1.
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A small concentration of N2V0 (0.07 ppm, table 5.3) could be measured
by absorption spectroscopy at liquid nitrogen temperature in the sample
after subsequent irradiation (twice with 1.6 · 1017e/cm2 each) and anneal-
ing (800◦C for 3h after first irradiation and 5h after second irradiation),
indicating that at least 0.07 ppm of nitrogen pairs were generated after the
HPHT treatment. Judging from the literature rate constants and assum-
ing a temperature of 2200◦C (table 3.3, k = 1.3 · 10−5/ppm/s, neglecting
dissociation), we’d expect about 5.6% (0.21 ppm) of nitrogen aggregating
into pairs after 20min in a sample with a nitrogen starting concentration
of 3.8 ppm. It has to be pointed out here that we didn’t measure the N2V-

11 concentration in the sample or leftover N2 for such low concentrations, 11 The negatively charged state of
N2V (H2)which might account for the rest of the generated N2.

For samples aimed for intra-cavity use in a laser, HPHT treatment of brown
samples is recommended to significantly lower parasitic background ab-
sorption.

For the example of samples 1409E6sCVD02 and 1409E6sCVD03, where
the synthesis protocol was identical, besides the additional initial HPHT
treatment of sample 1409E6sCVD02, we observe the following: For sam-
ple 1409E6sCVD02, HPHT treatment reduced the absorption coefficient at
690 nm (peak emission of NV-) from 1.62 to 0.08 cm−1. After the complete
synthesis, the absorption coefficientwas 0.57 cm−1. Sample 1409E6sCVD03,
where the HPHT treatment was not included in the synthesis protocol, had
a absorption coefficient of 1.34 cm−1 pre-treatment and 2.79 cm−1 (fig. 5.17)
after the final treatment step.

The round trip loss (eq. (6.24)) before and after the synthesis, at 690 nm,
the peak emissionwavelength ofNV-, decreased by a factor of 2.4 (αbefore =

1.62, αafter = 0.57 ,1-I/I0 = 0.48 to 0.2, for a sample of L=2mm length) for
sample 1409E6sCVD02, while it increased by a factor of 1.6 (αbefore =

1.34, αafter = 2.79, 1-I/I0 = 0.41 to 0.67) in sample 1409E6sCVD03.

After the HPHT treatment of sample 1409E6sCVD02, both 1409E6sCVD02
and 1409E6sCVD03were irradiatedwith a total electron dose of 1.6·1017 e/cm2

at 4.5MeV, aiming to generate 2 ppm of vacancies (see fig. 3.6 in section 3.2).
Sample 1409E6sCVD03was irradiated two timeswith a dose of 8·1016 e/cm2

each. Sample 1409E6sCVD02 was irradiated in one session, due to logisti-
cal reasons.

Subsequent annealing at 800◦C for 3 hours resulted in the generation of
∼1 ppm of NV in each sample, with a leftover V0 12 concentration of 0.1- 12 Neutral vacancy (GR1)

0.2 ppm, based on absorption spectroscopy measurements (see section 4.1
and section 5.4). To reduce leftover vacancies, annealing time was raised
to 5 hours in following annealing procedures (as discussed in section 3.3).

In order to increase the yield of NV, a second synthesis run was per-
formed with samples 1409E6sCVD02 and 1409E6sCVD03 under identical
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irradiation conditions as above. This time no absorption measurements
could be taken to establish the real vacancy concentration generated, due
to restrictions on access to the absorption spectrometer that allowed for
measurements at liquid nitrogen temperature. It is assumed that a sim-
ilar concentration of vacancies was generated as before. Annealing was
performed at 800◦C for 5 hours.

The increase in total NV concentration was ∼ 0.2-0.3 ppm in both sam-
ples after the second irradiation and annealing, instead of an expected
∼1 ppm, indicating a saturation of the NV concentration. As discussed
in section 3.3, such a saturation would be expected at half of the total ni-
trogen concentration, 3.8/2 = 1.9 ppm. The lower concentration might
either be due to a reduction in the response to the NV formation process,
as saturation is approached, or a lower overall nitrogen concentration in
the samples in comparison to the reference sample, for which the nitro-
gen concentration was determined through EPR measurements by the Di-
amond group at the University of Warwick.

In total about 1.2 ppm of NV was generated in sample 1409E6sCVD02
and about 1.4 ppm in sample 1409E6sCVD03 (see table 5.3 and fig. 5.8 in
section 5.4).

Samples 1411ADsCVD01 and 1411ADsCVD02were irradiatedwith an elec-
tron dose of 8·1016 e/cm2 at 4.5MeV, aiming to generate 1 ppm of vacancies
(see fig. 3.6 in section 3.2). Subsequent absorption measurements at liquid
nitrogen temperature indicated that the concentration of V0 was∼0.5 ppm,
but due to a damage in the spectrometer, measurements could not be taken
in the spectral region for V- 13. 13 Negative vacancy (ND1)

About 0.1 and 0.03 ppm of NV0, respectively, were generated after an-
nealing at 800◦C for 3 hours. NV is present in the neutrally charged state
NV0 due to the low overall nitrogen concentration in the samples (see ni-
trogen as electron donor in section 2.3). The quantification was based on
absorption measurements taken at liquid nitrogen temperature (see sec-
tion 4.1 and section 5.4). This is slightly less then the possible maximum
of 0.15 and 0.05 ppm, which is half the original nitrogen concentration. It
might be that the 3 hour annealing time was too short for full NV synthesis
in those samples. There is∼0.1 ppm of leftover V0 present in both samples
after annealing.

Loaned, pre-treated CVD samples

Five pre-treated CVD grown diamond samples were received on loan from
Element Six. Sample E6NV14was 2.5x2.5x2mmand samples E6H3A, E6H3B, 14 1242704-NID-02, referred to as

E6NV for simplicityE6H3C and E6H3Dwere 3x3x2mm in size. Two of these (E6NV and E6H3C)
were studied as received. They were given to us as promising samples con-
taining relatively large amounts of the target colour centres, in comparison
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to other samples available, by Element Six.
All treatment steps listed below were performed by Element Six. Treat-

ment by Element Six was not done with this project in mind, but for other,
unconnected, projects and subsequently offered to us as samples thatmight
be of interest. The author didn’t have any influence on the treatments used
or any other specifications.

Sample E6NV was electron irradiated at 4.5MeV with a total electron
dosage of 5.85 · 1018 e/cm2. It was then annealed at 400◦C for two hours
to anneal out interstitial carbon. Another anneal at 800◦C for 16 hours
was used to create NV in the sample. A final anneal at 1200◦C for 2 hours
was done to remove any vacancy chains that might have built up [13, 14].
Samples E6H3A - Dwere subjected to prior treatment that wasn’t disclosed
in detail.

Based on FTIR15measurements (as discussed in detail in section 5.4, fig. 5.13), 15 Fourier Transform Infra Red

E6NV has less than a ppm of leftover Ns
16 (table 5.5). Based on absorption 16 Single substitutional nitrogen

(C centre)measurements taken at 77 K (see fig. 5.14 in section 5.4), a NV concentra-
tion of∼1.3 ppm was measured, approximately equally split between NV0

and NV-.

A few ppmofNs,∼ 0.05−0.11 ppmof N2V0 and traces of NVwere present
in samples E6H3A, E6H3B, E6H3C and E6H3D as received.

Sample E6H3C was kept as a reference sample, due to the highest con-
centration of N2V0. Samples E6H3A, E6H3B and E6H3D were chosen for
further NV synthesis. FTIR measurements suggest leftover nitrogen con-
centrations of 4-7 ppm in those samples (section 5.4). They were irradiated
with a dose of 1.6·1017e/cm2, aiming to generate 2 ppm of vacancies, with
the goal to generate up to 2 ppm of NV, of which a majority should be
present in the negatively charged state, due to sufficient leftover single ni-
trogen as electron donor. The amount of vacancies generated is unknown,
as no data exists for those sample after irradiation. But as discussed pre-
viously, a concentration of at least 1.4 ppm of vacancies can be expected.
Afterwards, the samples were annealed at 800◦C for 5 hours at atmospheric
pressure within this work to produce NV.

Based on absorptionmeasurements at 77 K (see fig. 5.14), a total of∼1 ppm
of NV was measured in samples E6H3A and E6H3B, and about 0.8 ppm in
sample E6H3D. It is not obvious why there wasn’t a larger yield of NV in
those samples, as FTIR spectra suggest (fig. 5.13) that a few ppm of nitrogen
should be present in those samples and between 1.4 to 2 ppm of vacancies
should have been generated. Competing synthesis of N2V-, which was not
measured in this work, or other defects could be responsible for the disap-
pearance of vacancies that did not end up contributing to the NV yield.

Unlike in the samples prepared in the previous subsections, which had a
lower leftover single nitrogen concentration, NV is present predominantly
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as NV-. Between 74-87% of the total NV concentration is present in the
negatively charged state, depending on the sample. This suggests an abun-
dance of electron donors, most likely single nitrogen, and is in accordance
with the increase in the intensity of the peak associated with N+

s
17 after 17 Positively charged Ns

irradiation and annealing of those samples, seen in fig. 5.13.

All samples show a characteristic reddish NV luminescence under UV18 18 UltraViolet (10-380nm)

light as can be seen in fig. 5.15. Sample E6H3D has the most orange lumi-
nescence, possibly due to the contribution of green luminescence gener-
ated by N2V0.
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5.3 N2V0 synthesis

Synthesis using CVD diamonds

Sample 1409E6sCVD04 was obtained from Element Six as part of the same
growth series as the 1409E6sCVD samples introduced previously. It has the
same size (3x3x2mm) and estimated initial nitrogen concentration (3.8 ppm)
as the other samples. The synthesis of a few hundred ppb19 of N2V0, the 19 parts per billion

largest in any CVD grown sample in this work, was achieved in this sam-
ple.

As discussed in section 3.3 and section 3.4, NV assisted aggregation of N2V0

is believed to have some advantages over the aggregation of nitrogen into
pairs, followed by irradiation and annealing, in samples with low nitrogen
concentrations [15, 16].

To reach significant aggregation in reasonable timescales, when single
nitrogen is diffused (eq. (3.6)), in samples with ∼1 ppm of nitrogen, dis-
sociation has to be prevented as much as possible. This can be done by
the selection of temperatures below 2000◦C, where dissociation is believed
to be negligible [17, 18]. But at these temperatures, experiments need to
run more than 40 hours (for∼1 ppm of single nitrogen), even just to reach
10% aggregation (see fig. 3.12). In addition, the higher the temperature and
pressure of an HPHT experiment, the harder it is to maintain stability of
the experiment for prolonged periods of time. Experiments at less extreme
conditions are easier to maintain [7].

These are arguments for a more detailed study of NV assisted synthesis
of N2V0, which could likely be performed at lower temperatures and pres-
sures if the rate constant indeed is higher than for nitrogen aggregation.

Nevertheless, HPHT experiments can fail due to many reasons, such as
material failure, even at lower temperatures and pressures. Out of 4 such
experiments prepared here only 1 succeeded and yielded a sample that was
in good enough optical condition to perform spectroscopic measurements
on. Experiments either failed due to overheating as a result of the heat-
ing assembly malfunctioning (reaching an excess of 2200◦C instead of the
aimed for 1500-1700◦C) and / or due to the diamond sample breaking and
turning into graphite, so it was unusable for quantitative assessment.

For the synthesis of NV in sample 1409E6sCVD04, it was irradiated with a
total dose of 2.4·1017 e/cm2 at 4.5MeV (one irradiation at 1.6·1017 e/cm2 and
one at 8·1016 e/cm2, due to logistical reasons), aiming to generate 3 ppm of
vacancies in total (2 and 1 ppm respectively). The first irradiation yielded
0.95 ppmof V-with noV0 detectable. The second irradiation yielded 1.2 ppm
of V0, but due to damage to the spectrometer, the spectral region for V-
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could not be measured and the amount of V- after the second irradiation is
unknown. The vacancy concentration after both irradiation experiments
was at least the sum of both, 2.1 ppm, with possibly an unknown extra
amount of V-. As the only change in the sample between measurements
was the generation of extra vacancies, there is no reason to believe that
the concentration of V- reduced after further irradiation.

After subsequent annealing at 800◦C for 3 hours a total of about 1.4 ppm
of NV was generated, divided into 0.8 ppm of NV- and 0.6 ppm of NV0.

This sample was selected for NV assisted synthesis of N2V0, due to its large
NV concentration in comparison to other samples available. The original
aim of this synthesis route was to compare NV assisted synthesis of N2V0

at different temperatures in long duration HPHT experiments, but only
one sample survived in a good enough condition to measure defect con-
centrations with spectroscopic methods.

For the N2V0 synthesis, HPHT treatment was performed at 1500◦C and
7.5 GPa for 48 hours. 0.5 ppm of N2V0 was measured afterwards. This re-
sult is in agreement with the overall reduction of NV concentration from
∼ 1.4 to ∼ 0.5 ppm, providing about 1 ppm of nitrogen needed for the cre-
ation of 0.5 ppm of N2V0. In eq. (3.8) it is assumed that the process happens
through the interaction of NV with single nitrogen. Since we don’t have
the concentration of N2V- available we cannot determine the total concen-
tration of N2V 20. Judging from the 0.35 ppm of NV- present in the sample 20 A vacancy and two substitutional

nitrogen atoms in C2v symmetryafter treatment and< 1 ppm of N+
s measured, we’d expect up to∼0.65 ppm

of N2V- to be possibly present in the sample. This might be the case if NV
combined with single nitrogen, of which about 2.4 ppm is present as single
atoms, in the sample to form N2V.

Nevertheless, with the limited data available, some approximations for
the aggregation efficiencies and rate constants can be considered.

This result shows that 26% of initial nitrogen was converted into N2V0, if
we assume a total nitrogen concentration of 3.8 ppm. In comparison, as
described in section 3.3, we would expect an aggregation of 0.12% of single
nitrogen into pairs at 1500◦C after 48 hours for a sample with 3.8 ppm of
nitrogen, using the appropriate rate constant in table 3.3 for this calcula-
tion. This suggests that an NV assisted approach is a much more feasible
approach for the N2V0 synthesis in samples with low nitrogen concentra-
tions.

This experiment only provided one data point in the synthesis of N2V0

through NV aggregation. For a better understanding more experiments
in the temperature range between 1500-1700◦C, and possibly above, are
needed in order to establish if a full transformation of NV to N2V could be
achieved.
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For simplicity and as a first approximation it is assumed here that the
reaction is described by the aggregation of an NV centre with a single
nitrogen (eq. (3.8)). We start with equal concentrations of NV and Ns,
[NV]0=[N]0=1.4 ppm, if we assumed we converted half the initial concen-
tration of nitrogen in NV by irradiation and annealing previously. For sim-
plicity, we consider that they aggregatewith one another, so that [NV]=[N]
is given at all times. The reaction can be thenwritten as d[NV]/dt = -k·[NV]2.

From the values mentioned above a rate constant of k ≈ (7.4 ± 0.8) ·
10−6 ppm−1s−1 at 1500◦C can be calculated. This rate constant is 4000
times larger than the one given in literature for the aggregation of single
nitrogen into pairs at that temperature (table 3.3). If the rate constant were
to behave similarly to those in table 3.3, we can assume an increase of a
factor of∼30 when increasing the temperature from 1500 to 1700◦C. If this
were true, an HPHT experiment run at 1700◦C for 48 hours with a sample
containing 1.4 ppm of NV could potentially result in the aggregation of
98% of NV into N2V. Further experiments are needed in order to examine
the exact process and measure the associated rate constants. Again, as
a comparison, with the rate constant at 1700◦C (table 3.3) and assuming
2.8 ppm of total nitrogen, we’d expect an aggregation of only 2.4% of the
initial nitrogen into pairs after 48 hours.

From the data obtained it seems that this synthesis route is preferable to
nitrogen aggregation (eq. (3.6)) and subsequent irradiation and annealing
as the aggregation rate is much larger at the same temperature. At this
moment both routes yield a significant amount of leftover NV in the sam-
ple, contributing to parasitic absorption directly in the emission region
of N2V0. Further experiments are needed to determine the exact path and
rate constants of NV assisted N2V0 synthesis at different temperatures and
treatment times.

Synthesis using Natural diamonds

Four natural, transparent IaA samples were available to us and were in-
vestigated for N2V0 synthesis. All detectable nitrogen in the samples was
present as N2 in concentrations of about 1000 ppm.

Three samples were irradiated with a dose of 1.6 · 1017 e/cm2 at Syn-
ergy Health, with the aim to generate 2 ppm of vacancies (to produce up
to 2 ppm of N2V0), and subsequently annealed at 800◦C at atmospheric
pressure for 5 hours, while one was kept as a reference.

Defect concentrations were determined from FTIR and UV-VIS21 absorp- 21 UltraViolet-Visible

tion spectra. The N2 concentration in two of the samples was determined
to be 950±60 ppm (in sampleOR353-2) and 1000±60 ppm (in sampleOR357).
2.2±0.4 ppm and 1.8±0.3 ppm of N2V0 was generated in the samples, re-
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spectively, with no traces of NV and no leftover vacancies. These numbers
agree well with the expected ∼2 ppm of vacancies generated in the sam-
ples.

As expected, no luminescence was visible by eye under UV-illumination
in any of the samples, despite the relatively large N2V0 concentration. N2

is known to quench luminescence [19], rendering these samples unsuitable
for luminescence studies. In the next subsection sampleswith similarN2V0

concentrations, but much lower N2 concentrations, are shown. They show
a bright green luminescence. (fig. 5.23 and fig. 5.24).

Background absorption at the peak emission for N2V0 (525 nm table 6.5)
was measured to be∼5 cm−1 in sample OR358, at least 1 cm−1 larger than
in those samples introduced before. If IaA samples with a lower concen-
tration of N2 would be available, ideally a few to a few dozen ppm judging
from the luminescent samples introduced in the following subsection, they
would be a very interesting material to produce luminescent N2V0 laser
samples, without residue NV in the sample.

A secondary route to produce large amounts of N2V0 in diamond is sug-
gested in literature [20, 21, 22]. Natural diamond with nitrogen present in
aggregated form is used as a starting material.

As discussed previously in chapter 3, Synthesis of colour centres in dia-
mond, the production of N2V0 in synthetic Ib diamond with a low concen-
tration of nitrogen is difficult, as it involves prolonged HPHT treatment
times. Additionally full conversion of Ns into N2 is problematic. Leftover
Ns will form NV after irradiation and annealing, which is a source of par-
asitic absorption for N2V0 samples [23].

Natural samples have undergone extensive HPHT treatment inside the
earth for long enough time periods, so that even in samples with low nitro-
gen concentrations full aggregation into N2 and N4V 22 centres, without 22 Four substitutional nitrogen sur-

rounding a vacancy (B centre)leftover single nitrogen, is achieved.

From a larger selection of samples containing both N2 and N4V, two IaAB
samples with the largest initial concentration of N2 available (about 35 and
50 ppm, BRAZ62 and BRAZ77) were selected, as well as a IaB sample with
a comparable N4V concentration for reference (BRAZ69). N4V concentra-
tions in those samples ranged from ∼ 10 to 180 ppm.

Additionally, a IaAB (BRAZ50) and a IaB (BRAZ08) sample with low
concentrations (< 2 ppm) of N2 were chosen for reference. The IaAB sam-
ples were used for the synthesis of N2V0 and IaB samples as reference
samples, to monitor and compare the outcomes with identical treatment
conditions to those used for IaAB samples.

The IaB and IaAB samples were used to produce N2V0 by HPHT treatment
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as suggested in literature. The aim was to produce samples with ∼ 1 ppm
of N2V0 to investigate samples for laser purposes.

Samples arrived untreated and unpolished, as seen in fig. 5.23. The
shape was irregular and between 1 and 3mm in diameter. FTIR mea-
surements of natural diamond samples were obtained pre-polishing, as
the higher signal-to-noise ratio of this technique allowed for a signal to
be measured even under these conditions. UV-VIS spectroscopy measure-
ments were only successful after polishing.

The samples were all HPHT treated at 2100◦C and 11GPa for 3 minutes, as
discussed previously in section 3.3 and suggested in [20, 22] for the efficient
synthesis of N2V0 in natural diamond samples. Treatment details are listed
in table 5.6.

BRAZ08 and BRAZ50 were irradiated and annealed, to generate 2 ppm
of vacancies. Sample BRAZ50 was then HPHT treatment in order to test
the combination of N2 with vacancies to possibly enhance the number of
N2V0. Sample BRAZ08 was used as a reference. But due to the difficulty
of putting the natural diamonds in the low temperature absorption spec-
troscopy setup, spectra could be only obtained for sample BRAZ08 and
BRAZ50 after the last treatment step, when they were polished. In conclu-
sion, no N2V0 could bemeasured after additional irradiation and annealing
in sample BRAZ50 and only 0.1 ppm of NV-, suggesting that the majority
of vacancies must have combined to form defects that we were not moni-
toring. This was tried in the first instance only in those samples, as not to
accidentally generate any parasitic NV centres in other, more promising
N2V0 samples.

∼ 1.1 − 2.2 ppm of N2V0 were generated in the most promising samples
(BRAZ77 and BRAZ62) with very low NV concentrations (< 0.02 ppm, see
table 5.8). While no UV-VIS absorption data is available pre polishing, and
consequently pre synthesis, for those samples, it can be assumed that no
significant N2V0 concentrations were present in those samples, as neither
the yellow colour nor any luminescence was detectable. In contrast to
the natural IaA samples discussed before, where a similar concentrations
of N2V0 were generated, both samples show a bright yellow-green lumi-
nescence under UV light (Figures 5.23 and 5.24). This is likely due to the
lower concentration of N2 centres (between 35 and 50 ppm as opposed to
∼1000 ppm in the IaA samples) and therefore less luminescence quenching.

The background absorption in those natural samples is 2.9 and 8.7 cm−1

in samples BRAZ62 and BRAZ77 respectively, at 525 nm, the peak emission
of N2V0 (table 6.5).

Samples BRAZ62 and BRAZ77 show the brightest N2V0 related lumines-
cence of all samples and are promising candidates to study N2V0 laser re-
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lated properties, despite the difficulties that arise from being of natural ori-
gin, which include not being able to reliably generate samples of a desired
size, quality and defect concentration. These samples were then selected
as the most suitable N2V0 samples and assessed for their laser related pa-
rameters in section 7.3, Assessment of N2V0 containing samples.
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5.4 Spectroscopic analysis

Defect quantification was discussed in detail in chapter 4, Defect quantifi-
cation and spectroscopic methods. In this section these methods are illus-
trated on the example of two diamond samples. Furthermore, the spectra
obtained after the various steps of the synthesis process of the samples
introduced in the previous section are presented and discussed.

Illustration of defect quantification on sample data

For the quantification of defects from absorption spectra taken at 77 K, us-
ing liquid nitrogen for cooling, the area under the ZPL23 of the respective 23 Zero Phonon Line

defect is needed. The process is illustrated on sample 1409E6sCVD03, after
the last step of treatment. The sample is a CVD grown synthetic diamond
that has undergone the following treatment (table 5.1): Electron irradiation
with a total dose of 16 · 1016 e/cm2, followed by annealing at atmospheric
pressure and 800◦C for 3 hours to generate NV. Afterwards, the samplewas
irradiated with a dose of 16·1016 e/cm2 again and annealed at atmospheric
pressure and 800◦C for 5 hours to increase the yield of NV.

Figure 5.3 shows the sample absorption spectrum after the last treat-
ment step.
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Figure 5.3: Absorption spectrum
of sample 1409E6sCVD03, taken at
77 K.

The wavelength range has been converted to energy through the rela-
tionship E = hc/λ. The ZPL for NV- is expected at 1.945 eV (638 nm, see
table 4.1). In this example the peak is found at 1.946 eV and 13.5 cm−1. The
integration of the peak after subtraction of a baseline gives an integrated
area of A = 22.4 meV · cm−1. With eq. (4.3) and the calibration constant of
(1.7± 0.08)·10−16 meV·cm2 (table 4.1), this leads to an estimated concen-
tration of [NV-]UV−V IS = (1.32± 0.19)·1017 cm−3 ≈ 0.74±0.08 ppm.
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The error given results from the uncertainty in the wavelength (wave-
length accuracy ± 0.08 nm for UV-VIS) and the uncertainty in the mea-
sured absorbance A (photometric accuracy ± 0.0003 A) of the spectrom-
eter [24], as well as the precision of the calipers (0.02mm) to measure
the sample thickness and calculate the absorption coefficient from the ab-
sorbance (eq. (4.2)), and the error of the calibration constant.

For the quantification of defects from IR24 spectra, the program Spectrum- 24 InfraRed (0.78-1000µm)

Manipulator was used. Details about SpectrumManipulator can be found
in [25]. As described, the intrinsic diamond spectrum was calibrated to
have an absorption coefficient of 12.3 cm−1 at 2000 cm−1. An experimental
sample spectrum can be calibrated and deconvolved into its components
using the SpectrumManipulator.

Figure 5.4 shows the calibrated IR spectrum of sample BRAZ77, the in-
trinsic diamond spectrum (IIa) and the reference spectra for defects N2 (A)
and N4V (B). BRAZ77 is a natural IaAB diamond sample that was HPHT
treated with 2100◦C at 11GPa for 3 minutes to produce 1.5 ± 0.3ppm of
N2V0. The reference spectra are adjusted for the defect concentrations, in
this case 35±2 and 55±6 ppm of A and B centres respectively, so the total
spectrum overlaps with the calibrated experimental spectrum of BRAZ77,
which can be seen in the inset in fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: FTIR spectrum of sam-
ple BRAZ77 with reference spectra.

CVD samples

Figure 5.5 shows the FTIR spectra of samples 1409E6sCVD02 and 1409E6sCVD03
after the various steps of the synthesis process.
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After HPHT treatment of sample 1409E6sCVD02 a slight shoulder ap-
pears where the feature for N2 is expected. The spectrum of 1409E6sCVD03
doesn’t show such a feature. This feature indicates that nitrogen aggre-
gated into N2 during HPHT treatment, although, for the treatment con-
ditions, in low quantities (see section 5.2 for the discussion). There is an
increase of N+

s and a decrease of N0
s
25 after irradiation in both samples, 25 Neutrally charged Ns

which is consistent with charge transfer to the vacancies generated, form-
ing V-, as can be seen in fig. 5.6.

Both samples show a peak at 1450 cm−1, which is in agreement with the
feature described in Ia and Ib diamonds after irradiation and annealing in
literature [5]. Sample 1409E6sCVD03 shows two peaks of unknown origin
in between 1344 and 1371 cm−1, which are absent in sample 1409E6sCVD02.
They might be caused, to some degree, by the presence of platelets, ex-
tended planar defects, in the sample [5]. Sample 1409E6sCVD03 shows
a peak at 1265 cm−1 of unknown origin after the first round of irradia-
tion and annealing. After the second round, the peak disappears and a
shoulder at 1240 cm−1 appears together with a pronounced broad feature
at 1065 cm−1. None of these features are present in sample 1409E6sCVD02.
The feature at 1240 cm−1 is mentioned in literature, but its origin is not
clear. The feature at 1065 cm−1 is attributed to irradiation damage [5], but
it is unknown why it is present in one sample and not the other.

Figure 5.6 shows the UV-VIS absorption spectra of samples 1409E6sCVD02
and 1409E6sCVD03 taken at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) after the
various steps of the synthesis process.

It can be seen that vacancies appear first in the form of V- (plot b). After
additional irradiation, vacancies in the form of V0 appear (plot c). This is
believed to be due to charge transfer between vacancies and the residual
single nitrogen in the sample, and is in accordance with the increase in N+

s

seen in fig. 5.5. Unfortunately, V- concentrations could not be measured
for sample 1409E6sCVD02 or 1409E6sCVD03 after the second irradiation.
This was due to the spectrometer being broken in the particular spectral
range at the time measurements were taken. Vacancy concentrations are
estimated from the data available, which indicate that∼ 0.8 ppm of V0 and
∼ 0.6 ppm of V- was generated, so the total vacancy generation was at least
1.4 ppm.

There is a peak at 595 nm, visible after irradiation with a total dose of
1.6·1017 e/cm2 in both samples, increasing in intensity after annealing and
subsequent irradiation and annealing. It has been observed in literature in
type I diamonds after radiation damage and anneals around 800◦C and is
believed to be caused by a nitrogen-vacancy defect [5].

The peak at 488 nm, with a small broad absorption next to it, appears
in both samples after irradiation, but disappears again after annealing. Its
origin is not clear from literature. It might be associated with N4V2

26 [5], 26 Two vacancy and four substitu-
tional nitrogen atoms with a C1h

symmetry (H4)
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Figure 5.5: FTIR spectra of samples
1409E6sCVD02 and 1409E6sCVD03.
The data for b) in both plots
has been taken with the benchtop
FTIR spectrometer and shows the
characteristic absorption fromH2O
above∼ 1350 cm−1.
Spectra are vertically shifted by
0.4 cm−1 for visibility.

1409E6sCVD02:
a) As received
b) After HPHT treatment at 2200◦C
and 11 GPa for 20 minutes.
c) After irradition with 1.6·1017
e/cm2.
d) After annealing at 800◦C and at-
mospheric pressure for 3 hours.
e) After irradiation with 1.6·1017
e/cm2 and annealing at 800◦C and
atmospheric pressure for 5 hours

1409E6sCVD03:
a) As received
b) After irradition with 8·1016
e/cm2.
c) After additional irradition with
8·1016 e/cm2.
d) After annealing at 800◦C and at-
mospheric pressure for 3 hours.
e) After irradiation with 1.6·1017
e/cm2 and annealing at 800◦C and
atmospheric pressure for 5 hours
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Figure 5.6: UV-VIS absorption
spectra of samples 1409E6sCVD02
and 1409E6sCVD03 taken at liquid
nitrogen temperature (77 K). Some
spectra are cut off below 0.4µm be-
cause the spectrometer was broken
at the time of the measurements
and full spectra couldn’t be taken.
Spectra are vertically shifted by
7 cm−1 for visibility.

1409E6sCVD02:
a) As received
b) After HPHT treatment at 2200◦C
and 11 GPa for 20 minutes.
c) After irradition with 1.6·1017
e/cm2.
d) After annealing at 800◦C and at-
mospheric pressure for 3 hours.
e) After irradiation with 1.6·1017
e/cm2 and annealing at 800◦C and
atmospheric pressure for 5 hours

1409E6sCVD03:
a) As received
b) After irradition with 8·1016
e/cm2.
c) After additional irradition with
8·1016 e/cm2.
d) After annealing at 800◦C and at-
mospheric pressure for 3 hours.
e) After irradiation with 1.6·1017
e/cm2 and annealing at 800◦C and
atmospheric pressure for 5 hours
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which seems unlikely in this case, as we don’t expect larger nitrogen clus-
ters present in these samples. Another possibility is the connection to a
centre introduced by radiation damage with a ZPL at 489 nm, which an-
neals out above 350◦C, and is believed to relate to a defect containing ni-
trogen and interstitial carbon [5].

Figure 5.7 shows the FTIR spectra of samples 1411ADsCVD01 and 1411AD-
sCVD02 after the various steps of the synthesis process. Concentrations
in those samples were small and difficult to monitor with the techniques
available to us.

The spectra show a broad feature between 1000 and 1100 cm−1, similar
to that seen in fig. 5.5 for sample 1409E6sCVD03. Here it seems to con-
sist of an additional pronounced broad peak at 1020 cm−1 in addition to
the one at 1065 cm−1. Again, the origin of the feature is not clear and it
is unclear why the feature seems to have disappeared in sample 1411AD-
sCVD01 after irradiation and then reappear after annealing. The feature
at 1265 cm−1, which was only present in sample 1409E6sCVD03 after the
first round of irradiation and annealing and disappeared after additional
irradiation and annealing, is present in almost all spectra. It disappears for
sample 1411ADsCVD01 after HPHT treatment and reappears only after ir-
radiation and annealing. Ns is present predominantly as N+

s .

Figure 5.8 shows the UV-VIS absorption spectra of samples 1411ADsCVD01
and 1411ADsCVD02 taken at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) after the
various steps of the synthesis process.

The peak at 741 nm and the broad absorption band extending to about
500 nm are attributed to V0 [5]. The peak appears after irradiation and
is then reduced after annealing, as expected. A weak peak at 738 nm is
present in both samples as grown and in sample 1411ADsCVD01 after
HPHT treatment. It is associated with the ZPL of the negative silicon-
vacancy centre [26]. Silicon can be present in CVD grown diamond, for
example if a silicon substrate has been used during growth or silica con-
taining components are present in the reactor [5].

After irradiation the peak at 738 nm disappears and a peak at 736.8 nm
appears in both samples. After annealing, a second peak at 736.4 nm ap-
pears next to the one at 736.8 nm. The broadened shape of the peaks, visible
in the insets, in the measurements after irradiation in comparison to the
peaks after annealing could suggest that the temperature of the samples in
the latter measurement was lower than in the first. The peak at 736.4 nm, as
shown in the inset, might only appear due to a difference in temperature,
and therefore sharper lines and more distinguishable features, rather than
a new feature that appeared after annealing. Literature measurements of
the ZPL of the negative silicon-vacancy at 8 K, show, that it is resolved
into four components between 736.4 and 737 nm [26]. At 77 K these fea-
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Figure 5.7: FTIR spectra of sam-
ples 1411ADsCVD01 and 1411AD-
sCVD02. Noisy data is smoothed
using moving average, the original
data is plotted in a lighter shade be-
low.
Spectra are vertically shifted by
0.2 cm−1 for visibility.

1411ADsCVD01:
a) As received
b) After HPHT treatment at 2200◦C
and 11 GPa for 20 minutes.
c) After irradition with 8·1016
e/cm2.
d) After annealing at 800◦C and at-
mospheric pressure for 3 hours.

1411ADsCVD02:
a) As received
b) After irradition with 8·1016
e/cm2.
c) After annealing at 800◦C and at-
mospheric pressure for 3 hours.
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Figure 5.8: UV-VIS absorption
spectra of samples 1411ADsCVD01
and 1411ADsCVD02 taken at liquid
nitrogen temperature (77 K). Some
spectra are cut off below 0.4µm be-
cause the spectrometer was broken
at the time of the measurements
and full spectra couldn’t be taken.
Spectra are vertically shifted for
visibility by a variying amount to
account for the height of the ZPLs.

1411ADsCVD01:
a) As received
b) After HPHT treatment at 2200◦C
and 11 GPa for 20 minutes.
c) After irradition with 8·1016
e/cm2.
d) After annealing at 800◦C and at-
mospheric pressure for 3 hours.

1411ADsCVD02:
a) As received
b) After irradition with 8·1016
e/cm2.
c) After annealing at 800◦C and at-
mospheric pressure for 3 hours.
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tures are expected to be broadened and it is likely the features observed
here are associated with the negative silicon-vacancy centre.

Low concentrations ofNV0,∼0.1 and 0.03 ppm in sample 1411ADsCVD01
and 1411ADsCVD02, which reflect the low initial nitrogen concentration,
were measured after irradiation and annealing.

Figure 5.9 shows the IR absorption spectra of sample 1409E6sCVD04 after
the various steps of the synthesis process.

Before the final HPHT treatment step of the synthesis of this sample,
the spectrum is almost identical to sample 1409E6sCVD03, with the excep-
tion that the broad feature at 1065 cm−1 and shoulder at 1240 cm−1 do not
appear after irradiation and annealing. It is unknown why this is the case.
The overall reduction in the peaks associated with nitrogen is consistent
with assumption that nitrogen and NV aggregated, forming N2V, which is
more obvious in fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.9: FTIR spectra of sample
1409E6sCVD04.
Spectra are vertically shifted by
0.2 cm−1 for visibility.

a) As received
b) After irradition with 1.6·1017
e/cm2.
c) After additional irradition with
8·1016 e/cm2.
d) After annealing at 800◦C and at-
mospheric pressure for 3 hours.
e) After HPHT treatment at 1500◦C
and 7.5 GPa pressure for 48 hours.

Figure 5.10 shows the UV-VIS absorption spectra of sample 1409E6sCVD04
taken at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) after the various steps of the
synthesis process. In plot b), after the first irradiation, it can be seen that
vacancies are present predominantly as V-, while V0 appears after the sec-
ond irradiation in plot c) (where the number of V- could not be measured
unfortunately). This was previously observed in sample 1409E6sCVD03,
and indicates that the single nitrogen in the sample donate electrons to
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spectra of sample 1409E6sCVD04
taken at liquid nitrogen tempera-
ture (77 K).
Spectra are vertically shifted for
visibility by varying amounts, to
account for the height of the spec-
tral features appearing.

a) As received
b) After irradition with 1.6·1017
e/cm2.
c) After additional irradition with
8·1016 e/cm2.
d) After annealing at 800◦C and at-
mospheric pressure for 3 hours.
e) After HPHT treatment at 1500◦C
and 7.5 GPa pressure for 48 hours.

the vacancies.
The synthesis and evolution of spectroscopic features is, as expected,

comparable to that of sample 1409E6sCVD03, discussed previously. Plot
e) shows the sample after HPHT treatment at 1500◦C for 48 hours. As
expected, the features for NV are reduced and those associated with N2V0

appear.

Figure 5.11 shows pictures of the samples before treatment and after the
last step of treatment, and, if relevant, under UV light. The synthesis of
NV in samples 1409E6sCVD02 and 1409E6sCVD03 is visible by the red col-
oration and the red luminescence under UV light. In samples 1411AD-
sCVD01 and 1411ADsCVD02 no changes in colouration were visible by
the naked eye and no luminescence was seen under UV light. Sample
1409E6sCVD04 is shown before and after HPHT treatment. A slight de-
colouration of the sample, from dark red to light red, is consistent with the
reduction of NV and the creation of N2V0, which gives a yellowish color
to the sample.

Table 5.1 and table 5.3 show an overview of the treatment details for the
respective samples and the concentrations measured. Figure 5.12 shows a
graphical representation of the defect concentrations for each treatment
step where data was available.

In samples 1411ADsCVD01 and 1411ADsCVD02 a reduction of vacan-
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1409E6sCVD04

1411ADsCVD01

1409E6sCVD03

1409E6sCVD02 Figure 5.11: CVD diamond sam-
ples received as-grown and then
treated

Left: Before treatment
Middle: After treatment
Right: After treatment under UV
light

1409E6sCVD02 and 03 belong to a
batch of brownish CVD samples
with ∼4 ppm of Ns in them ac-
cording to EPR measurements per-
formed on sample 1409E6sCVD05.
1409E6sCVD02 and 03 were both
treated with the same irradiation
and annealing treatment. Sam-
ple 1409E6sCVD02 has been HPHT
treated before irradiation and an-
nealing. Both samples show NV lu-
minescence under UV light. Sam-
ple 1409E6sCVD02 has lost some
of the brownish coloration after
HPHT treatment.

Samples 1411ADsCVD01 and 02
are two samples with 0.3 and
0.11 ppm of Ns respectively accord-
ing to EPR measurements. Sam-
ple 1411ADsCVD01 is shown be-
fore and after HPHT treatment.

Sample 1409E6sCVD04 has been ir-
radiated and annealed and subse-
quently HPHT treated with a lower
temperature at a prolonged time to
aggregate NV into N2V0. A slight
paling of the red coloration can be
seen after HPHT treatment.
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cies is apparent, but only some of them go into the generation of NV, which
is expected due to the low overall nitrogen concentrations in those sam-
ples. The rest might aggregate with other defects, which were not moni-
tored in detail, or annealed out, as discussed in section 3.3.

For all the other samples an overall reduction of nitrogen and vacancies
can be observed over the course of the synthesis and the appearance of NV.
The numbers don’t match, most likely due to the fact that the V- concentra-
tion could not be monitored due to a broken spectrometer, and therefore
the overall vacancy generation is unknown. For sample 1409E6sCVD04 the
reduction of NV and the appearance of N2V0 is shown in the final treat-
ment step.

CVD samples

Treatment Temperature Pressure Time Dose
[◦C] [GPa] [min] [e/cm2]

1409E6sCVD02
HPHT 2200 11 20
IRR 1.60E+17
ANN 800 AP 180
IRR 1.60E+17
ANN 800 AP 300

1409E6sCVD03
IRR 8.00E+16
IRR 8.00E+16
ANN 800 AP 180
IRR 1.60E+17
ANN 800 AP 300

1409E6sCVD04
IRR 1.60E+17
IRR 8.00E+16
ANN 800 AP 180
HPHT 1500 7.5 2880

1411ADsCVD01
HPHT 2200 11 20
IRR 8.00E+16
ANN 800 AP 180

1411ADsCVD02
IRR 8.00E+16
ANN 800 AP 180

Table 5.1: Treatment details for
CVD samples received as-grown.
IRR = Irradiation
ANN = Annealing
HPHT = High Pressure High Tem-
perature
AP = atmospheric pressure

All irradiation mentioned in this
table has been performed with
4.5MeV electrons at Synergy-
Health
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UV-VIS

Sample Treatment N2V0 NV− NV0 V0

[ppm] [ppm] [ppm] [ppm]

1409E6sCVD02 INIT
HPHT
IRR 0.07 ± 0.01 <0.01 N/A 0.7 ± 0.2
ANN 0.06 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.05 0.49 ± 0.03 0.15 ± 0.04
IRR
ANN 0.07 ± 0.01 0.61 ± 0.07 0.58 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.02

1409E6sCVD03 INIT
IRR 0.05 ± 0.01 <0.01 N/A 0.8 ± 0.2
ANN N/A 0.58 ± 0.06 0.41 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.03
IRR
ANN N/A 0.74 ± 0.08 0.65 ± 0.04 <0.01

1409E6sCVD04 INIT
IRR N/A N/A N/A N/A
IRR 0.12 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.01 N/A 1.2 ± 0.3
ANN N/A 0.78 ± 0.08 0.60 ± 0.04 0.12 ± 0.03
HPHT 0.50 ± 0.08 0.35 ± 0.04 0.10 ± 0.01 N/A

1411ADsCVD01 INIT
HPHT
IRR N/A N/A N/A 0.5 ± 0.2
ANN N/A <0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.03

1411ADsCVD02 INIT
IRR N/A N/A N/A 0.6 ± 0.2
ANN N/A N/A 0.03 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.03

IR

Sample N2 N4V N0
S N+

s

[ppm] [ppm] [ppm] [ppm]

1409E6sCVD02 N/A N/A N/A <1
1409E6sCVD03 N/A N/A N/A <1
1409E6sCVD04 <1 N/A <1 <1

Top: Defect concentrations from UV-VIS measurements of as grown CVD samples as received (INIT) after HPHT treatment (HPHT),

irradiation (IRR) and annealing (ANN). Bottom: Defect concentrations from IR measurements of as grown CVD samples after last

treatment step. N/A - No signal for this defect could be detected

Table 5.3: Defect concentrations
from absorption spectra of as
grown CVD samples.
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Figure 5.12: colour centre concen-
trations in CVD samples. Concen-
trations obtained from absorption
spectra are indicated by circles. The
lines in between are there to en-
hance the visibility. Missing circles
indicate that no data was available
after that treatment step.

About 1 ppm of NV was gener-
ated, equally split in NV0 and
NV- in sample 1409E6sCVD02 and
1409E6sCVD03.

About 0.1 ppm of NV was gener-
ated in sample 1411ADsCVD01, all
present as NV0.

About 0.03 ppm of NV was gener-
ated in sample 1411ADsCVD02, all
present as NV0.

In sample 1409E6sCVD04 ∼0.7 and
0.6 ppm of NV- and NV0 respec-
tively transformed into ∼0.5 ppm
of N2V0 and ∼0.3 and 0.1 ppm of
NV- and NV0 after 48 hours of
HPHT treatment at 1500◦C.
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Figure 5.13 shows the FTIR spectra of samples E6NV, E6H3A, E6H3B, E6H3C
and E6H3D as received and after synthesis. The FTIR spectrum of sam-
ple E6NV shows the same features as that of sample 1411ADsCVD01 after
HPHT treatment, irradiation and annealing (fig. 5.7). Those are two broad
features at 1020 cm−1 and 1065 cm−1 and a narrower feature at 1265 cm−1.
Those features are absent in all E6H3 samples. A sharp peak between 1358
to 1380 cm−1 can be associated with platelets in the sample, but not much
information is available for peaks in that spectral region [5]. In all of our
samples there is peak at 1362 cm−1, accompanied by a double peak at 1375
/ 1378 cm−1 in all E6H3 samples before and after treatment, they are pro-
posed to be linked to N2VH0 27 [10]. Another peak at 1405 cm−1, most 27 A nitrogen pair with a vacancy

and a hydrogenprominent in sample E6H3D, is present in all E6H3 samples before and after
treatment and can be linked to a very temperature stable hydrogen-related
feature [5]. Only in sample E6H3D a peak at 1437 cm−1 appears after treat-
ment, which is not characterised in literature. A peak at 1451 cm−1, present
in all samples after irradiation and annealing, could possibly be associated
with the H1a center found at 1450 cm−1, a defect connected to interstitial
nitrogen [5].

Features associated with single nitrogen are more prominent in the
E6H3 samples than in E6NV. After irradiation and annealing the inten-
sity of the peak associated with N+

s increased in all samples, which is in
agreement with the appearance of NV- (fig. 5.14).

Figure 5.14 shows the UV-VIS absorption spectra taken at liquid nitrogen
temperature (77 K), of samples E6NV, E6H3A, E6H3B, E6H3C and E6H3D
as received and after synthesis for the samples that were treated by us.
The dominant feature in all irradiated and annealed samples is the appear-
ance of NV. As discussed previously, split equally in sample E6NV and dis-
tributed towards NV- in the E6H3 samples. The peak at 594 nm is linked to
the so called 595 nm center, which is observed in any nitrogen containing
diamond sample after irradiation and annealing and is believed to relate
to a nitrogen vacancy centre [5].

Figure 5.15 shows pictures of the NV containing samples illuminatedwith a
tabletop lamp and under UV light. All samples show a reddish colour and
luminescence. Sample E6NV has a dark reddish colour, while the E6H3
samples look more violet. Sample E6H3D is a light violet to rose colour,
with an orange looking luminescence.

Table 5.5 shows an overview of the concentrations measured in the sam-
ples. Figure 5.16 shows a graphical representation of the defect concen-
trations before and after treatment for the samples we irradiated and an-
nealed.

As expected, all samples show a decrease of N0
s and a increase of NV,
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Figure 5.13: FTIR spectra of loaned
CVD samples as received (dark
lines) and after (light lines) treat-
ment.
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Figure 5.15: Pre-treated CVD dia-
mond samples

Left: Before treatment (none avail-
able here)
Middle: After treatment
Right: After treatment under UV
light
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mostly in the form of NV-, and an according increase of N+
s . The excess

N+
s can be explained by the presence of other negatively charged centres

in the samples, which we didn’t measure in this work. For example N2V-

or negatively charged nitrogen-hydrogen-vacancy complexes [10].

UV-VIS

Sample Treatment N2V NV− NV0 V0

[ppm] [ppm] [ppm] [ppm]

E6NV INITIAL 0.04 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.07 0.73 ± 0.04 N/A
E6H3A INITIAL 0.08 ± 0.01 <0.01 N/A N/A

IRR
ANN 0.06 ± 0.01 0.85 ± 0.09 0.13 ± 0.01 N/A

E6H3B INITIAL 0.07 ± 0.02 <0.01 N/A N/A
IRR
ANN 0.08 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.08 0.21 ± 0.01 N/A

E6H3C INITIAL 0.11 ± 0.02 <0.01 N/A N/A
E6H3D INITIAL 0.05 ± 0.01 N/A N/A N/A

IRR
ANN 0.11 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.06 0.19 ± 0.01 N/A

IR

Sample N2 N4V N0
S N+

s

[ppm] [ppm] [ppm] [ppm]

E6NV N/A N/A <1 <1
E6H3A <1 N/A 4 ± 1 2 ± 1
E6H3B <1 N/A 5 ± 1 2 ± 1
E6H3C <1 N/A 5 ± 1 <1
E6H3D 2 ± 1 N/A 3 ± 1 2 ± 1

Top: Defect concentrations from UV-VIS measurements of loaned CVD samples as received (INIT) after HPHT treatment (HPHT), irra-

diation (IRR) and annealing (ANN). Bottom: Defect concentrations from IR measurements of loaned CVD samples after last treatment

step. N/A - No signal for this defect could be detected

Table 5.5: Defect concentrations
from absorption spectra of loaned
CVD samples.
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Figure 5.16: colour centre concen-
trations in E6 samples. Concen-
trations obtained from absorption
spectra are indicated by circles. The
lines in between are there to en-
hance the visibility. Missing circles
indicate that no data was available
after that treatment step.

In samples E6H3A and E6H3B
∼0.9 ppm of NV was generated,
predominantly in the form of NV-.

In sample E6H3D ∼0.7 ppm of NV
was generated, predominantly in
the form of NV-. This sample
had the highest N2V0 concentra-
tion of all loaned samples at about
∼0.1 ppm.
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Figure 5.17 shows a comparison of the room temperature UV-VIS absorp-
tion spectra for all of the CVD samples introduced so far with NV con-
centrations in a range needed for laser assessment (∼0.6 ppm of NV- as
discussed previously).

It can be seen that for samples E6H3A and E6H3B the shape of the
phonon sideband is shifted with a peak at around 550 nm instead of 510 nm,
as in the other samples. This is probably due to the NV population in those
samples present mostly as NV-. For sample E6H3D this is not as strongly
the case (74% of total NV present as NV- in comparison to 87% and 79% in
E6H3A and E6H3B), but it is unclear why the shape is similar to samples
with an equal distribution of NV0 and NV-. There might be another influ-
ence on the shape of the spectrum, which is not obvious from our data. In
UV-VIS spectra taken at 77 K, the spectra of samples E6H3A, E6H3B and
E6H3C look identical in shape (fig. 5.14).

From the samples received as grown, sample 1409E6sCVD02 shows the
lowest background absorption of all samples. As discussed previously, this
is due to the HPHT treatment reducing background absorption. From the
pretreated samples, sample E6H3D has the lowest background absorption
at the peak emission wavelength of NV-.
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Figure 5.17: UV-VIS absorption
spectra at room temperature of all
CVD samples introduced so far af-
ter the last step of irradiation and
annealing or as received in case of
sample E6NV. The legend is sorted
by the absorption coefficient at the
peak emission wavelength of NV-

(690 nm, table 6.5) in descending
order. Sample 1409E6sCVD04 is
shown pre HPHT treatment.

In fig. 5.18, the overall NV concentration for the samples is plotted (left),
as well as the ratio of the absorption coefficient at maximum emission for
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NV- (690 nm) to the absorption coefficient at maximum absorption for NV-

(565 nm), normalized to the highest value.
Samples 1409E6sCVD03 and E6NV have the highest absolute NV con-

centrations. Sample E6NV has a lower ratio of the absorption coefficients,
mostly due to the lower absorption at 690 nm, as seen in fig. 5.17. For this
reason sample E6NV has been chosen to be assessed for its laser related
properties in chapter 7, Assessment of laser related properties.

Another sample, E6H3D, stands out for its low ratio of absorption co-
efficients, in comparison to other samples. Even though it had the lowest
overall NV concentration, about half of the highest concentration, the NV
concentration is still higher than the estimatedminimumnecessary for 50%
pump absorption (0.6 ppm, see fig. 6.17, section 6.5). It was chosen to be as-
sessed for its laser related properties due to the low absorption at the laser
emission wavelength in comparison with a high absorption coefficient at
the maximum absorption wavelength.
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samples.
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Natural samples

Figure 5.19 shows the UV-VIS absorption spectrum taken at 77 K of one IaA
natural diamond sample. All samples looked similar, as seen in fig. 5.20.
It can be seen that while a large concentration of N2V0 was produced
(1.8±0.3 to 2.2±0.4 ppm) , the abundance of N2 in the sample is respon-
sible for the quenching of any luminescence. No traces of NV are visible
in this sample. The small peak at ∼594 nm is associated with irradiation
damage [5].
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Figure 5.19: UV-VIS and FTIR spec-
trum of sample OR353-2 after the
last step of synthesis.

OR358

Figure 5.20: Natural IaA diamond
(OR358) sample after polishing

Figure 5.21 shows the FTIR spectra of natural IaB and IaAB samples before
and after treatment.

In samples BRAZ62 and BRAZ70most notably a reduction in the peak at
around∼1360 cm−1 is observed. This peak is associated with B’ 28. The re- 28 Platelets associated with a sharp

line with a position varying be-
tween 1358 to 1380 cm-1
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duction of this peak is associated with the platlets breaking up into smaller
clusters, possibly N2, N4V and N3V0 29 centres [5]. No significant reduc- 29 A vacancy and three substitu-

tional nitrogen atoms with a C3v

symmetry (N3)
tion of N4V can be observed in sample BRAZ69. In BRAZ62 the peak for
N2 reduced by about 10%, while in sample BRAZ77 the peak for N2 reduced
by about 35% and the one for N4V by about 10%. The peak at 1405 cm−1,
most clearly visible in sample BRAZ69, is associated with the presence of
hydrogen [5].

Figure 5.22 shows the UV-VIS absorption spectra of polished natural IaB
and IaAB samples taken at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K).

Diamonds were only polished after treatment, as no polisher could be
found in time before treatment was scheduled. Unfortunately this made
it impossible to obtain UV-VIS spectra of the samples before treatment.
In the absence of luminescence before treatment it is believed that N2V0

and N3V0 were generated in the samples after treatment. As expected, af-
ter HPHT treatment N2V0 and N3V0 were generated in the IaAB samples,
and N3V0 in the IaB samples. This can be seen by the characteristic ZPLs
in the low temperature absorption spectra in fig. 5.22. After additional ir-
radiation and annealing, both BRAZ08 and BRAZ50 show a bright green
luminescence (fig. 5.24), which can be associated with N4V2 [5, 27]. Nei-
ther of those samples contain N2V0. In sample BRAZ50 the appearance of
a peak associated with NV- can be observed, which can be associated with
the annealing and irradiation treatment. As seen before in the IaA sample,
the peak at ∼594 nm, associated with irradiation damage [5], is visible in
both sample BRAZ08 and BRAZ50. In sample BRAZ62 about 2.2±0.4 ppm
of N2V0 was generated, while in sample BRAZ77 1.5±0.3 ppm was gener-
ated. It is not known why there is a difference of about 0.7 ppm of N2V0 in
those samples. To determine the generation efficiency of N2V, N2V- con-
centrations need to be monitored, which was not possible in this work. It
is unclear if the reduction of the peak at ∼1360 cm−1, associated with B’,
is somehow related to the synthesis of N2V0.

From these results it is not possible to propose a recipe for efficientN2V0

synthesis in IaAB diamond. But a possible correlation to the N2, N4V and
/ or B’ concentration can be proposed.

Figure 5.23 shows the IaB and IaAB samples before and after HPHT treat-
ment and after treatment under UV light. Figure 5.24 shows the samples
after polishing and in case of sample BRAZ08 and BRAZ50, after additional
irradiation and annealing.

Polishing highlights one of the difficulties when working with natu-
ral samples. Samples can have inclusions and an uneven distribution of
defects, depending on their growth. This can be seen most clearly in sam-
ple BRAZ50. Yellow-green luminescence in samples BRAZ50, BRAZ62 and
BRAZ77 is caused by the presence of N2V0, while blue luminescence is
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Figure 5.21: FTIR spectra of natural
samples. Noisy data is smoothed
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BRAZ50 : Sample after irradiation
and annealing
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Figure 5.23: Natural diamond sam-
ples before and after HPHT treat-
ment

Left: Before treatment
Middle: After treatment
Right: After treatment under UV
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Figure 5.24: Natural diamond sam-
ples after polishing. Samples
BRAZ08 and BRAZ50 have been ir-
radiated and annealed. The other
samples are in the same state as
in fig. 5.23.

Left: Before treatment (none avail-
able here)
Middle: After treatment
Right: After treatment under UV
light
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Natural IaAB & IaB samples

Treatment Temperature Pressure Time Dose
[◦C] [GPa] [min] [e/cm2]

BRAZ08
HPHT 2100 11 3
IRR 1.60E+17
ANN 800 AP 300

BRAZ50
HPHT 2100 11 3
IRR 1.60E+17
ANN 800 AP 300

BRAZ62
HPHT 2100 11 3

BRAZ69
HPHT 2100 11 3

BRAZ77
HPHT 2100 11 3

Table 5.6: Treatment details for nat-
ural samples.
IRR = Irradiation
ANN = Annealing
HPHT = High Pressure High Tem-
perature
AP = atmospheric pressure

All irradiation mentioned in this
table has been performed with
4.5MeV electrons at Synergy-
Health

IaB samples: BRAZ08, BRAZ69. All
other samples are IaAB.

BRAZ08 and BRAZ50 have been ir-
radiated and annealed additionally
to HPHT treatment in order to con-
vert any leftover Ns and N2 with
vacancies and enhance the number
of NV or N2V0.

UV-VIS

Sample N2V0 NV− NV0 V0

[ppm] [ppm] [ppm] [ppm]

BRAZ50 N/A 0.09 ± 0.04 N/A N/A
BRAZ62 2.2 ± 0.4 N/A N/A N/A
BRAZ69 0.13 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.02 N/A N/A
BRAZ77 1.5 ± 0.3 0.02 ± 0.01 N/A N/A

IR

Sample N2 N4V N0
S N+

s

[ppm] [ppm] [ppm] [ppm]

BRAZ08 N/A 6 ± 1 N/A N/A
BRAZ50 2 ± 1 21 ± 2 N/A N/A
BRAZ62 25 ± 2 120 ± 20 N/A <1
BRAZ69 N/A 180 ± 20 N/A ∼1
BRAZ77 35 ± 2 55 ± 6 N/A <1

Top: Defect concentrations from UV-VIS measurements of IaB & IaAB natural samples after treatment. A few ppm of N2V0 could be

produced in the IaAB samples with moderate nitrogen concentrations. Bottom: Defect concentrations from IR measurements of IaB &

IaAB natural samples. N/A - No signal for this defect could be detected

Table 5.8: Defect concentrations
from absorption spectra of IaB &
IaAB natural samples.
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caused by N3V0. No luminescence was observed pre-treament. The bright
green luminescence of sample BRAZ08 and BRAZ50, after irradiation and
annealing, despite little to no detectable concentration of N2V0 (figs. 5.22
and 5.25), is associated with N4V2 [5, 27].

Figure 5.25 shows the change in defect concentrations after each treatment
step. In sample BRAZ08 a slight decrease in N+

s concentration and an in-
crease in N0

s concentration could result from charge transfer, for example
into vacancies generated during irradiation. No detectable concentrations
of N2V0 or NV were found in the sample.

In sample BRAZ50 a reduction of the peak associated with N2 after ir-
radiation and annealing could indicate the generation of N2V. N2V- could
not be tracked with our measurements, but the slight increase in N+

s , an
order of magnitude larger than the increase of NV-, would allow for the
possibility of some charge transferred to other defects in the sample.

In sample BRAZ69 traces of N2V0 and NV- were generated (∼0.1 ppm).
In sample BRAZ62 >2 ppm and in sample BRAZ77∼1.5 ppm of N2V0 were
generated. It is unclear why the reduction of N2 (about 10±4 ppm for sam-
ple BRAZ62 and 15±6 ppm for BRAZ77) does not match the generation of
N2V0. Judging from fig. 5.21, the concentration of N4V seems not to be af-
fected. No N0

s appeared in the samples and the concentration of N
+
s didn’t

change, so it is unlikely that the N2 centres dissociated into single nitrogen.
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Figure 5.25: colour centre concen-
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5.5 Summary

The synthesis of diamond samples with roughly 0.6 ppm of NV and
0.9 ppm of N2V0 was attempted in this work. Concentrations were esti-
mated using literature parameters and assumptions discussed in detail in
section 6.5, A potential diamond colour centre laser. Synthesis routes were
discussed previously in chapter 3, Synthesis of colour centres in diamond.

For the synthesis of NV in CVD diamond, samples were irradiated with
4.5MeV electrons and then annealed at 800◦C for up to 5 hours. HPHT
treatment of brownish synthetic CVD diamond significantly reduced back-
ground absorption at the targetwavelength, in our case from 1.62 to 0.08 cm−1

at 690 nm (max NV- emission wavelength). This step is costly in time and
treatment expenses, and has a risk to damage the sample. As-grown ma-
terial with low background absorption is always preferable, if available.

For the synthesis of N2V0 in CVD diamond, NV containing samples
were HPHT treated at temperatures around 1500◦C and 7.5 GPa for up to
48 hours. In one sample a reduction of 1 ppm of NV and the generation
of 0.5 ppm of N2V0 was observed under these conditions. It is to be de-
termined at what temperature the conversion efficiency is highest and if
treatment times can be reduced by increasing the temperature by a few
hundred degrees. Additionally, further experiments are needed to deter-
mine how much of the NV can be converted into N2V0.

N2V0 was also generated by short HPHT anneals of brownish IaAB nat-
ural diamond samples at 2100◦C and 11GPa for 3 minutes, yielding lumi-
nescent samples with up to∼2 ppm of N2V0. A systematic study is needed
to determine the ideal time and temperature for maximum N2V0 yield in
dependence on the starting material, in particular the concentrations of
N2, N4V and B’.

A maximum of 0.65 ppm of NV0, 0.85 ppm of NV- and 2.2 ppm of N2V0

could be generated in different samples.
Samples E6NV and E6H3D, as well as BRAZ62 and BRAZ77, were con-

sidered for assessment of their laser related parameters in chapter 7. Sam-
ple E6H3D had a particularly low background absorption at the peak emis-
sion of NV- (0.1 cm−1 at 690 nm & 2.34 cm−1 at 565 nm), and sample E6NV
had a high concentration of NV (∼1.3 ppm) with relatively low absorp-
tion at peak emission and high absorption at peak absorption for NV-

(1.59 cm−1 at 690 nm & 6.4 cm−1 at 565 nm). Samples BRAZ62 and BRAZ77
were the only luminescent samples with a high N2V0 concentration avail-
able.

The assessment of laser related properties is discussed in the next chap-
ter 6, Progress towards a laser based on colour centres in diamond.
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6.1 Interaction of light and matter

On the path to test the suitability of a material as a laser gain medium,
there are key laser related parameters to investigate. To give context to
these parameters an introduction to laser physics is given in this section.

The general principles of light and matter interaction are introduced, fol-
lowed by an introduction to laser physics, the components needed to build
a laser and a brief historical overview of lasers.

Based on this the following sections will cover Key parameters for solid
state lasers (section 6.2), Time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy (sec-
tion 6.3) as a spectroscopic technique in addition to those presented previ-
ously in chapter 4, Defect quantification and spectroscopic methods, Dia-
mond in laser engineering (section 6.4) with examples of areas where di-
amond is already utilized, and A potential diamond colour centre laser
(section 6.5), a prediction of how a diamond laser based on NV 1 and N2V0 1 A substitutional nitrogen adjacent

to a vacancy with a C3v symmetry2 might look like.
2 The neutrally charged state of
N2V (H3)

A laser based on colour centres 3 in diamond could not be demonstrated
3 A type of structural defect, which
produces absorption and emission
bands that are different to those of
the pure crystal [1]

in this work. The most promising samples produced during synthesis, ac-
cording to their background absorption, luminescence spectra and colour
centre concentration, presented in chapter 5, Results of the colour centre
synthesis, were assessed for their laser related properties in chapter 7, As-
sessment of laser related properties.

General Principles

In this part we’ll cover the general principles of laser physics based on [2,
3, 4, 5, 6].

Interactions of light and matter include absorption or emission processes.
In the Rutherford–Bohr model, atoms are surrounded by electrons in dis-
crete orbital shells. These electrons can move between different energy
levels, absorbing or emitting energy. The simplest such system has two
energy levels, E1 and E2.

Three processes involving the interaction of matter with electromagnetic
waves can take place:

• Absorption: An electron in the ground state (E1) absorbs a photon of
energy Ep = E2 − E1 = hν and is excited to a higher energy level
(E2). h is Planck’s constant and ν the frequency of the photon.

• Spontaneous emission: An electron in an upper energy level (E2) emits
a photon of energyEp = E2−E1 = hν and decays into a lower energy
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level (E1). The emitted photon has a random direction and phase.

• Stimulated emission: An incoming photonwith energyEp = hν causes
the decay of an electron in an upper energy level by emission of a pho-
ton. The second photon has the same energy, direction and phase as
the incident photon.

These processes, illustrated for a simple two level system in fig. 6.1, can be
described as a change of the population in the respective levels.

E1

hν

Spontaneous emission Absorption Stimulated emission

E2
Figure 6.1: Types of light and mat-
ter interactions. Adapted from [7].

N1 and N2 are referred to as the populations of the energy levels E1

and E2, respectively. The total concentration of optically active centres
N = N1 + N2 is constant. The change of N2 due to absorption can be
described by: (

dN2

dt

)
abs

= W12N1 (6.1)

The rate of the absorption is defined by:

W12 = σ12 · F (6.2)

with the photon fluxF = I/(hν), the wave intensity I , and the absorp-
tion cross section σ12. Cross sections have the dimensions of an area and
are a representation of the probability of an interaction process occurring
at a given wavelength.

The decay by spontaneous emission is characterized by the radiative life-
time of the excited state τr . In this simplification we assume that no non-
radiative processes occur that could contribute to the depopulation.(

dN2

dt

)
sp em

= −N2

τr
(6.3)

Stimulated emission, like absorption, can be described as a process trig-
gered by the interaction with a photon:(

dN2

dt

)
st em

= −W21N2 (6.4)
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with the transition probability and emission cross section for the tran-
sition from level 2 to level 1 in this case.

The overall time evolution of the populationN2 can be then written as:(
dN2

dt

)
total

= W12N1 −W21N2 −
N2

τr
(6.5)

with (dN2/dt) = −(dN1/dt) for every process.

An electromagnetic wave with the frequency ν = (E2 − E1)/h, which
travels along the z axis of a material with energy levels E1 and E2 can
trigger absorption and stimulated emission. The change in photon flux
between z and z+dz, dF (z), along a length dz is given by difference of the
number of photons emitted and absorbed:

dF (z) = σ · (N2 −N1)F (z)d(z) (6.6)

with σ = σ12 = σ21 for non-degenerate energy levels. If l is the length
of themedium, as indicated in fig. 6.3, then the photon flux at the beginning
of the medium F (0) can be related to the one at the end of the medium
F (l) through:

F (l) = F (0) · exp(g · l) (6.7)

with the gain coefficient

g = (N2 −N1)σ (6.8)

Light amplification by stimulated emission (g > 0) occurs if the popu-
lation of the upper level is larger than the one in the lower levelN2 > N1,
which is referred to as population inversion.

For N2 < N1 the medium acts as an absorber.

At thermal equilibrium the distribution of the populations is determined
by Boltzmann statistics:

N2

N1
= exp

(
−E2 − E1

kBT

)
(6.9)

with the Boltzmann constant kB and the temperature T . Equation (6.9)
shows that for kBT << E2 − E1 the population N2 is small in com-
parison to N1. This is true for transitions in the VIS4 and NIR5 at room 4 Visible (380-780nm)

5 Near-InfraRed (0.78–3µm)temperature.

The process to lift population from the ground state to the excited state is
called pumping. It is needed to create population inversion. The change
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in the population of the excited state due to pumping is described by:(
dN2

dt

)
p

= WpNg (6.10)

with the pumping rateWp and the population of the ground level of the
system Ng .

In a two level system, if N1 and N2 become equal, absorption and stim-
ulated emission compensate each other. This is referred to as satura-
tion, the medium becomes transparent, and no population inversion can
be achieved.

Multiple energy levels, as illustrated in fig. 6.2, are needed to separate
the pump absorption and laser emission.

E3

Three-level system

nonradiative

Quasi-three-level systemFour-level system

E0

E1

pu
m
p

Two-level system

E2

la
se
r

 
E1

E2

E1

E2

E1

E2

E0

E3 E3

Figure 6.2: Energy level diagrams
of different laser systems. Adapted
from [7]. In the two-level sys-
tem on the left both absorption and
emission occur between the energy
levels E1 and E2. For each addi-
tion of an energy level, the high-
lighted area marks the additional
separation between the pump ab-
sorption and laser emission.

Three energy levels are the minimum to achieve population inversion
in an optically pumped system. The third level prevents the depopulation
of the upper laser level by the pump. The population is excited from the
ground levelE1 to an energy levelE3. From there it decays into the upper
laser levelE2 by non-radiative processes. The laser transition is the transi-
tion between levelE2 and levelE1. If the decay from levelE3 toE2 is fast,
there will be no population in levelE3 for stimulated emission of the pump
to occur. Additionally, the pump doesn’t influence the depopulation of the
energy level E2. Three-level systems have a high laser threshold. The re-
absorption of population in level E1 into level E2 by reabsorption of laser
light will be a significant process. For this reason, to achieve net gain in
such a system, strong pumping is needed in order to effectively get >50%
of the initial population of E1 up into E2. In principle, a three-level sys-
tem could also have the radiative transition between E3 and E2 and the
non-radiative between E2 and E1. In this case the pumping requirements
are not as strong. In practice, most laser lasers are four-level systems.

An example of a three-level system is the first laser that was realized
using ruby.

Four energy levels facilitate the laser process, overcoming the problems of
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laser light reabsorption and the strong pump requirement in a three-level
system.

The pump excites the population from level E0 into E3, from where it
decays into the upper laser levelE2. From levelE2 it decays into the lower
laser levelE1. As before, the laser transition is the transition between level
E2 and level E1. The lower laser level is above the ground state and any
population in it quickly decays into the ground state level (N2 ≈ 0), from
where it can be excited by the pump again. This is also the reason why
population inversion is so much easier to achieve in a four-level system.

Examples for four-level systems are some neodymium doped gain me-
dia, e.g. all the transitions in Nd:YAG, which is most commonly used at
1064 nm, except for the 946 nm transition, which is quasi-four-level.

If the lower laser level and the ground level are so close that the laser
level is populated in thermal equilibrium at the operating temperature,
that system is called quasi-four-level system. This is the case, for exam-
ple, if the quantum defect of a gain medium is small. The quantum de-
fect describes the energy difference between the pump and laser photon
q = hνpump − hνlaser . In such a system there will be some reabsorption
of the laser light. This leads to an increase in the threshold power, but the
slope efficiency isn’t affected. Cooling the gain medium can counteract
that by depopulating the lower laser level.

Examples of quasi-four-level systems are ytterbium-doped gain media
or semiconductors.

To build a laser, a device that generates and amplifies a highly coherent,
highly directional light beam, three components are needed:

• A medium that amplifies light by stimulated emission

• A pump source to generate population inversion

• A resonator to trap the light in to achieve laser oscillation

The principle setup is illustrated in fig. 6.3.

The lasing medium may be a solid, gas or liquid. It contains atoms or
molecules that act as optically active centres. Different types of lasers are
listed in table 6.1.

The pump adds energy to the system to generate population inversion.
Pumps can be optical, for example different kinds of lamps or even other
lasers, electrical or chemical.

The optical resonator, or optical cavity, surrounds the laser medium.
In its simplest form it consists of two mirrors what are perfectly aligned to
allow for the generated photons to be reflected back and forth through the
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of a laser os-
cillator. Adapted from [6]

Laser type Examples

Solid state Doped crystals; colour centres
Semiconductor Quantum well; Cascade lasers; VECSELs
Gas Ions; Metal-vapor; Neutral non-metal
Dye Organic dye; Solid-state dye
Other types Raman; FEL

Table 6.1: An overview of different
laser types.

laser medium, stimulating further emission with each round trip. One of
those mirrors is partially transparent to allow the light beam to exit. This
mirror is referred to as OC6. 6 Output Coupler

The population required to ensure the round trip gain equals the round trip
loss γ is called critical inversion Nc:

Nc =
γ

2σl
(6.11)

Once the critical inversion is reached, stimulated emission, triggered
initially by a few spontaneously emitted photons, can build up and in turn
generate more photons by stimulated emission. This is referred to as laser
oscillation.

The threshold pump power for a four-level laser, Pth, is the critical pump
rate Rcp, the pump rate at which critical inversion is reached, multiplied
with the pumped volume and the pump photon energy hνp over the pump
efficiency ηp:

Pth =
γ

στ
· hνp
ηp

·A (6.12)

with the pump area A and the losses γ.
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The output power Pout of a laser is then given by the difference between
pump power Pp and threshold power Pth, multiplied with the slope effi-
ciency ηs:

Pout = ηs(Pp − Pth) (6.13)

The slope efficiency, ηs = dPout/dPp, is defined as the product of the
pump efficiency, output coupling efficiency, quantum defect7, quantum ef- 7 the ratio of laser to pump photon

energyficiency8 and and transverse efficiency9. It can range from less than 1% in
8 Also referred to as quantum yield
(QY)

9 The ratio between transverse
mode and pumping area

low-efficiency lasers (like a HeNe) to 20-50% or higher in high-efficiency
lasers [6].

The product of emission cross section and lifetimeστ is purely dependent
on material properties and can be regarded as a figure of merit for a given
laser [6].

A short history of lasers

Thefirst laserwas a solid state laser based on ruby, demonstrated in 1960 [8].
Despite advancements in other laser types, in particular semiconductor
lasers, solid state lasers still play an important role in science, industry,
and daily life. The quest for a perfect solid state gain material is still ongo-
ing [9].

Laser is an acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of
Radiation [10]. It refers to the principle of operation, but it is used as a
term for the device itself. The theoretical groundwork goes back to the
idea of the existence of physical quanta of light, called photons. The mech-
anism for the absorption, spontaneous emission, and stimulated emission
of photons was proposed by Einstein in 1917 [11].

Ideas for a device that would exploit this concept in order to amplify radi-
ation were proposed in early 1950 and more famously in 1951 by Charles
Townes. In 1953 such a device based on the amplification of microwaves
using ammonia was realized. It was referred to as maser, where the m
refers to microwaves. The first solid state maser followed in 1956. A ruby
based maser was demonstrated a year later in 1957. This ultimately lead
to the idea by Maiman to harness ruby to build a laser, even though the
outlook for ruby as a laser gain material was disputed at the time [8, 12].

Ruby is the historically used term for red samples of the mineral corun-
dum, a crystalline form of aluminium oxide (α-Al2O3). In this histori-
cal context other colourations of corundum were referred to as sapphire.
There is no general agreement on where to draw the line in this charac-
terization and it can lead to some confusion, especially when the material
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Ti:sapphire10, a pink sapphire, will be discussed. It is interesting to point 10 titanium-sapphire - Ti3+:Al2O3

out that α-Al2O3 is to date considered to be the second best solid state
host material regarding its thermo-mechanical properties. The best mate-
rial right after diamond [9].

From 1960 onwards many demonstrations of lasers followed. The ruby
laser by Maiman, the first gas laser based on helium-neon and the first
diode laser were all demonstrated in 1960. In 1964 the Nobel Prize in
Physics was awarded to Townes, Basov and Prokhorov for fundamental
work in the field of quantum electronics, which has led to the construction of
oscillators and amplifiers based on the maser-laser principle [13].

Laser light has a set of very special properties that can be memorized using
the three C’s [14].

• One Colour: Laser light is monochromatic, it has a very narrow emis-
sion wavelength.

• Coherence: all the photons emitted are in the same quantum state, they
are in phase and have the same polarization

• Highly Collimated: laser light is minimally divergent (with some dif-
ferences due to cavity design)

The wavelength of the laser beam, its tunability and pulse length are de-
pendent on the laser material. Additionally, possible designs of a laser vary
with different laser types. New materials and laser designs are constantly
being investigated in order to build better, more versatile lasers at custom
wavelengths.

Lasers can be categorized in different types based on the lasing medium
used and the cavity design.

In a gas laser an electric current is discharged through a gas to produce
light. A laser based on HeNe11 was the first laser to emit a cw12 beam. 11 Helium-Neon

12 continuous waveToday different gases are used for different application. They are compar-
atively cheap, robust and flexible. Heat can be removed efficiently from
the cavity. Additionally, optical distortions are low in the gas and most
gas lasers can emit a high-quality beam. Gas lasers like those based on
CO2 produced high output powers. They are mostly used for engraving,
cutting and welding. HeNe lasers can be operated on a range of discrete
lines, but produce much lower output powers.

Gas lasers are used where certain wavelengths are needed that are dif-
ficult to obtain in solid-state lasers and because high optical powers can be
achieved cost-efficiently [15].
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Dye lasers have a liquid solution usually containing organic molecules as
gain medium. They are broadly tunable and the generation of ultrashort
pulses is possible. The power conversion efficiency is typically between
10 and 30%. Their biggest disadvantage is their complicated or dangerous
handling. Many dyes are poisonous or carcinogenic and the solvents are
often flammable. The dyes have long recovery times and degenerate after
a while. This makes it necessary to have a steady flow of the dye going
through the pump and for the dye to be replaced after some time.

Laser diodes, lasers based on semiconductors, are strictly speaking a cate-
gory of solid state lasers, but are usually categorized separately. Compared
to other laser types these are usually very compact, making them an ideal
choice in small electronic devices. They are very power efficient (of the
order of∼50% and above), but beam quality is inferior to other laser types.
Large beam divergence, asymmetry of the radius and astigmatism, when
the horizontal and vertical beam focus lies at different points in the beam
path, require lenses for correction.

Solid state lasers are of particular interest for this work, as a laser based
on colour centres in diamond falls into this class. They produce probably
the widest range of outputs, often with the highest performance. They
are based on a solid state laser medium, typically a glass, ceramic or crys-
tal host doped with optically active ions or one including colour centres.
Solid state lasers can have different geometries, most commonly rod, slab,
disk or as waveguide structures such as fibres. To ease cooling a large ra-
tio between the cooled surface and the pumped volume is beneficial. The
closer the heat-sink used for cooling is to the pumped volume, the better.

Important solid state lasers based on rare earth ions are ytterbium-,
neodymium-doped and erbium-doped materials. Common host materi-
als for those include yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG), yttrium vanadate
(YVO4) among others. The ions are not strongly coupled to the host lat-
tice vibrations, resulting in narrow absorption and emission features. The
upper state lifetime of this kind of solid state lasers can be long, in the or-
der or micro- to milliseconds, which can be utilized for pulsed operation.
Average output powers of a few kW for bulk lasers and fibres are available
commercially.

Solid state lasers based on transition metals include Ti:sapphire lasers
and lasers based on chromium (e.g. Cr4+:YAG, Cr3+:LiSAF). The absorp-
tion and laser emission features in such materials are typically very broad,
resulting from the strong coupling of the ions with lattice vibrations. Ti-
tanium sapphire is known for its tunability over a wide wavelength range
and the generation of ultrashort pulses.
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6.2 Key parameters for solid state lasers

The Key laseR paRameteRs and their implication for the laser oper-
ation are outlined here. Linking spectroscopic properties of a sample to
the laser parameters allows, in principle, to correlate those with crystal
growth and synthesis parameters. In this way spectroscopic analysis is a
powerful tool both to find new laser materials as well as improve existing
ones.

Through iteration of colour centre synthesis in diamond, improved sam-
ple parameters can be approached and this data could be used to identify
the improvements required to get closer to samples suitable for laser op-
eration. At the time this thesis was written no working recipe is known to
fabricate a lasing colour centre containing diamond sample.

The one literature report of a diamond colour centre laser provides very
limited detail on the sample, and only general instructions for the fabrica-
tion of N2V0 in diamond [16]. Other attempts at making a colour cen-
tre containing diamond laser crystal are mentioned in more detail in sec-
tion 6.5, A potential diamond colour centre laser.

Host medium and Optically active centres

It is important that the host material for a solid state laser has a range
of excellent optical and thermo-mechanical properties [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. It
has to have a high optical quality, minimizing parasitic absorption and
scattering caused by the presence of parasitic centres. Additionally, the
un-doped material should have high optical transparency in the pump
absorption and laser emission region. The variability of the refractive in-
dex should be small, to prevent the irregular propagation of the beam in
the medium. Chemical inertness andmechanical stability is beneficial to
ease the manufacturing process and prevent damage due to stress, defor-
mation and fracture during laser operation. A high thermal conductivity
is beneficial in any case to minimize effects caused by thermal deformation
of the host material. This is especially important in high power lasers. It
should be possible to grow the material uniformly and it should allow for
homogeneous doping with laser-active centres.

Additionally, besides serving as a container, the choice of host material
strongly influences the radiative characteristics of the optically active
centres: In particular the cross sections for the pump and laser transitions,
the bandwidth and the upper state lifetime. Non radiative transitions are
influenced by the maximum phonon energy of the material. This can be
detrimental to laser performance, by lowering the upper laser level popu-
lation, or beneficial, by depopulating the lower laser level.
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Optimizing all those attributes at the same time is not possible. For this
reason a broad range of different materials with different advantages are
investigated for their utility as host materials, depending on the specific
requirements of the application they are intended for.

Optically active centres provide energy levels within the energy gap of the
host material, so that optical transitions between those energy levels are
possible [1]. In most cases, in the context of solid state lasers, this refers
to dopant ions in a crystal. In a wider context this also includes lattice
defects, which we have introduced as colour centres. The interaction of
optically active centres with their environment has been covered in sec-
tion 2.2, Fundamentals of crystallographic defects. Here, we will briefly
describe the most important parameters to produce light amplification.

The laser operation of an optically active centre is characterized by a set
of key parameters [4, 6]. Whether a good pump source is available and the
efficiency of the pump absorption are determined by the absorptionwave-
length and cross section. The emissionwavelength region, the cross sec-
tion and gain spectrum determine at which wavelengths the laser can be
operated and its tuning range. A broad gain spectrum is also necessary for
the generation of ultrashort pulses. The luminescence lifetime, which is
identical to the lifetime of the upper laser level, is one of the factors that
determine the laser threshold that has to be overcome, as it determines the
magnitude of losses through spontaneous emission. It is typically in the
order of nanoseconds up tomicro- or evenmilliseconds in rare earth doped
media. Longer lifetimes are more suitable for Q-switched13 operation, due 13 technique for pulse generation

by modulation of the intracavity
losses, and thus the Q(uality) factor
of the laser resonator [15]

to the possibility to store large amounts of energy in the medium. A large
product of emission cross section and luminescence lifetime (σ ·τ ) facili-
tates laser operation by lowering the critical pump rate to reach population
inversion (see eq. (6.11) and eq. (6.12)). A high quantum efficiency indi-
cates few losses by quenching and other parasitic absorption processes in
the system. A small quantum defect, the difference in energy between
the pump and laser photons, means less energy is transferred into heat by
non radiative transitions. The doping concentration is correlated with the
absorption and gain coefficients (eq. (6.24) and eq. (6.27)).

Many of those parameters influence each other. A small quantum defect
usually means a three- or quasi three level behaviour, as in a four level
system the spacing of the energy levels naturally imply that the quantum
defect cannot be very small. A large gain bandwidth and cross-sections
typically imply short lifetime (see eq. (6.25)). High doping densities may
lead to quenching of the upper state lifetime and be detrimental to laser
performance.
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As with the host material, depending on the application in mind, a suitable
choice of optically active centres needs to be made. In addition, the centres
and the host material also need to be suitable for each other. This means
that the centres need to fit into the lattice structure of the host without
causing too much distortion of the lattice.

Luminescence lifetime

Time-resolved measurements of the luminescence intensity are used to de-
termine the luminescence lifetime τlum of a system. A laser pulse is used to
pump the population up into the excited state. Then the decay back down
to the ground state is observed. Appropriate decay curves are fitted to
the luminescence intensity, taken with a suitable spectrometer and excita-
tion source as described further in section 6.3, Time-resolved luminescence
spectroscopy.

The luminescence lifetime refers to the average decay time of a population
N in an excited state, due to a combination of de-excitation effects like
spontaneous emission (radiative lifetime τr) and nonradiative decay in the
system (nonradiative lifetime τnr).

The time evolution of the excited state population of a system is de-
scribed by:

dN(t)

dt
= −N(t)/τlum (6.14)

with the total decay rate of the system 1/τlum and the number of centres
in the excited state N . In the simplest view of de-excitation channels, the
total decay rate is the sum of the radiative (1/τr) and nonradiative (1/τnr)
decay rates.

1/τlum = 1/τr + 1/τnr (6.15)

The solution of the differential eq. (6.14) leads to:

N(t) = N0 · e−t/τlum (6.16)

withN0, the density of excited centres at t = 0, just when the excitation
pulse has been absorbed. The emitted light intensity Iem is proportional
to the rate of de-excitation.

It can be written as:

Iem(t) = A · e−t/τlum (6.17)

with the amplitude of the intensity A at t = 0.

A multi-exponential decay indicates the presence of different optically ac-
tive centres with different luminescence lifetimes, or de-excitation pro-
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cesses that affect themetastable level populationwith different decay rates.
The former will be discussed later in this thesis (section 7.2, Assessment of
NV containing samples) for the case when both NV0 14 and NV- 15 con- 14 The neutral form of NV

15 The negative form of NVtribute to the luminescence in a diamond sample. It is the sum of the
contributing single-exponential decays τi with the respective amplitudes
Ai [17]:

Iem(t) =

n∑
i=1

Ai · exp(−t/τi) (6.18)

For a double exponential decay, measurements can be fitted with a
double-exponential decay function of the shape:

Iem(t) = Af · exp(−t/τf ) +As · exp(−t/τs) (6.19)

where τf and τs indicate the fast and slow components of the lumines-
cence and Af and As the respective amplitudes.

To gain further information about the de-excitation processes in the sys-
tem, it is useful to break apart the luminescence lifetime into its radiative
and nonradiative components (eq. (6.15)). The luminescence lifetime as a
function of colour centre concentration can be used to determine the point
where concentration quenching sets in. As described in section 2.2, Funda-
mentals of crystallographic defects, non-radiative decay like quenching of
the luminescence can have different causes. Mainly multi-phonon transi-
tions to lower energy levels, energy transfer between optically active cen-
tres and to other defects in the crystal. If there is significant reabsorption
in the system, the decay becomes non exponential [1].

The radiative lifetime can be measured directly if spontaneous emission is
the only de-excitation process. This is the case for measurements taken
at very low temperatures, where the non-radiative de-excitation channels
are suppressed. Such measurements were not available in the scope of this
work, but might be worth pursuing in future work as a direct determina-
tion of the radiative lifetime.

Values for the radiative lifetime within this work have been either taken
from literature or determined by the measured luminescence lifetime and
luminescence QY16 values obtained as explained below. 16 Quantum Yield

Luminescence quantum yield

The luminescence QY (Φ) is a measure for the efficiency of the lumines-
cence. It is defined as the ratio of the number of photons emitted to the
number absorbed. In other words, it represents the probability of an ex-
cited state to be depopulated by radiative decay rather than non radiative
decay and therefore equates to a ratio of the radiative decay rate to the
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sum of radiative and non radiative decay rates (eq. (6.20)). Where there is
significant self-absorption by the emitting centre, a correction needs to be
undertaken in order to accurately extract the quantum yield, which will be
described later in this subsection.

The value for the QY can be used to determine the radiative lifetime τr if
the luminescence lifetime τlum has been measured [4]:

Φ =
# photons emitted
# photons absorbed

=
1/τr

1/τr + 1/τnr
=

τlum
τr

(6.20)

Determination of the absolute QY through luminescence measurements
can be difficult, as the luminescence is emitted in all directions, and hence
collection is challenging. One way to collect the emitted light efficiently
is by measurements with an integrating sphere, described in section 6.3,
Luminescence spectroscopy.

Using a comparison method, described in detail in [18], luminescence inte-
grating sphere QY measurements taken this way can be corrected for self-
absorption of the emitting centre to calculate the absolute luminescence
quantum yield QY of a sample [19].

This is done by comparing the transmittance of light T at the excitation
wavelength and the integrate area under the luminescence spectrum A to
those of a sample with known QY (eq. (6.21)).

The luminescence QY Φx of the sample is given by [18]:

Φx = Φs ·
Ax

As
· 1− Ts

1− Tx
·
(
nx

ns

)2

(6.21)

Φs is the QY of a standard material. In this work a Ti:sapphire sample
has been used with a reported QY of 0.7± 0.1 [20, 21, 22].

Ax and As are the integrated areas under the luminescence spectrum
of the sample under study and the standard respectively. Tx and Ts are
the transmittance values of the sample under the study and the standard
respectively. nx and ns are the refractive indices of the sample and the
standard.

The QY Φx has to be corrected for reabsorption effects caused by multiple
reflections of the luminescence inside the integrating sphere.

To determine the probability of a emitted photon being reabsorbed, a,
the emission spectra of two samples are necessary. The spectrum of the
sample under study (Ix(λ)) and the spectrum from a sample with signif-
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icantly lower concentration of the emitting centres (Ilow(λ)). The long-
wavelength tail of the luminescence spectrum is unaffected by reabsorp-
tion effects and therefore is independent of the concentration of the emit-
ting centres.The emission spectrum of the sample with low concentration
Ilow(λ) is then scaled so its long wavelength tail matches the one of the
high concentration sample. This scaled spectrum (Ilow,scaled(λ)) is then
used to calculate a [18, 19]:

a = 1−
∫∞
0

Ix(λ)dλ∫∞
0

Ilow,scaled(λ)dλ
(6.22)

The absolute luminescence QY can be calculated from the uncorrected QY
Φx (eq. (6.21)) and the parameter a (eq. (6.22)) with the equation [18, 19] :

Φ =
Φx

1− a+ a · Φx
(6.23)

Emission and absorption cross sections

Cross sections quantify the likelihood of an optically induced transition.
They have been defined previously in eq. (6.2). They are used to quantify
the efficiency of the pump absorption, the reabsorption from the lower
laser level and laser emission.

The ground state absorption cross section σabs is related to the concen-
tration of active centres N and the absorption coefficient α via the Beer-
Lambert law [6]:

I(λ) = I0(λ) · exp(−αl)

= I0(λ) · exp(−Nσabsl)
(6.24)

with the length of the crystal l, the intensity of a light beam before I0(λ)
and after I(λ) being transmitted through the crystal.

The emission cross sectionσem(λ) of the upper laser level can be calculated
using the Füchtbauer-Ladenburg equation. This method requires knowl-
edge of the radiative lifetime and a measured luminescence spectrum [23].
The emission cross section is related to the luminescence intensity I(λ)

normalized with respect to the instrument response function [6]:

σem(λ) =
λ5

τr
(∫

λIdλ
)
8πn2c

· I(λ) (6.25)

with the radiative lifetime τr , the wavelength λ, the refractive index n
and the speed of light c.
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With the simplification that the emission band of colour centres has
Gaussian shape at the peak emission λ0, the equation can be expressed as
described in [24]:

σem(λ0) =

√
ln2

π
· λ2

4πn2
· η

τf
· 1

∆ν
(6.26)

where ∆ν is the width (FWHM) of the emission spectrum, η the QY
and τf the fluorescence lifetime. Equation (6.26) is useful in illustrating
the general dependencies, but was only used to determine the emission
cross section value based on the sample thickness, reflectivity, and the pa-
rameters of Table 1 in [16].

The luminescence intensity I(λ) has been corrected for the contribution
of other centres as described in section 4.2, Dispersive spectroscopy.

Gain coefficient

The gain coefficient g, as previously introduced in eq. (6.8).The sign of the
coefficient at a given wavelength determines the ability of a medium to
absorb or amplify an optical signal.

All possible gain spectra can be calculated by a fractional distribution
of the population between the upper laser level and the ground level, ex-
pressed through the inversion coefficient β, which is defined as the ratio
between the populations in the upper laser level and in the ground level.

The gain coefficient can be calculated from the emission and absorption
cross sections of a sample using the equation [6]:

g = N · β · σem − αabs (6.27)

with the total concentration of colour centres in the sample N , and
αabs the absorption coefficient caused by centres different from the colour
centre under study, which is unrelated to the inversion coefficient β. The
absorption region of the colour centres under study is considered to be
separated enough from the emission region in order to neglect their effect.
β is defined as the ratio between the populations in the upper and lower
laser levels. No ESA17 is assumed in this case. 17 Excited State Absorption
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6.3 Luminescence spectroscopy

Integrating sphere measurements

Luminescence spectra were taken using a Ocean Optics S2000 spectrome-
ter. It is equipped with a 2048-element linear CCD-array detector. Light is
coupled into the spectrometer via an optical fibre and dispersed by a fixed
grating. The detector is responsive from 200-1100 µm. The schematic setup
was introduced previously in fig. 4.2.

AnThorlabs IS200 integrating sphere was used to collect the luminescence
from the samples. An integrating sphere is illustrated in fig. 6.4. The in-
terior of the sphere is covered with a diffuse white reflective coating, so
that the luminescence, emitted randomly in all directions, can be scattered
uniformly over the area of the sphere. In this way the total light emitted
can be measured.

Input Port

Sample

Detector Port

Figure 6.4: Thorlabs integrating
sphere [25].

The spectrometer was connected to the detector port of the integrating
sphere setup using a multi-mode fibre. The samples were suspended inside
the integrating sphere using a piece of white thread glued to the surface
of the sample on one side and to the end cap of the integrating sphere on
the other. The samples were pumped through one of the input ports of the
integrating sphere using cw lasers at 447 and 532 nm with 15mW incident
power.

Light sources used for luminescence measurements are listed in table 6.2.

Wavelength Type Manufacturer Model
[nm]

447 diode Laserglow LRD-0447
532 solid state Elforlight FCHPG-5000

Table 6.2: Laser types used in ex-
perimental setups

Correction of luminescence spectra for contributions of other centres

To calculate the emission cross section of a colour centre, a pure lumines-
cence spectrum is required. Other centres should not contribute to the
spectrum. This is particularly difficult if the spectra overlap, as they do
for N2V0, NV0 and NV-. For many of our samples a combination of these
defects were present at the same time.

The spectra of NV0 and NV- can be separated with a method described
in [26]. A sample is pumped at 447 nm, where the luminescence spectrum
is dominated by the contribution of NV0. For 532 nm pumping the spec-
trum shows contributions of both NV0 and NV-. Both spectra are then
normalised to the ZPL18 of NV0 and the NV0 spectrum is subtracted from 18 Zero Phonon Line
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the combined spectrum, leaving a pure NV- spectrum.

If one colour centre was generated at a different treatment step, spectra
taken at different times during the synthesis can be subtracted from one
another. This is the case for some of the samples that were delivered to
us with an initial N2V0 content, but with an insignificant amount of NV.
The initial spectrum pumped at 447 nm is a pure N2V0 emission spectrum.
After irradiation and annealing both N2V0 and NV0 emission is observ-
able when illuminating at 447 nm. To correct the NV0 spectrum for the
contribution of N2V0 both spectra were normalised to the N2V0 ZPL and
the initial spectrum was subtracted from the final.

Time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy

Time resolved luminescence measurements allow the luminescence life-
time of a colour centre to be determined. Optically active defects, their
interaction with each other and the resulting implications for the lumines-
cence lifetime have been covered in section 2.2 (Fundamentals of crystal-
lographic defects).

Luminescence lifetime can be measured directly [6]. Experimental tech-
niques depend on the magnitude of the lifetime. For lifetimes in the order
of micro- to nanoseconds, the excited state can be populated with a short
laser pulse. The decay of the luminescence is then measured with a fast
oscilloscope.

For small intensities TCSPC19 spectroscopy is suitable. A laser pulse is 19 Time-Correlated Single Photon
Countingemitted at t = 0 and the first luminescence photon to be detected stops

the timer and adds to the photon count at that time, as is illustrated on the
right hand side of fig. 6.5. The sample is repeatedly excited by the pulsed
light source and a histogram of counts versus time is recorded. For many
measurements a probability distribution of decay times is generated. An
illustration of a TCSPC spectroscopy setup andworking principle is shown
in fig. 6.5.

Measurements were taken at room temperature using an Edinburgh In-
struments Mini-Tau TCSPC spectrometer. It has a blue or red sensitive
single photon counting PMT20 as a detector and is able to measure life- 20 PhotoMultiplier Tube

times ranging from 25 ps to 50 µs. One of two pump sources were used
for all measurements. A 448 nm pulsed diode laser with an average of
0.12mW and pulse duration of 128 ps (20MHz repetition rate) for the ex-
citation of N2V0 and NV0. And a 562 nm pulsed LED21 with an average 21 Light-Emitting Diode

power of 0.09µW and a pulse duration of 1.5 ns (10MHz repetition rate)
for the excitation of NV-. The setup has a filter wheel with 5 bandpass fil-
ters of approx. 10 nm width. They are centred at 450 nm, 500 nm, 550 nm,
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Figure 6.5: Edinburgh Instru-
ments Mini-Tau spectrometer
schematic [27] (left) and working
principle [28] (right).

600 nm, and 650 nm.

To measure NV- lifetimes bandpass filters at 640 nm, 670 nm and 700 nm
with 10 nmwidth were used. These bands correspond to the ZPL, the max-
imum of the phonon sideband and the long-wavelength tail of the NV-, re-
spectively. Measurements using a long-pass filter > 640 nm were taken to
compare the measurements taken here with literature data of the lumines-
cence decay of NV- in natural Ib diamond [29]. All filters blocked >99.99%
of the light outside the bandpass region.
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6.4 Diamond in laser engineering

TheRe is a wide Range of applications within laser engineering and
optics that diamond is already used for. In this section the material proper-
ties of diamond will be compared to other optical materials. The challenge
to dope diamond with laser active ions will be outlined.

Diamond in comparison to other optical materials

Diamond can be compared in many aspects to the material sapphire. Sap-
phire has been briefly introduced in section 6.1 in the context of ruby lasers
and as the host of the laser gain medium Ti:sapphire. Synthetic sapphire is
a strong, hard and chemical inert material. The optical transmission win-
dow is very large (see fig. 2.7). It is the third hardest mineral on the Mohs
scale, it’s resistant to tension (tensile strength) and has a high elasticity
(Young’s modulus). It has a very good thermal conductivity for an optical
material and the expansion and change of refractive index with temper-
ature (Thermal and Thermo-optical coefficients) are comparable to other
laser hosts.

A comparison of some relevant material parameters of optical materials
to those of diamond can be found in table 6.3.

Material Thermal Young’s Thermal Thermo Tensile
cond. modulus expansion -optical strength

coefficient
[W/mK] [GPa] [10−6/K] [10−6/K] [MPa]

Diamond 2000 1100 1.0 9.6 2860
Sapphire 33 335 5 13 400
YAG 10.5 282 8 8.9 280
YVO4 6.6 133 11.4 8.5 53

Table 6.3: Comparison of material
properties for CVD diamond and
other optical materials [30, 31].

Diamond surpasses sapphire and other lasers materials in terms of thermo-
optical properties. Together with the wide transparency (from 220 nm to
over 50 µm, with an absorption band between ∼2.5 and 6 µm. See fig. 2.7)
it is a desirable material for thermal management in laser engineering.

Optical windows, lenses and output couplers in high power CO2 and
solid state lasers are sometimesmade out of diamond. It is used for spectro-
scopic applications, semiconductor processing, medical applications, de-
fence and aerospace applications [31].

Low birefringence single crystal diamond can be used as intra-cavity
heatspreader [32]. Bonded directly to conventional laser materials it can
alleviate deformation and help to extract heat efficiently very close to the
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point of its generation [33]. Output power improvements of two orders of
magnitude have been reported in semiconductor disk lasers when a dia-
mond heatspreader was used in comparison to no heatspreader [30].

Another way to utilize diamond as a laser material without the need to
dope it with laser ions, is through Raman laser light amplification. It is
achieved due to stimulated Raman-scattering instead of stimulated emis-
sion of electronic transitions.

Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of photons by atoms which
are excited to higher vibrational energies. The re-emitted photon has a
lower energy corresponding to the phonon frequency of themedium. With
this technique in principle any laser wavelength can be generated, as long
as it lies in the transparency region of the host material. The wavelength
of the output light is determined by the pump wavelength and the phonon
frequency.

A large Raman gain coefficient was measured in diamond [34]. This,
together with the excellent thermo-mechanical properties of diamond and
the improvements in growth quality, lead to the demonstration of cw [35,
36] and pulsed [37, 38, 39] lasers emission. Diamond Raman lasers cover
emission wavelengths from the UV to the mid-IR [40, 41]. The feasibility
of a monolithic diamond Raman laser with a conversion efficiency of 84%,
using a micro-lens structure, and 59% in a plane-plane design, has been
demonstrated [42].

Even though Raman lasers are a feasible way to utilize diamond as a
laser material, they require bright pump sources (Intensities above tens of
MW/cm2) to reach threshold. In conventional inversion lasers pump en-
ergy can be accumulated and stored through shifting the population [43].
Utilizing diamond as a inversion laser through colour centres is a comple-
mentary approach to that of Raman amplification.

Doping diamond
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Figure 6.6: Calculated nearest-
neighbor bond-lengths (NN)
versus covalent radii (R) adapted
from [44]. The closer the value to
that of carbon, the easier it is to
incorporate the element into the
diamond lattice.

The main reason diamond is still not harnessed as a laser host is its tight
lattice structure. As discussed in section 2.2, Fundamentals of crystallo-
graphic defects, impurities in diamond can occupy substitutional and in-
terstitial positions in the crystal lattice.

Only atoms with atomic radii similar to carbon can occupy substitu-
tional sites. Figure 6.6 shows the calculated nearest-neighbour bond-lengths
versus covalent radii for different atoms in comparison to carbon [44]. Ni-
trogen and boron are small enough to cause the least distortion to the di-
amond lattice [45].

In fig. 6.7 a diamond unit cell is compared to the sizes of nitrogen and
boron and typical laser ions like ytterbium and neodymium. Laser ions are
particularly big in comparison to the inter-atomic distances in diamond.
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Carbon Nitrogen Boron Ytterbium NeodymiumDiamond unit cell
0.7 0.65 0.85 1.75 1.85a = 3.57Å R[Å] =

Figure 6.7: Comparison of atomic
radii of laser ions to space in the di-
amond lattice [46].

This makes the inclusion of such atoms into the lattice difficult, but not im-
possible. Diamond can be doped by ion implantation, ion assisted doping
during growth or diffusion doping methods [45].

Incorporating dopants during diamond growth is a challenge. The bond-
ing energy of the dopants is small in comparison to the bonding energy
between carbon atoms. That makes them more likely to re-evaporate dur-
ing the growth process [45]. Incorporating a critical concentration of laser
ions into the lattice is challenging [30, 47]. Some methods to produce a
diamond laser by doping have been discussed in literature [48], but no
working sample has been reported.

Laser ion Wavelength
[µm]

Nd3+ 0.9, 1.06, 1.3 NIR RE
Yb3+ 1.0 - 1.1
Tm3+ 2
Ho3+ 2
Er3+ 1.6, 3
Pr3+ 0.52, 0.60 VIS RE

0.64, 0.72
Er3+ 0.55
Ce3+ 0.3 UV RE
Ti3+ 0.68 - 1.1 TM
Cr3+ 0.7 - 1.1
Cr4+ 1.2 - 1.6
Cr2+ 2.0 - 3.0

NV- 0.57 - 0.8 CC
N2V0 0.48 - 0.63

Table 6.4: Laser wavelengths of RE
and TM ions [9] in comparison to
the emission range of N2V0 and
NV in diamond [45, 49].

While in the future doping diamond with laser ions might be possible, in
the meantime another route of utilizing optically active centres, which are
common in natural diamond, shows some promise. A comparison of the
emission range of NV- and N2V0 in diamond to common RE and TM ions
is shown in table 6.4.

Their emission bandwidths are comparable to those of TM ions, sug-
gesting the possibility of tunability and generation of ultrashort pulses.
NV and N2V0 in diamond as a basis for a colour centre based diamond
laser will be outlined in more detail in the next section.
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6.5 A potential diamond colour centre laser

The pRoof of concept to use colour centres for a laser has been
demonstrated in 1974 in colour centre containing alkali halides [50].

A laser based on colour centres in diamond has a attractive range of
potential features, such as high power operation, high efficiency and op-
eration at room temperature [45]. In the past a few attempts were made to
study colour centres in diamond for the purpose of building a laser. Most
famously these include the report of room temperature laser action at 530
nm using N2V0 centres in diamond with an efficiency of 13.5% [16]. Up
to this date this is the only substantive report of laser action produced by
colour centres in diamond in the literature.

Typical colour centre lasers in alkali halides

Stimulated emission from colour centres was first reported in 1965 in flash-
light pumped potassium chloride containing lithium [51]. Ten years later
a tunable colour centre laser operated in cw was demonstrated [50]. While
colour centre laser have been around for a while, proving the general con-
cept, those in alkali halides often have to be stored and operated at low
temperatures. The thermal stability of colour centres in diamond is an ad-
vantage over colour centres in alkali halides.

A typical colour centre laser is based on colour centres in alkali halides22, 22 Alkali halides are a family of in-
organic compounds consisting of
an alkali metal as lithium, sodium,
potassium, rubidium or caesium,
and a halogen such as fluorine,
chlorine, bromine or iodine

since they can be most easily created there [45].

Colour centre lasers are four-level (fig. 6.8) and so there is little self-absorption,
contributing to their efficiency (∼ 50%) [45, 52]. They have a low satura-
tion intensity, making them easy to pump, with a threshold of only a few
tens of mW. Ultrafast pulsed and cw operation is possible [45]. The first
commercial colour centre laser had to be operated at cryogenic temper-
atures in a suitable chamber, increasing the complexity of the setup and
operation. An illustrating example of a colour centre laser that can be op-
erated at room temperature is LiF:F-2

23. NaCL:F+2 :OH
24 has been chosen as 23 Lithium fluoride with an F-2

colour centre
24 Sodium chloride with an F+2
colour centre in combination with
hydroxide

an example for a laser operated at cryogenic temperatures .
Classical colour centre lasers combine the tunability of dye lasers with

the advantage of using a static laser medium. Operation of the laser is
facilitated by removing hazardous dyes andmaking the complex jet stream
setup needed to guarantee a continuous flow of the dye obsolete.

In table 2.3 can be seen that colour centre lasers combine large gain
cross sections and emission bandwidths [53].

Disadvantages of classical colour centre lasers include light bleaching and
discolouration under optical pumping and a low thermal stability. Many
of them have to be stored and operated at low temperatures. There is non-
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Figure 6.8: Configuration coordi-
nate diagram with weak (top) and
strong (bottom) lattice coupling.
Left: Ground and first excited elec-
tronic states, the vibronic levels
and wavefunctions.
Right: Simplified four-level dia-
gram, reduced to the most com-
monly excited vibronic levels of the
normal and relaxed configuration.
Adapted from [45].
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linear loss because of excited state absorption. Different colour centres in
the same crystal can cause parasitic losses and nonradiative transitions can
compete with radiative transitions. The visible spectral region from blue
to green can not be covered by classical colour centre lasers [45]

In contrast, colour centres in diamond have a high thermal stability
and, depending on the colour centre type, a broad emission in the visible
spectrum [54].
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The NV centre in diamond

The NV colour centre is of particular interest to study laser emission. NV
is the most well studied nitrogen related defect in diamond due to a wide
array of possible and existing applications and its relatively easy synthe-
sis [30].

NV is made up of a substitutional nitrogen atom with an adjacent vacancy
(N-V) in a trigonal (C3V ) symmetry [54, 55]. This is shown in fig. 6.9

e-

Figure 6.9: Representation of NV in
the diamond lattice. NV is made up
of one substitutional nitrogen atom
adjacent to one vacancy (N-V) with
(C3V ) symmetry [54, 55].

In literature, in particular in older work, sometimes NV is discussed with-
out explicitly mentioning a charged state. In many of those cases the
negatively charged state of NV, NV-, is discussed. This becomes appar-
ent when the ZPL is mentioned, which is 638 nm (1.945 eV) for NV- and
575 nm (2.156 eV) for NV0 [54]. An additional ZPL at 1046 nm (1.185 eV)
has been observed during illumination with light < 637 nm ( > 1.945 eV) has
been associated with NV- [56].

A representation of the electronic structure ofNV can be seen in fig. 6.10.
The ground 3A and the excited 3E states in NV- are triplets and show a

zero-field splitting as illustrated in fig. 6.11.
Zero-field magnetic resonance occurs in NV- between thems = 0 and

ms = ±1 spin sub-levels of the ground state 3A2 at ∼ 2.88GHz [60] and
between the spin sub-levels of the excited state 3E at ∼1.42GHz [61]. This
makes NV- detectable by EPR25 [60] and ODMR26 [62]. NV0 does not show 25 Electron Paramagnetic

Resonance
26 Optically Detected Magnetic
Resonance

any detectable magnetic resonances associated with the ground and ex-
cited states [55].

Two relaxation processes have been established for NV-.
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ergy levels not to scale.
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The first is the transition from the metastable state 1A to the ground
state with a lifetime of τ = 265ms and spin-lattice relaxations between
the 3A ground states with a lifetime of τ = 1.17ms [63], illustrated on the
right hand side of fig. 6.11.

Even though this lifetime is significantly longer than the ns lifetime
reported for the transition between the levels 3E and 3A, pictured on the
left hand side of fig. 6.11, it will not affect the laser operation due to the
mechanisms explained below. Initially, the spin sub-levels ms = 0 and
ms = ±1 of 3A are thermally populated. A pump with suitable emission
wavelength in the green drives the population towards the excited state 3E.
As described before, the optical transition is spin-conserving (∆ms = 0).
The radiative relaxation is again spin-conserving. However, a part of the
system relaxes non-radiatively and is not spin-conserving from thems =

±1 energy levels of 2E into the intermediate state 1A, fromwhere it decays
further into the ms = 0 level of 3A. After a few cycles of excitation and
decay, the population will be moved to the ms = 0 sub-levels of 3A and
3E [55].

So far the transition between the energy levels have been discussed, with-
out taking lattice vibrations into account. Lattice vibrations are responsi-
ble for the appearance of phonon sidebands in the spectra. This has been
discussed previously in section 2.2, Optically active centres in a crystal and
electron phonon coupling.

The ratio between the emission intensity in the ZPL to that in the phonon
sidebands is expressed by the so called Debye–Waller, or Huang-Rhys fac-
tor. Both are related to one another via H = -ln(D), and D=IZPL/Itot,
where D is the Debye–Waller factor and H the Huang-Rhys factor. For
NV- Huang-Rhys factor is H=3.7, that means about 97% of the emission
goes into the phonon sideband [64]. The temperature dependence of the
factor is weak, it increases about 30% in a temperature range between 2 to
350 K [65]. In NV0 the situation is similar with the Huang-Rhys factor H =
3.3 [54].

The emission part of the optical transitions is shown in fig. 6.12.

The demonstration of single photon generation from singleNV- centres [66]
and the readout of the electronic spin [67] made the centre interesting for
quantum information processing as a solid state spin qubit [55, 68, 69].
Other fields of applications include nano-technologies, sensing of mag-
netic and electric fields, temperature, pressure and biosensing [55, 70].

NV0 has not received the same attention with regards to quantum applica-
tions and research interest has been focused on obtaining more informa-
tion about it to increase understanding of NV- and the charge transfer in
the NV system [55]. Charge transfer between NV0 and NV- is believed to
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Figure 6.12: Emission spectrum
of NV containing diamond.
From [30].

occur between the optically excited levels via electron and hole transitions
in the diamond valence and conduction bands [71].

Optical illumination, as is the case with optical pumping of a laser gain
material, can drive charge transfer between NV- and NV0 [72, 73]. Charge
transfer between NV- and NV0 is illustrated in fig. 6.13. Both ground and
excited states of NV- and NV0 are shown in the bandgap. From the left
the first two panels show the ionization process and the second two the
recombination.
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Figure 6.13: Charge transfer
between NV- and NV0 based on an
illustration in [72]. The dark green
circle represents the state of the
NV centre, from left to right:

Ionization
left) Excitation of NV- by a photon.
right) Excitation of the electron
into the conduction band and
creation of NV0.

Recombination
left) Excitation of NV0 by a
photon.
right) Recombination of NV0 and
an electron from the conduction
band and formation of NV-.

For the ionization process NV- is transferred into an excited state by pho-
ton absorption. Another photon then excites the the electron into the con-
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duction band, generating NV0. For the recombination NV0 is transferred
into the excited state by photon absorption. Then an electron from the
valence band is captured by NV0, generating NV- again [72].

Using single-shot charge-state measurements it was shown that when
excited at the absorption maximum of NV- at about 580 nm, the NV- con-
centration decreased to about 10% due to charge transfer into NV0 [72].
For illumination at 450-610 nm the steady state concentration of NV- is al-
ways below 75-80% of the total NV population. An excitation wavelength
between 510-540 nm was found to be optimal for maximal fluorescence of
NV-, combined with low saturation power. Samples used in this study
were ultrapure IIa CVD27 diamonds [72, 74]. 27 Chemical Vapour Deposition

To date, to the best knowledge of the author, no work like that has been
performed in diamond samples with a few ppm of NV- and NV0.

Reports of luminescence lifetime in NV vary in literature, according to
the type of diamond studied, the method of measurement and the defect
composition in the sample [75]. Single exponential luminescence decay,
when pumped with sources above 532 nm, has been attributed to NV-, as
NV0 is not excited in this wavelength regime. The luminescence lifetime
of NV- varies according to the NV environment and is usually reported
around 10 ns in bulk diamond [30] Collins et al. reported a luminescence
decay time of 13 ± 0.5 ns for NV- [29]. This value was measured in Ib
natural diamond. A pump wavelength of 580 ± 20 nm and an emission
spectral range of > 640 nm were chosen. Over a temperature range from
77 to 700K there was no significant change for the value.

A luminescence decay time of 19±2 ns for NV0 was reported in synthetic
CVD grown bulk diamond with an initial nitrogen concentration of less
than 1 ppm, when excited at 467 nm. For this excitation source predomi-
nantly NV0 are believed to be excited [75].

In some reports double exponential decay has been measured. Hanzawa et
al. reported double exponential luminescence decay in synthetic diamond
containing NV centers [76]. The sample under study was a Ib diamond
pumped at 587 nm. A fast and slow component 2 and 8 ns were attributed
to NV without the attribution to a particular charged state. Manson et. al
showed that the double exponential decay could be attributed to different
spin-projection states under certain circumstances [77]. The fast compo-
nent of the lifetime is associated with the statems = 0 and the slow com-
ponent with ms = 1. The fast component should only be observable for
low repetition rate pumping (< 10Hz), or when a MW28 field is added that 28 MicroWave

would cause mixing of the population of the states.
Lifetime measurements with a MW field were done in [78]. A slow

decay time of 7.8 ns and a fast decay time of 12 ns were measured.
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The N2V0 centre in diamond

The N2V0 colour centre is one of the most common centres that occur in
natural diamond [54]. The structure is made up of two nitrogen atoms
adjacent to one vacancy (N-V-N) with a rhombic-I (C2v) symmetry [24,
79], illustrated in fig. 6.14

e-

Figure 6.14: Representation of
N2V0 in the diamond lattice. N2V0

is made up of two nitrogen atoms
adjacent to one vacancy (N-V-N)
with a rhombic-I (C2v ) symme-
try [24, 79]. An additional electron
is associated with the N2V- defect.

Electronic transitions occur between a non-degenerate ground state and a
degenerate excited state as shown in fig. 6.15.
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Figure 6.15: Energy levels of N2V0

adapted from [16, 54, 80]. A 1A1

ground state and a 1B1 excited
state exists, with vibronic energy
levels above the excited state. Op-
tical absorption occurs between the
1A1 ground state and the 1B1 and
1A1 excited states. Nonradiative
decay occurs between the 1A1 ex-
cited state and both 1B1 and 1A1

ground state. The optical transition
between the 1B1 excited state and
the the 1A1 ground state is associ-
ated with the N2V0 ZPL.

The optical transition occurs between the 1A1 ground state and the 1B1

excited state. There is another optically inactive 1A1 state 16meV above
the 1B1 state [16, 54, 81].
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The ZPL of N2V0 is at 503.2 nm (2.463 eV) [54]. The presence of N2V0

results in a yellow colour of the sample, while the combination of N2V- 29 29 The negatively charged state of
N2V (H2)and N2V0 absorption results in a yellow-green or green colour [82]. The

radiative decay time τf = 17ns is stable in a range from 77-700 K [54].

The negative charged state is N2V-, with a ZPL at 986 nm (1.257 eV) [54].
The excited state of N2V- is believed to lie within the conduction band. This
leads to a negligibly small efficiency of the radiative decay [83], reducing
our interest in that centre for laser purposes. N2V- is bleached and the
N2V0 center is enhanced when exposed to light with a wavelength shorter
than 600 nm [84].

Similar as for NV, the Huang-Rhys factor in N2V0 is H=4.2, over 98% of the
emission goes into the phonon sideband [85]. Typical optical transitions
are shown in fig. 6.16.

Figure 6.16: Absorption (solid line)
and emission (dash line) spectra of
N2V0, as presented in [16].
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Predicted operation of a NV and N2V0 based laser

In table 6.5 a comparison of the literature values of the most important
laser related properties of NV and N2V0 is given.

Literature values
NV0 NV- N2V0

ZPL 575 [54] 638 [54] 503.2 [54]
Absorption range (nm) ∼450 - 580 [54] 450 - 640 [83] 420 - 520 [45]
Peak absorption (nm) 520 [54] 565 [24] 490 [24]
Emission range (nm) 550-800 [54] 570 - 800 [86] 480 - 630 [45]
Peak emission (nm) 650 [54] 690 [24] 525 [24]
Abs cross-section (10−16cm2)

(at max abs) - 0.28 [87] -
(at 532 nm) - 0.31 [88] 0.95 [89] -
(at 473 nm) - - 0.21 [90]

Em cross-section (10−16cm2)
(at max em) - 0.43 [87] 3.2 [24] 1.6 [24]

Luminescence lifetime (ns) 21 [91] 12-13 [29] 16 [54]
Quantum Efficiency - 0.7 [92] 0.8 [93] 0.99 [45] 0.95 [16]
Radiative lifetime (ns) 17 [75]-19 [94] 12 forms = 0 17 [54]

& 7.8 forms = ±1 [87]
Gain coefficient (cm−1)

(at 531 nm) - - 0.201 [16]

Table 6.5: Important literature val-
ues and predictions for NV and
N2V0. Gain coefficient for N2V0

estimated for a concentration of
N = 1016 cm-3 = 0.9 ppm.

In fig. 6.17 the pump absorption depending on the NV- and N2V0 concen-
tration calculated with eq. (6.24) is shown. According to this estimation
a concentration of 0.6 ppm30 of NV- and 0.9 ppm of N2V0 are needed to 30 parts per million

(1.77 · 1017cm-3 for diamond)achieve 50% pump absorption, which provides a ballpark concentration to
aim for when planning colour centre synthesis.

In table 6.6 estimated values for the critical inversion (eq. (6.11)), the con-
centration needed for 50% pump absorption (eq. (6.24)) and the threshold
pump power (eq. (6.12)) of NV- and N2V0 containing diamond are given,
assuming a 2mm sample, cavity losses γ = 0.1, pump efficiency η = 1

and a pump beam radius of r = 50µm. Calculated values are based on
the literature values presented in table 6.5. The colour centre concentra-
tions in this ball park have been achieved during synthesis, as discussed in
chapter 5, Results of the colour centre synthesis.

N2V0 looks suitable for GaN diode pumping in the blue and NV- for
pumping in the green either with frequency doubled Nd lasers or with
green InGaN diodes, which are not as powerful yet, but developing rapidly.
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Figure 6.17: The pump absorption
by NV- and N2V0, based on lit-
erature values for the absorption
cross sections (0.31 · 10−16 cm2

at 532 nm for NV- and 0.21 ·
10−16 cm2 at 472 nm for N2V0),
calculated with eq. (6.24).

Cavity losses γ = 0.1, pump ef-
ficiency η = 1, pump beam ra-
dius r = 50µm and sample length
l = 2mm.

Additionally, beam combining of several lower power sources is imagin-
able to reach higher output powers at the desired wavelength [15].

Predicted values
NV- N2V0

Pump wavelength 532 nm 473 nm

Critical inversion Nc 9 ppb 18 ppb
Concentration for 50%

pump absorption N50% 0.6 ppm 0.9 ppm
Threshold pump power Pth 0.70W 1.2W

Table 6.6: Predicted values for
the critical inversion (eq. (6.11)),
the concentration needed for
50% pump absorption (eq. (6.24))
and the threshold pump power
(eq. (6.12)) of NV and N2V0

containing diamond. Chosen
values for the calculations were:

Cavity losses γ = 0.1, pump ef-
ficiency η = 1, pump beam ra-
dius r = 50µm and sample length
l = 2mm.

While no laser action has been demonstrated in NV- up to date, NV- colour
centres have a theoretical gain coefficient that is almost twice as high as
that of N2V0, which makes them an excellent candidate to base a colour
centre laser on [81]. This is, assuming other factors, such as charge transfer,
don’t inhibit laser oscillation.

Although laser amplification has not been reported, there have been obser-
vations of stimulated emission. Stimulated emission in the form of STED31 31 Stimulated Emission Depletion

in NV- has been detected indirectly by measurements of the reduction in
the NV emission spectrum [26, 95]. STED based microscopy has been suc-
cessfully implemented with NV. This technique takes advantage of the re-
duction of emission by strong optical illumination [96]. Although Jeske et
al attribute the effect to stimulated emission, it is perhaps still to early to
completely rule out other effects. For example, whether the reduction of
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emission is caused by stimulated emission or other effects. Jeske et al point
out that ESA processes could potentially lead to a weaker stimulated emis-
sion, by driving the NV- population into NV0 [26]. The ionisation process
is believed to be a two-photon process which scales with laser power [71,
72, 73].

Although laser action has not been reported from NV-, the spectro-
scopic properties look reasonably promising, and there is at least some
indirect evidence that has been tentatively attributed to stimulated emis-
sion, suggesting that further study is merited.

In contrast to the lack of a demonstration of laser action with NV centres,
observation of RT32 laser action of N2V0 in type I diamond was reported 32 Room Temperature (293K)

most famously in 1985 at a laser emission wavelength of 530 nm with an
efficiency of 13.5% [16].

The sample chosen had a peak absorption of 1.05 cm−1 at 480 nm. It was
cut into a 1.85mm thick sample with near parallel polished surfaces and
a wedge angle of 0.36 degrees and put into a setup as shown in fig. 6.18.
It was pumped at 490 nm with intensities above 30MW/cm2. Laser output
was measured at 530 nmwith an efficiency of 13.5% (for 1.27mJ of absorbed
input energy, the output energy was 171 µJ) from 18% Fresnel reflections
at the surfaces and a beam divergence of 70mrad. The minimum pump-
ing intensity was estimated to be 8MW/cm2, with an inversion density of
Nth = 2.4 ppm [16, 45].

With such a huge round-trip loss from Fresnel reflections, a round trip
gain of 15 dB was achieved. The estimation was made by Rand et al. that
if losses were reduced to 4% per pass, using an external cavity, threshold
inversion would be Nth = 0.055ppm. For a system pumped at 488 nm,
with a pump spot size of 20µm in diameter, threshold power for cw output
was estimated to be Pth = 0.14W [16].

In a patent Rand et. al describe a similar setup [97]. A green diamond was
picked because of its bright luminescence from a selection of type I natural
diamonds. The sample was cut to be 2mm thick and 7mm in diameter, with
parallel polished surfaces. It was pumped using a 10Hz pulsed dye laser at
494 nm. At an excitation beam intensity of 65MW/cm2 N2V0 centres were
reported to lase, emitting at 540 nm, producing a coherent beam normal to
the polished surfaces. The laser output was from 18% Fresnel reflections of
the diamond surfaces, there was no external cavity and no mirror coatings.
A representation of the setup is shown in fig. 6.18.

It was suggested that the addition of external mirrors and tuning ele-
ments would allow for laser output to be tunable in a 100 nm range. No
bleaching of N2V0 was observed at excitation levels up to 70MW/cm2 [97].

Another demonstration of laser action was reported in 1988 as following:
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Figure 6.18: Laser setup taken from
and adjusted as described in [97].

A 3x2x2mm3 samplewas side-pumped by a dye laser with 490 nm emission
and a pulsewidth of 500 ns. The sample was placed in an external cavity
with a 100% end mirror and a 97% OC with curvatures of 40 cm, separated
by 35 cm. The laser was operated at room temperature. Laser emission in
the yellowwavelength region was observed with a threshold of 3MW/cm2

In 1990 the research laboratories at Sumitomo Electric [98] describe their
setup as following: N2V0 centres for laser purposes have been synthe-
sized in a Ib synthetic diamond. Vacancies have been created by irradia-
tion with 2MeV electrons with a total dosage of 1018 cm−2. Afterwards
the sample was annealed at 1700◦C and 5GPa for 50 hours. Boron doping
enhanced the concentration of N2V0 that was synthesized, while synthe-
sis of N2V- and NV was suppressed. The diamond selected was a sample
with a peak absorption of 3.5 cm−1 and a luminescence decay time of 9 ns.
It was cut into a 1.6mm thick plate with almost parallel polished surfaces
with a wedge with an angle of 4’. The sample was placed in a two mirror
cavity, both mirrors with a curvature of 40 cm, with 97% and 100% reflectiv-
ity. It was pumped with a flash-lamp dye laser with emission wavelength
at 480 nm, pulse duration of 500 ns and a pulse energy of 10mJ. Laser emis-
sion at 530 nm was reported with an output energy in the order of µJ, an
efficiency of 0.1%, and threshold of ∼40 kW/cm2 [98].

cw tunable laser action was reported at the University of Strathclyde in
1988 by [45, 81] as following: Two synthetic diamond samples contain-
ing N2V0 centres were cooled to 77 K and placed at Brewster’s angle into a
3-mirror cavity. The pump laser used was an argon-ion laser with cw emis-
sion at 488 nm. The reported efficiency was very low with 6.6 ·10−4%, due
to parasitic absorption by other defects present in the samples.
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In the appendix to the thesis of G. Taylor [99] the findings were de-
scribed as following: A laser setup was used as presented in fig. 6.19. The
setup has a 5% output coupler and the minimum beam waist is approx-
imately 100µm. Laser operation at 300 K in natural diamond containing
N2V0 was reported with an efficiency of∼20% and a threshold of 110mW
(fig. 6.19 bottom left). The crystal was pumped using the second harmonic
of a Nd:YAG laser operating at 960 nm with 100 ps pulses. Laser operation
at 77 K in synthetic diamond containing N2V0, pumped with an cw Ar+

laser emitting at 488 nm, was reported (fig. 6.19 bottom right).

Natural sample Synthetic samples

Laser setup

For the N2V0 setup
Ar or Nd:YAG

Figure 6.19: The laser setup (top)
and experimental results for natu-
ral (bottom left) and synthetic (bot-
tom right) N2V0 containing dia-
mond [99].
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Potential laser operation of NV and N2V0 colour centres in diamond may
be compared to that of Ti:sapphire. Although the spectra of NV and N2V0

are narrower than that of Ti:sapphire, they are broader than some of the
other materials widely used in fs / tuneable lasers, e.g. Yb-doped materials,
and have emission in the otherwise poorly served visible spectral region.

Ti:sapphire is a material with a broad emission spectrum and relatively
short lifetime (3.2µs), but large emission cross section (4.1·10−19 cm2) [15]
and a sigma-tau product of (σ ·τ)TiS = 1.3·10−24 cm2s. Literature values
for NV- and N2V0 suggest (σ ·τ)NV − ≈ (0.5−4)·10−24 and (σ ·τ)N2V 0 ≈
2.7 ·10−24 cm2s respectively (see table 6.5). This is another indication that
a laser based on NV and N2V0, provided the literature values are reliable,
is indeed plausible.

Figure 6.20 shows a comparison of the absorption and emission regions
of Ti:sapphire to that of NV and N2V0 containing diamond.
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Figure 6.20: A comparison of the
absorption and emission spectra of
Ti:sapphire, NV- and N2V0 [16, 54,
100].
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6.6 Summary

Diamond is a pRomising mateRial for laser engineering, with its
high thermal conductivity, high optical quality and mechanical stability
and chemical inertness. In this work colour centres in diamond are in-
spected as a source of laser gain, as it is difficult to dope diamondwith laser
ions due to its compact crystal lattice. Proof of concept of colour centre
lasers was shown in 1974 in colour centre containing alkali halides [50].

Classical colour centres often have the disadvantage of low thermal sta-
bility and bleaching when optically pumped. NV and N2V0 in diamond
are both thermally stable and the broad emission spectrum in the visible
make them interesting candidates for potential widely tunable and ultra-
fast lasers.

The key laser parameters to characterise an optically active centre are
the absorption and emission wavelengths and cross-sections, the lumines-
cence lifetime and quantum efficiency. In this chapter the techniques to
measure and calculate those parameters, in addition to the spectroscopic
techniques introduced in chapter 4, are discussed.

Literature values for the figure of merit (sigma-tau product) for a laser
based on NV- and N2V0 are comparable to that of Ti:sapphire, a widely
used and commercially available laser material. Preliminary calculations
of some of the laser related properties, based on literature values, suggest a
minimum concentration of∼ 1 ppm of the respective centres for 50% pump
absorption (see section 6.5). This concentration was aimed for during the
synthesis described previously in chapter 5.

The diamond samples used in the reported demonstrations of NV andN2V0

based lasers have not been characterised extensively and no synthesis recipes
have been established to reproduce such samples. It was the aim of this
work to reproduce these demonstrations, providing a more detailed char-
acterisation of the samples.

The next chapter contains the assessment of key laser parameters of the
most promising samples, in terms of optical quality and colour centre con-
centration.
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7.1 Sample selection

Efficient pump absoRption in a laser material is a condition for ef-
ficient laser operation. Pump absorption dependent on sample size and
colour centre 1 density has been discussed in section 6.5 (Predicted oper- 1 A type of structural defect, which

produces absorption and emission
bands that are different to those of
the pure crystal [1]

ation of a NV and N2V0 based laser). Neglecting other sources of losses,
lower limits for the required colour centre concentrations for 50% pump ab-
sorption have been found to be 0.6 ppm2 for NV- 3 and 0.9 ppm for N2V0

2 parts permillion (1.77·1017cm-3

for diamond)

3 The negative form of NV

4 in a 2mm thick sample, assuming optical pumping at 532 nm and 473 nm.

4 The neutrally charged state of
N2V (H3)

(two wavelengths for which literature values for the absorption cross sec-
tions were available table 6.6)

In practice, an Elforlight solid state laser emitting at 532 nm and a Laser-
glow laser diode emitting at 447 nm were available for pumping (table 6.2).

Available samples, their synthesis and a comparison of colour centre con-
centrations as well as background absorption was given in chapter 5, Re-
sults of the colour centre synthesis. Samples were chosen based on their
relatively high target centre concentration (up to ∼ 0.6 ppm of NV0 5, 5 The neutral form of NV

0.8 ppm of NV- and 2 ppm of N2V0) combined with a comparably low ab-
sorption coefficient at the emission wavelength of the respective centre
(between ∼ 2 and 0.5 cm−1 at max emission of NV0, ∼ 1.5 and 0.1 cm−1

for NV- and 8 and 2.5 cm−1 for N2V0). Those parameters are directly re-
lated to the magnitude of the gain coefficient, as shown in eq. (6.27) in
section 6.2, Key parameters for solid state lasers.

Two synthetic CVD6 diamond samples, labelled E6NV and E6H3D have 6 Chemical Vapour Deposition

been selected for detailed study. Sample E6NV was selected for its large
overall NV 7 concentration and a comparably low background absorption. 7 A substitutional nitrogen adjacent

to a vacancy with a C3v symmetrySample E6H3D was selected because it had the lowest background absorp-
tion at the peak emission of NV- (See fig. 5.17 and fig. 5.18). Two natural
diamond samples, BRAZ62 and BRAZ77, were chosen because of their lu-
minescence and the highest amounts of N2V0 present in any sample (∼
2 ppm).

Initial assessment of laser potential is based on measurements of the
absorption and emission spectra, the luminescence lifetime, QY8, and the 8 Quantum Yield

calculation of the emission cross section and gain spectra.

The defect concentrations have been calculated using FTIR9 spectra taken 9 Fourier Transform Infra Red

at room temperature and UV-VIS10 absorption spectra taken at 77K. Low 10 UltraViolet-Visible

temperature absorption spectra were taken with the aim to obtain the
area under the ZPL11, after removing the background as shown in sec- 11 Zero Phonon Line

tion 5.4, to determine defect concentrations. They were not corrected for
the magnitude of background absorption and hence the absolute values
of the absorption coefficients at any point cannot be compared among
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the samples measured at different occasions. UV-VIS and IR12 spectra 12 InfraRed (0.78-1000µm)

were taken as described in section 4.2,Dispersive spectroscopy, and sec-
tion 4.3,Fourier transform spectroscopy, and concentrations were calcu-
lated as described in section 4.1,Defect quantification in diamond. Lu-
minescence lifetime measurements have been carried out as described in
section 6.3,Time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy, and section 6.2,Key
parameters for solid state lasers. Where it was necessary, the spectra
were corrected for spectral sensitivity of the detecting system as described
in section 4.2, Dispersive spectroscopy.

The luminescence QY was calculated using eq. (6.20) and eq. (6.23) in sec-
tion 6.2,Key parameters for solid state lasers. To determine the correc-
tion factor for self-absorption, a (eq. (6.22)), the spectrum of a sample with
a low defect concentration was measured. This spectrum is matched to
the long wavelength tail of the respective sample. For the assessment of
NV-, the low concentration reference sample chosen was 1411ADsCVD01
(NNV 0 = 0.03 ppm, NNV− < 0.01 ppm). For the assessment of N2V0

the low concentration reference sample chosen was E6H3C (NN2V 0 =

0.11 ppm, NNV− < 0.02 ppm). Those were the best low concentration
samples available to us.

The stimulated emission cross sectionwas calculated using the Füchtbauer-
Ladenburg equation (eq. (6.25)) as described in section 6.2, Key parameters
for solid state lasers.

The gain spectrum for the respective defect, taking into account different
values for the inversion coefficient β, was calculated using the calculated
emission cross section, the defect concentration and the absorption spec-
trum taken at room temperature, with eq. (6.27), discussed in section 6.2,
Key parameters for solid state lasers.
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7.2 Assessment of NV containing samples

CC Concentrations [ppm]
E6NV E6H3D

NV0 0.73±0.04 0.19±0.01
NV- 0.62±0.07 0.56±0.06
N2V 0.04±0.01 0.11±0.02

Table 7.1: Defect concentrations
in samples estimated by the in-
tegrated ZPLs in absorption mea-
surements taken at 77K.

LaseR Related paRameteRs for NV centres based on measurement
of samples E6NV and E6H3D are presented in this section.

Absorption spectra at liquid nitrogen temperature for samples E6NV
and E6H3D were presented before in fig. 5.14. In fig. 7.1 the spectra after
the last step of synthesis are compared to one another with an inset plot
comparing the N2V0 ZPLs. As discussed previously, peaks for NV-, NV0

and some traces of N2V0 are present in both samples. The N2V0 concen-
tration was ∼ 0.1 and 0.04 ppm in sample E6H3D and E6NV, respectively.
Sample E6NV had 0.62 ± 0.07 ppm of NV- and 0.73 ± 0.04 ppm of NV0,
present approximately equally split between both charged states. Sample
E6H3D had 0.56± 0.06 ppm of NV- and 0.19± 0.01 ppm of NV0, mostly
present in the negatively charged state.
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Figure 7.1: Absorption spectra of
samples E6NV and E6H3D, taken
at 77 K. Spectra not corrected for
background absorption and are off-
set for visibility.

Concentrations of single and aggregated nitrogen were calculated based
on the FTIR spectra shown in fig. 7.2. Single nitrogen was about 5 and
∼ 2 ppm for sample E6H3D and E6NV respectively (table 5.5).

The concentration of NV- in both samples corresponds to the estimated
concentration needed for 50% pump absorption, 0.6 ppm, as discussed in
section 6.5, A potential diamond colour centre laser. As discussed in sec-
tion 5.4, Spectroscopic analysis, sample E6H3D had the lowest background
absorption at themaximumemissionwavelength ofNV- (0.1 cm−1 at 690 nm).
The absorption for E6NV was higher (1.56 cm−1 at 690 nm), but it was cho-
sen for its large overall NV concentration (∼1.3 ppm) and relatively high
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Figure 7.2: FTIR spectra for sample
E6NV and E6H3D.absorption at the maximum absorption wavelength to low absorption at

the maximum emission wavelength of NV- in comparison to other sam-
ples (1.59 cm−1 at 690 nm & 6.4 cm−1 at 565 nm, see fig. 5.18 and fig. 5.17).

Luminescence lifetime

Luminescence lifetimewasmeasuredwith two pulsed light sources at 448 nm
and 562 nm as described in section 6.3, Time-resolved luminescence spec-
troscopy. Luminescencemeasurements of bulk diamond at 10 K have shown
that below 450 nm predominantly NV0 is excited, and above 575 nm NV-.
In between the NV centre converts between the charged states [2]. For the
setup here, we expect to see a contribution of only NV0 at 448 nm, while
both centres are excited at 562 nm and the emission spectrum is a superpo-
sition of the spectra of NV0 and NV-. Lifetime measurements are probed at
different luminescence wavelengths, 640, 670 and 700 nm and additionally
>640 nm, to distinguish between the contributions of NV0 and NV- when
the emission spectra overlap. In previous studies [3, 4] the contribution
of NV0 was attributed for 65% of the light collected in the spectral region
between 600-650 nm and for 37.5% between 700-800 nm. The contribution
of NV- was attributed for 35% and 62.5%, respectively.

The typical luminescence decay for the samples in the spectral region >640 nm
is shown in fig. 7.3.

The decay is mono-exponential for pumping with 448 nm. The lumines-
cence lifetime is 20− 22 ns for both samples, independent of the emission
wavelength bands selected. The decay is double exponential when pumped
with 562 nm. For the double exponential decay, measurements were fitted
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Figure 7.3: Luminescence decay
of E6NV and E6H3D at emission
wavelengths >640 nm, pumped at
448 and 562 nm.

with eq. (6.19) as described in section 6.2 (Key parameters for solid state
lasers).

The results of the fitting are presented in table 7.2. The fast component of
the lifetime, τf , was found to be between 7 and 9 ns, and the slow com-
ponent, τs, was found to be between 17 and 21 ns, for sample E6NV and
E6H3D. The only outlier is the measurement of the slow component in
sample E6NV for wavelength band >640 nm, ∼16 ns.

Sample E6NV E6H3D
λpump λlum Asl τsl Af τf Asl τsl Af τf

[nm] [nm] [ns] [ns] [ns] [ns]

448

640 20 20

670 20 20

700 20 22

> 640 20 22

562

640 921 17.5 1029 7.2 910 20.6 1108 8.9

670 604 17.2 1321 7.7 633 19.3 1288 8.2

700 457 17.5 1418 8 499 19.1 1424 8.2

> 640 660 15.9 1254 7.1 501 19.4 1418 8.3

Table 7.2: Results of luminescence
lifetime measurements

Thedifference in the luminescence decay times at the different pumpwave-
lengths is attributed to the excitation of the different charged states of NV.
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The difference in the samples could be related to the higher NV concen-
tration in sample E6NV, possibly causing more quenching and therefore
leading to shorter lifetimes. More studies are needed to confirm the con-
centration at which luminescence quenching appears in NV containing
samples.

In table 7.2 an increase of the amplitude for the slow component (Asl)
can be observed when the selection of the emission wavelength bands is
moved from 640 to 700 nm. The amplitude of the fast component (Af )
decreased for the same selection. This suggests that the contribution at
640 nm is predominantly determined by NV0 and at 700 nm by NV-. The
respective maxima of the phonon sidebands in the emission spectrum are
close to these values for the respective defects. For blue pumping no fast
component is observed. The fast and slow components of the lumines-
cence decay can therefore be associated with the decay of NV- and NV0

respectively.

Literature values for the radiative lifetime are listed in table 6.5. Lumi-
nescence lifetimes of NV0 and NV- in literature were measured by time-
resolved luminescence spectroscopy in the spectral windows from 575 to
630 nm and 660 to 800 nm, respectively. Mono-exponential luminescence
decay with a lifetime of 21 ns and 12 ns was found and attributed to NV0

and NV- [2].
The values measured here for excitation at 448 nm agree with literature

values reported for NV0. We assume that at 448 nmmainly NV0 is excited,
while both NV0 and NV- are excited at 562 nm [2]. The shorter lifetimes
measured at 562 nm excitation could be caused by non-radiative energy
transfer mechanisms like photo-ionisation of NV0 [3] or quenching due to
other centres [5, 6].

Luminescence lifetimes measured for NV- (∼ 7.5 ns in sample E6NV
and ∼ 8.3 ns in E6H3D) are shorter than literature values (∼ 12 − 13 ns).
Slightly lower luminescence lifetime values have been observed by [7],
when comparing the lifetime of Ib natural diamonds with synthetic dia-
monds with about 10 times as much nitrogen in them. This is attributed to
non-radiative decaymechanisms, for example from concentration quench-
ing or energy transfer to other centres [7, 8].

Shorter luminescence lifetimes may indicate that the QY in a specific sam-
ple is lower, which is equivalent to a reduced laser potential for the sample.
In the following subsection the estimation of the QY of both samples is dis-
cussed.
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Luminescence quantum yield

TheQYwas introduced as a measure for the efficiency of the luminescence
in section 6.2, respresented by the ratio of luminescence lifetime over ra-
diative lifetime (eq. (6.20)).

Twomethods were used to calculate the QY in our samples, as described
previously in section 6.2, Key parameters for solid state lasers. The QY
value obtained by comparison of the luminescence spectra measured with
the integrating sphere method is affected by parasitic absorption of the
pump light in the respective sample. Comparison with the QY value ob-
tained from the radiative and luminescence lifetime allows to judge the
magnitude of parasitic absorption in the samples.

The luminescence lifetimes measured in the previous subsection indicate
a quantum yield of ∼ 0.9-1 for NV0 and ∼ 0.63 for NV- in sample E6NV,
and of ∼1 for NV0 and ∼ 0.7 for NV- in sample E6H3D, when compared
to literature radiative lifetime values (17-19 ns for NV0 [6, 8] and 12 ns for
NV- [9], see table 7.7).

Measured luminescence lifetimes associated with NV0 (20-22 ns for ex-
citation at 448 nm, see table 7.2) are similar or longer than the radiative
lifetimes for bulk diamond given in literature. In a study of NV lumines-
cence lifetime in nano-diamonds, average lifetimes of 22.59±6.21 ns and
29.41±6.98 ns for the negative and neutral charge state were found. The
longer lifetimes in comparison to bulk diamond were attributed to sup-
pression of the luminescence emission rate with decreasing diamond size.
A variation in luminescence lifetime was attributed to a wide distribution
of radiative and non-radiative decays among samples [4]. There are other
possible causes for the suppression of the luminescence emission rate. For
example, a connection between the suppression of NV0 luminescence for
excitation at 532 nm and moderate 1064 nm illumination was reported in
[10]. While in our samples a suppression of the luminescence emission
rate due to the sample size or at additional IR illumination is not plausible,
there might be other, not yet fully understood, causes for it in our samples.

A QY value of 1 was reported for NV- [11], but no information was
given on the methods used to determine this value or the concentration of
centres in the sample. There are no reported QY values for NV0 up to date.

The QY values in those samples were also estimated by the comparison
of the luminescence spectra measured with an integrating sphere, as dis-
cussed in section 6.2. The luminescence spectra of diamond samples E6NV
and E6H3D and a Ti:sapphire13 crystal were measured using a integrat- 13 titanium-sapphire - Ti3+:Al2O3

ing sphere setup with pumps at 532 and 447 nm are shown in fig. 7.4. The
Ti:sapphire spectra are reduced to 1/3 of their intensity to improve the
comparability with the other, less intense, spectra in fig. 7.4). The spec-
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trum of 1411ADsCVD01 was matched to the long wavelength tail of E6NV
to estimate the correction factor a as decribed in section 6.3.
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Figure 7.4: Luminescence spectra of
E6NV and E6H3D and Ti:sapphire
pumped at 532 nm and at 447 nm.
The spectrum of Ti:sapphire has
been reduced to 1/3 or its intensity
for better comparability in this plot.

The results of the measurements are summarized in table 7.3.
Sample E6H3D has a relatively high concentration of N2V0 centres as

can be seen by the characteristic shoulder at ∼ 525 nm [12]. This will in-
fluence the accuracy in the calculation of parameter a. The integral over
the spectrum of the sample in eq. (6.22) will be larger, causing the value for
a to be smaller and ultimately leading to a lower estimation of the QY in
eq. (6.23). Additionally, at a given pump wavelength several colour centres
can cause absorption. This makes the determination of the exact transmit-
tance value Tx for a specific colour centre difficult and will directly affect
the accuracy ofΦx (eq. (6.21)). Values presented in table 7.3 have been cor-
rected for the reabsorption by the emitting center, but not for absorption
by other centres.

Due to the challenges in the calculation of the QY the values given in ta-
ble 7.3 should not be interpreted as QY values of a particular colour centre.
They represent a QY value for the specific ensemble of centres present in
the particular sample.

QY values for pumping at 447 nm (mostly exciting NV0) are 0.17 and
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Integrating sphere method

Pump wavelength [nm]
Sample 447 532

Φx a Φ Φx a Φ

E6NV 0.13± 0.06 0.25 0.17± 0.06 0.32± 0.1 0.3 0.4± 0.1

E6H3D 0.25± 0.1 0.17 0.28± 0.1 0.4± 0.1 0.24 0.48± 0.1

Luminescence lifetime / radiative lifetime

Pump wavelength [nm]
Sample 448 562

τsl/τr (NV0) τsl/τr (NV0) τf/τr (NV-)

E6NV ∼1 0.9-1 0.63
E6H3D ∼1 ∼1 0.7

Table 7.3: Top: Results of quan-
tum yield measurements by the in-
tegrating sphere method.
Bottom: Results for the quantum
yield by measurements of lumines-
cence lifetime. τr values taken
from table 6.5 and τsl, τf values
taken from table 7.2

0.28, and for pumping at 532 nm (mostly exciting NV-) are 0.4 and 0.48

for samples E6NV and E6H3D, respectively.

There is a difference between the results returned by the two QY mea-
surement techniques, as can be seen in table 7.3. Measured luminescence
lifetime divided by literature radiative lifetime gives a QY of 0.9-1 in both
samples for NV0 and a range of 0.58-63 in sample E6NV and 0.65-0.7 in
sample E6H3D for NV-. A QY of 0.17 at 447 nm and 0.4 at 532 nm for sam-
ple E6NV, and 0.28 at 447 nm and 0.48 at 532 nm for sample E6H3D, was
measured using the integrating sphere method. This indicates a relatively
strong absorption of the pump light by centres other than the target cen-
tre in the integrating sphere measurements, resulting in lower QY values
than obtained by comparison to the QY obtained by measuring the lumi-
nescence lifetime. A low QY value and competing pump absorption from
other defects are both factors that correlate negatively with the laser po-
tential of a sample.

Emission cross section

In order to estimate the potential gain in our samples, the emission cross
section needs to be determined. The luminescence spectra of E6NV and
E6H3D were corrected for the contribution of other centres to obtain pure
NV0 andNV- spectra, as described in section 6.3, Luminescence spectroscopy.
Figure 7.5 a) shows the correction of a mixed NV0 and NV- spectrum when
excited at 532 nm by subtraction of a pure NV0 spectrum excited at 447 nm,
resulting in a pure NV- spectrum, on the example of sample E6NV. Fig-
ure 7.5 b) shows the correction of a mixed N2V0 and NV0 spectrum when
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excited at 447 nmby subtraction of a pureN2V0 spectrum excited at 447 nm,
from the sample taken at a previous point in the synthesis when noNVwas
present in the sample, resulting in a pure NV0 spectrum. The pure N2V0

spectrum was available from a previous state of the sample E6H3D, when
no NV was yet generated in the sample. The noise in the NV0 spectrum
of E6H3D is due to the relatively low NV0 concentration in the sample,
resulting in an overall weaker signal.
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Figure 7.5: Correction of the lu-
minescence spectra for the contri-
bution of emission from NV0 and
N2V0, pumped at 532 and 447 nm.

These corrected spectra were then used in eq. (6.25) to calculate the emis-
sion cross sections shown in fig. 7.6. The difference in the shape of the
spectra is due to the relative contribution of the defects and the inaccuracy
of the correction method. This can be seen, for example, in the emission
cross section spectrum for NV- of sample E6NV, in which the concentra-
tion of NV0 is larger than in sample E6H3D, and the resulting spectrum is
lower where the emission of NV0 is strongest, and elevated towards longer
wavelengths. Nonetheless, strong similarity in shape andmagnitude of the
spectra can be seen in fig. 7.6, despite the measurements coming from two
very different samples.

For the calculations a radiative lifetime of 13 ± 0.5 ns [7] for NV- and
20.7 ± 0.6 ns [2] for NV0 was assumed. The peak of the emission cross
section is estimated to be σem = (3.6 ± 0.1) · 10−17 cm2 at 710 nm for
both samples for NV- and in the range of 1.6 − 1.8 · 10−17 cm2 in the
wavelength range of ∼ 660− 670 nm for NV0.

Literature values for the emission cross sections (table 6.5) are reported be-
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Figure 7.6: The emission cross sec-
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difference in colour centre concen-
trations and their contribution to
the luminescence spectra.

tween 0.43 [9] and 3.2 ·10−16cm2 [12] for NV-. The emission cross section
value obtained here is in reasonable agreement with the value reported by
[9].

Gain spectrum

The gain coefficient can be calculated with eq. (6.27) as described in sec-
tion 6.2, Key parameters for solid state lasers. Two values of β are con-
sidered, representing different population inversion levels. The inversion
level β = 1 represents an ideal situation when all population is in the up-
per laser level. A more realistic assumption to be achieved with the avail-
able pump intensity of∼ 0.4MW/cm2 is an inversion level of β = 0.3 for
both NV0 and NV-.

The absorption coefficient measured at room temperature, shown in
fig. 7.7, is used for the calculation of the gain spectrum. In this calculation
it is assumed that the major contribution to the absorption in the emis-
sion region of the respective centre is caused by centres different from the
colour centre under study. This is especially valid for wavelengths further
from the ZPL, but will lead to an underestimation of the gain closer to the
ZPL and for lower values of β, by overestimation of the contribution of
parasitic absorption.
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Figure 7.7: Room temperature un-
polarised absorption spectra for
sample E6NV and E6H3D.

The gain spectrum, calculated from eq. (6.27), for both inversion levels for
NV- andNV0, is shown in fig. 7.8. The upper plots show eq. (6.27) divided in
the emission (for β=1) and absorption parts for the respective samples. The
bottom plots show the calculated value for the gain for different inversion
levels β. On the left side, measurements and values for NV0 are shown
and on the right for NV-.

The ramp in the absorption towards lower wavelengths is caused by
the absorption of NV- and NV0. In the left top plot, it can be seen that
the absorption of NV- cuts into the emission of NV0. The emission of NV-

is further separated by the absorption of NV0, so this doesn’t cause an
issue (see top right plot). This decreases the potential gain bandwidth of
NV0 if NV- is present in the sample or driven towards this state through
temporary charge transfer. While charge transfer is an issue for the loss
of population in an NV- based laser, the problem of additional parasitic
absorption doesn’t arise here.

There is positive net gain (∼ 1 cm−1 max) for NV- in sample E6H3D be-
tween 650 and 820 nm for β = 0.3, while no positive net gain is expected
for sample E6NV for the same parameters. The biggest difference in the
samples, contributing to the difference in gain, is the∼1.5 cm−1 larger ab-
sorption in sample E6NV, seen in the top plots in fig. 7.8. A short HPHT14 14 High Pressure High Temperature

treatment of this sample, comparable to that of sample 1409E6sCVD02 as
described in section 5.2, could yield a sample with a reduced parasitic back-
ground absorption of ∼1.5 cm−1. But at the needed temperatures, treat-
ment times would need to be as short as possible, not in excess of a few
minutes, to prevent dissociation of the NV centres present in the sample.
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Additionally, further irradiation and annealing to regenerate NV centres
after HPHT treatment can be considered.

This result makes sample E6H3D the most promising laser candidate
of the two samples and advocates for the synthesis of diamond samples
with an excess of 0.6 ppm of NV- and a background absorption ideally
lower than 0.1 cm−1 at peak emission of NV-. It would be interesting
to study samples with significantly higher NV- concentrations, around
10 ppm, to determine at what concentrations quenching becomes a prob-
lem and where the concentration to luminescence ratio is ideal.
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Figure 7.8: Top: The gain for NV0

and NV- in samples E6NV and
E6H3D, separated in the absorption
and amplification part of eq. (6.27),
g = N ·β ·σem−αabs. Calculated
for β = 1.
Bottom: Calculated gain spectra
for NV- and NV0 in samples E6NV
and E6H3D for different inversion
factors β = 1 and β = 0.3.

Themaximum gain for NV- in the ideal situation of β = 1 is about 3 cm−1

in sample E6H3D and about 2 cm−1 in sample E6NV at 710 nm. For NV0

the gain coefficient stays below 1 cm−1 for all inversion levels and samples.
For a more realistic inversion factor β = 0.3 there is a small net gain of
0.1 cm−1 estimated in sample E6H3D. The lower values in comparison to
NV- are mainly due to an overall smaller emission cross section of NV0,
1.5·10−17 cm2 as opposed to 3.5·10−17 cm2 (fig. 7.6).

The big difference in the amplification part for the two NV0 spectra is
due to the difference in concentration in the two samples, 0.73 and 0.19 ppm
in samples E6NV and E6H3D. The concentration of NV- is about the same
in both samples.

Charge transfer has not been taken into account in this assessment, but
plays a vital role to assess the suitability of NV or any other colour centre
for laser purposes. In particular, charge stability and the loss of popula-
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tion due to charge transfer needs to be measured in a detailed study. The
question whether charge transfer can be treated just as an additional loss,
that can be addressed by a higher overall concentration of the target cen-
tre, needs to be addressed. If the dynamic drives too many colour centre
into the undesirable charged state, while the rate of recovery is not large
enough to ever get a large enough net concentration of the target charged
state, then it will be impossible to operate a laser.

While positive net gain was calculated in sample E6H3D for NV-, a laser
based on this sample could not be built. ESA15 and charge transfer is sug- 15 Excited State Absorption

gested to reduce the laser potential for NV [9, 13]. Those effects act as ad-
ditional losses in the system, possibly raising the threshold pump power
and reducing the slope efficiency [14].

Future experiments could include the measurement of the ESA cross
section over the emission range for NV and the rate of charge transfer
in order to determine if laser action is, in principle, achievable. In addi-
tion, samples with higher concentrations of NV should be investigated to
determine if the additional amplification can overcome losses, before con-
centration quenching of luminescence and non-radiative charge transfer
limit the benefit.

Based on the samples investigated in this work, a lower concentration of
NV is not feasible for future experiments. Samples with at least compa-
rable nitrogen concentrations to the samples presented here (3.5 ppm) or
above should be considered for further synthesis, in order for the amplifi-
cation part to overcome parasitic absorption and possibly overcome tem-
porary losses of the concentration due to charge transfer.

An initial nitrogen concentration up to 20 ppm (yielding up to 2-10 ppm
of NV), more, if concentration quenching doesn’t limit the benefits of ad-
ditional luminescence, is a better starting point, for samples with a back-
ground absorption ideally below 0.1 cm−1 (like sample E6H3D, which has
the lowest background absorption at the emission wavelength).

Laser related values for NV0 and NV- obtained in this work are less opti-
mistic than literature values available at the start of this project. In partic-
ular for NV0, mostly due to reabsorption of the luminescence by NV-.

In the following section 7.4, Re-evaluation of laser potential, the results
of that will be discussed in more detail.
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7.3 Assessment of N2V0 containing samples

CC Concentrations [ppm]
BRAZ62 BRAZ77

NV0 - -
NV- - 0.02±0.01
N2V 2.2±0.4 1.5±0.3

Table 7.4: Defect concentrations
in samples estimated by the in-
tegrated ZPLs in absorption mea-
surements taken at 77K.

The most pRomising N2V0 samples in this work were the natural sam-
ples BRAZ62 and BRAZ77. Those samples had the highest N2V0 concentra-
tions (2.2 ppm and 1.5 ppm) and brightest apparent luminescence (by eye
under UV16 light) of any N2V0 samples available.

16 UltraViolet (10-380nm)

Figure 7.9 shows the absorption coefficient measured at liquid nitrogen
temperature without correction for the background. Low temperature ab-
sorption measurements were taken to calculate the colour centre concen-
trations, however, to assess the absorption coefficients of relevance to laser
work, room temperature measurements were used (see fig. 7.14). In the re-
gion of interest it can be seen thatN2V0 andN3V0 17 is presentwhile strong 17 A vacancy and three substitu-

tional nitrogen atoms with a C3v

symmetry (N3)
features for NV centres are absent. The N2V0 concentration is 1.5 ± 0.3

and 2.2 ± 0.4 ppm in samples BRAZ77 and BRAZ62, calculated from the
area under the ZPL, respectively (see table 5.8).
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Figure 7.9: Absorption spectra
of samples BRAZ62 and BRAZ77,
taken at 77 K.
Spectra not corrected for back-
ground absorption.

Nitrogen concentrations were calculated based on the FTIR spectra shown
in fig. 7.10. The spectra shown are shifted for visibility and do not represent
the actual absorption coefficient.

These samples had a high overall nitrogen concentration in compari-
son to the CVD samples evaluated in the previous section. Nitrogen was
present mostly in aggregated form. 35 ppm of N2

18 and 120 ppm of N4V 18 Two adjacent substitutional ni-
trogen atoms (A centre)19 were present before treatment, and 25 ppm of N2 and 120 ppm of N4V
19 Four substitutional nitrogen sur-
rounding a vacancy (B centre)

after treatment, in sample BRAZ62. 50 ppm of N2 and 60 ppm of N4Vwere
present before treatment, and 35 ppm of N2 and 55 ppm of N4V after treat-
ment, in sample BRAZ77. This is reflected in the similar characteristic peak
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for N2 centres at 1282 cm−1 in both spectra of both samples after treatment,
as seen in fig. 7.10, and in the difference in the characteristic peak for N4V
centres at 1170 cm−1. The reference spectra showing this in detail can be
seen in fig. 4.1 in chapter 4, Defect quantification and spectroscopic meth-
ods. The noisy signal in the spectra before treatment is due to the use of
the unpurged benchtop FTIR spectrometer. The peak at∼1360 cm−1, asso-
ciated with platelets (B’ 20), is significantly reduced after HPHT treatment. 20 Platelets associated with a sharp

line with a position varying be-
tween 1358 to 1380 cm-1The increase in N+

s
21 suggests that a negatively charged defect ap-

21 Positively charged Ns
peared, possibly N2V- 22, which was not measured in this work, as the low

22 The negatively charged state of
N2V (H2)

temperature absorption measurements were not taken in the wavelength
region for N2V-.
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Figure 7.10: FTIR spectra for sam-
ple BRAZ62 and BRAZ77.
Vertically shifted for visibility.Luminescence lifetime

The luminescence decay for samples BRAZ62, BRAZ77 and the low con-
centration sample E6H3C (0.11±0.02 ppm of N2V0) are shown in fig. 7.11.

The decay is mono-exponential for pumping with 448 nm for all sam-
ples. The luminescence lifetime ranges between 11.5±1 ns sample E6H3C
to 12.3 ± 1 and 12.5 ± 1 ns in samples BRAZ77 and BRAZ62. The results
of the fitting are presented in table 7.5. Within error bounds the lifetime is
assumed to be essentially the same in all samples. The N2V0 concentration
differs by an order of magnitude between the BRAZ samples and E6H3C.
Additionally, N2 centres were present in concentrations up to 35 ppm and
N4V centres in concentrations up to 120 ppm. In sample E6H3C, N2 centres
were present in a concentration of about 1 ppm and no N4V centres were
detectable.
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Figure 7.11: Luminescence decay
of BRAZ62, BRAZ77 and E6H3C
pumped at 448 nm.

Luminescence lifetime of N2V0 in literature was found to be 16 ns in highly
homogeneous natural diamonds, and the radiative lifetime was found to be
17 ns in a temperature range between 77 and 700K [11].

Literature values of luminescence lifetime were measured by cathodo-
luminescence emission of N2V0 in samples which were found to have nat-
urally occurring N2V0 luminescence, but the N2V0 concentration was too
small to be detected by conventional absorption spectroscopy [15].

Sample BRAZ62 BRAZ77 E6H3C
λpump [nm] λlum [nm] τ [ns]

448 520 13± 1 12± 1 12± 1

Table 7.5: Results of the lu-
minescence lifetime measurements
for samples BRAZ62, BRAZ77 and
E6H3C

Our samples have a combined nitrogen concentration of 530 ppm (25 ppm
N2 and 120 ppm N4V) in sample BRAZ62 and 290 ppm (35 ppm N2 and
55 ppm N4V) in sample BRAZ77. Significantly shorter lifetimes, as low as
7 ns, were found in samples with more than 0.05 atomic per cent (500 ppm)
of nitrogen [15]. Concentration quenching of the luminescence by N2 cen-
tres might be assumed to some degree in the BRAZ samples, as they have
a higher overall nitrogen-aggregate concentration. It is unclear why we
measured a similar lifetime in sample E6H3C, with only about 5 ppm of
leftover single nitrogen and 1 ppm of N2 centres.

The luminescence lifetime can go down to a few ns in diamonds with
high N2 concentration and internal stress [11]. Stress was not measured
in our samples and the difference in internal stress for the samples is not
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known.

Luminescence quantum yield

The luminescence lifetimes measured in the previous subsection indicate a
quantum yield of∼ 0.76 in sample BRAZ62 and∼ 0.71 in sample BRAZ77,
when compared to literature radiative lifetime values.

To estimate the QY by comparison of the luminescence spectra, the
spectra of samples BRAZ62 and BRAZ77 and a Ti:sapphire crystal, pumped
447 nm were measured. The results are presented in fig. 7.12. Sample
E6H3C was used to obtain the correction factor a for self absorption, as
described previously in section 6.3, Correction of luminescence spectra for
contributions of other centres. The peak intensity of the N2V0 lumines-
cence of samples BRAZ62 and BRAZ77 is comparable to that of Ti:sapphire.
The luminescence bandwidth is∼ 60 nm (FWHM) in both samples. Sample
BRAZ77 has a lower luminescence intensity than sample BRAZ62, reflect-
ing the higher N2V0 concentration and lower background absorption in
the emission region (see fig. 7.15) in sample BRAZ62.
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Figure 7.12: Luminescence spec-
tra of BRAZ62 and BRAZ77 and
Ti:sapphire pumped at 447 nm.The results of the QY calculations are presented in table 7.6. The QY value

for sample BRAZ62 approaches unity with an error of about 30% in our
measurements, largely due either to random effects, which can be dealt
with in future experiments by averaging of multiple measurements, and
the reduction of systematic errors by improvement of the experimental
setup, for example using a larger integrating sphere diameter (the one used
here is 2”) to improve accuracy of the measurements, by lowering the ratio
of port to surface area of the sphere.
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The value for BRAZ77 is 0.7±0.2. The value for a is small in both sam-
ples, suggesting that the effect of self absorption can be neglected. While
the large error in the measurement makes it difficult to fully speculate on
the nature of the data measured, it would make sense for the QY value
of BRAZ77 to be lower, reflecting the parasitic reabsorption of lumines-
cence in our measurement method, due to the higher absorption at the
peak emission (525 nm) of this sample (8.7 cm−1) in comparison to BRAZ62
(2.9 cm−1).

Integrating sphere method

Pump wavelength [nm]
Sample 447 nm

Φx a Φ

BRAZ62 ∼ 1.0± 0.3 0.01 ∼ 1.0± 0.3

BRAZ77 0.7± 0.2 0.02 0.7± 0.2

Luminescence lifetime / radiative lifetime

Pump wavelength [nm]
Sample 448

τlum/τr (N2V0)

BRAZ62 0.76
BRAZ77 0.71
E6H3C 0.71

Table 7.6: Top: Results of quan-
tum yield measurements by the in-
tegrating sphere method.
Bottom: Results for the quantum
yield by measurements of lumines-
cence lifetime. τr values taken
from table 6.5 and τlum values
taken from table 7.5

A QY value of 0.95 was reported in literature for N2V0 in samples as de-
scribed in the previous subsection (with < 0.01 atomic per cent (100 ppm)
of nitrogen, and no visible N2V0 feature in absorption measurements) [11,
15]. The QY values presented here, are, within error bounds, in reasonable
agreement with literature values. Particularly taking into account, that the
BRAZ samples here were affected by luminescence quenching of N2 cen-
tres, as can be implied from the shorter measured luminescence lifetime.

The significantly lower NV QY, obtained by integrating sphere measure-
ments, as compared to the one obtained by luminescence lifetime mea-
surements, was attributed to a strong absorption of the luminescence by
other centres than the target colour centre in the NV samples (section 7.2,
table 7.3). The two QY measurements for N2V0 are in agreement with each
other, within error bounds. N2V0 samples contained predominantly N2V0,
while the NV samples had an overlap of at least the two charged states of
NV, and some had N2V0 in them additionally. The agreement in QY values
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is believed to reflect the colour centre purity of the N2V0 samples.

Emission cross section

The emission cross sections were calculated using the uncorrected lumi-
nescence spectra, as no other defects, in particular NV, were present in
sufficient concentration to cause absorption or emission in the region of
N2V0 luminescence. The calculated emission cross sections are shown in
fig. 7.13.

There is better agreement in the shape of the emission cross section of
the different N2V0 samples than of the NV sample spectra (fig. 7.6), since
no correction for the overlap with other centres was needed.
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Figure 7.13: The emission cross sec-
tions of N2V0 (σem) for samples
BRAZ62 and BRAZ77.The emission cross section has a peak of σem = 1.5 ·10−17 cm2 at 525 nm.

A value ten times larger, 1.6 · 10−16 cm2, was reported for the emission
cross section in N2V0 at maximum emission in literature [12], determined
in HPHT treated natural type Ia diamond.

While no recent measurements of the emission cross section of N2V0

have been reported, the method to measure the emission cross section
value in this work has already produced reliable values for NV, which are
in better agreement with recent publications by [9] than the values previ-
ously published by [12].

In the first report of laser action based on N2V0 centres in diamond by
Rand et al. [16], the inversion density at threshold was calculated to be
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∆N = 4.2 · 1017 cm−3 and the minimum pump intensity to achieve this
was calculated with

It = ∆NhνV /Aτp

to be 8MW/cm2 for the crystal thickness V/A=0.185 cm. Furthermore,
if losses were to be reduced to 4%, the authors claim that the threshold
inversion would be ∆N = 9.8 · 1015 cm−3, which would allow for cw23 23 continuous wave

excitation by a 488 nm Ar+ laser with a 20µm beam diameter, to reach
threshold for a calculated incident power of 0.14W.

From the estimation of the threshold power by Rand et. al, using eq. (6.12),
assuming pump efficiency of 100%, the emission cross section calculated
should be σem = 2.3 · 10−17cm2. These values are close to the emission
cross section calculated in this work, σem = 1.5 · 10−17cm2. Using this
emission cross section value in the calculation above, the threshold power
would be 0.21W, in a setup as described by Rand et al. in [16].

Gain spectrum

Figure 7.14 shows the room temperature absorption coefficient for the sam-
ples, which was used in the calculation of the gain spectrum. The spectra
are corrected and show the real absorption coefficents.

It can be seen that BRAZ77 has a higher background absorption than
BRAZ62, despite having a lower N4V concentration and a comparable N2

concentration. The background absorption might be caused by the pres-
ence of other defects, which have not been studied in further detail in this
work. Additionally, the large background absorption at the peak emission
of N2V0, 525 nm, (2.9 cm−1 for BRAZ62 and 8.6 cm−1 for BRAZ77) in com-
parison to the low background absorption of the CVD samples at the peak
emission of NV-, 690 nm, (between 0.1 cm−1 for E6H3D and 3.2 cm−1 for
CVD04, fig. 5.17) should be pointed out. This is another argument to syn-
thesise N2V0 preferably in synthetic diamond, if the right technique to do
so efficiently, can be established. The parasitic background absorption in
natural diamond and the uneven quality of the samples are a major down-
side to using natural diamond as a laser material.

A direct comparison for the CVD samples at 525 nm is unfeasible, as the
large amount of NV centres there cause a large absorption at this wave-
length (between 2.8 cm−1 for E6H3D and 10 cm−1 for CVD04). Before
treatment (and the generation of NV) those samples had absorption co-
efficients below 2.7 cm−1.

The gain spectrum for both inversion levels β = 1 and β = 0.3 is shown
in fig. 7.15.

Sample BRAZ62 shows a net gain of ∼ 2.5 cm−1 in the unrealistic case
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Figure 7.14: Room temperature
unpolarised absorption spectra for
samples BRAZ62 and BRAZ77.
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of full inversion. Positive net gain starts at β > 0.5 Additional HPHT
treatment of such samples, ideally lowering background absorption and
increasing the concentration of N2V0, could lead to samples that show
positive net absorption even for β = 0.3. If we assume the background ab-
sorption would not change, then an increase of 3 ppm, so a total of 5.2 ppm
of N2V0 would be needed in sample BRAZ62 in order to get a net gain of
1 cm−1 for β = 0.3.

More work is merited to understand what is causing the background
absorption in the natural diamonds and if it can be reduced further. Ad-
ditional HPHT treatment of those samples could already yield a first in-
dication if there is a possible reduction in absorption associated with it,
as shown previously with the CVD grown samples. With these measure-
ments, pre-treatment absorption spectra could not be taken due to the un-
polished state of the diamonds and the schedule not permitting for polish-
ing before HPHT treatment. In addition, further short HPHT treatment
could increase the N2V0 concentration. Again, a more controlled starting
material, like synthetic diamond, might be the better route to find a good
ratio of high colour centre concentration to low background absorption.

The synthetic sample 1409E6sCVD04 (introduced in chapter 5, Results of
the colour centre synthesis), had the largest concentration of N2V0 of any
synthetic sample, 0.5 ppm. It was not included in the assessment of N2V0

samples, due to its large parasitic NV concentration,∼0.5 ppm, and the re-
sulting background absorption at N2V0 peak emission of ∼ 3 cm−1. The
amplification part for β = 1 would be N · β · σ = 1.32 cm−1 (using
the emission cross section determined previously). This makes it approxi-
mately as appealing as sample BRAZ62 in terms of background absorption.

In the next iteration of N2V0 synthesis using synthetic, NV containing
samples, HPHT treatment at high temperatures can be considered to be in-
cluded in the N2V0 synthesis protocol, to lower the overall background ab-
sorption. This has been discussed in section 5.2 for sample 1409E6sCVD02
in the NV synthesis. In fig. 5.2 it is clear that the overall background ab-
sorption of the sample has been lowered, and in fig. 5.17 it can be seen
that even after NV synthesis, the background absorption remains lower
than that of the comparison sample 1409E6sCVD03, which was not HPHT
treated, but had an identical synthesis protocol besides. We assume that,
provided full NV to N2V0 synthesis is possible, the background absorption
of a sample can be efficiently lowered by prior high temperature HPHT
treatment.

The maximum N2V0 concentration is limited up to ∼ 1/2·3.8 = 1.9 ppm
(based on the initial single nitrogen concentration) in sample 1409E6sCVD04,
in themost ideal situation that all Ns

24 could be transformed to N2V0. This 24 Single substitutional nitrogen
(C centre)
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is likely not enough to overcome the losses in this sample.
The CVD samples in this work had a background absorption ranging

from 3-10 cm−1 at the peak emission of N2V0. In HPHT grown samples
available to us (not introduced in this work in detail), with approximately
100 ppm of initial single nitrogen, the absorption ranged between ∼10-
20 cm−1 in the same wavelength region (with up to 2 ppm of NV- present
in those samples). The N2V0 concentration needed in order for the am-
plification to match this background absorption would be ∼6 ppm (for an
absorption of 11 cm−1 and β = 0.3) and ∼11 ppm (for an absorption of
20 cm−1 and β = 0.3).

It would be reasonable to include samples with higher initial Ns con-
centration for further synthesis of N2V0 samples in synthetic diamond.
Samples with low background absorption and initial nitrogen concentra-
tion of at least ∼20-30 ppm (allowing for the generation of 10-15 ppm of
NV and up to that amount of N2V0, assuming full conversion of NV to
N2V0 is possible) seem suitable for further experiments.

From a laser engineering point of view the reduction of background ab-
sorption is the favourable route to get a sample with net gain, but from a
synthesis point of view, the strategy depends very much on the material
available. In any case, both routes, and possibly a combination of both,
should be investigated in further synthesis planning.

While CVD grown diamond is still not commercially available in con-
centrations between 10-50 ppm, possibly allowing for the generation of 5-
25 ppm of NV, and possibly up to that amount of N2V0, it seems that a
suitable natural diamond might be a better starting point to get a sample
with a good enough ratio of N2V0 concentration to background absorption
at peak emission.

N2V0 synthesis in natural diamond requires HPHT anneals at high tem-
peratures (∼2100◦C at 11GPa) for a fewminutes, which are easier to main-
tain than long anneals (>48h) at moderate conditions (∼1500◦C at 7.5 GPa),
used for NV assisted N2V0 synthesis. Both routes are costly and have a
moderate to high risk of damaging or destroying the sample. An ideal sce-
nario would skip this step entirely and rely on N2 centres being grown di-
rectly into low-absorption synthetic diamond. Unfortunately, such a tech-
nique is not yet known.
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7.4 Re-evaluation of laser potential

The pRospects for a laser based on NV and N2V0 colour centres, in
the most promising samples available to us, will be studied in this section.
In section 6.5, A potential diamond colour centre laser, the potential of a
colour centre diamond laser based on literature values was discussed and
compared to colour centre based lasers in alkali halides and to another
source with a broad emission, Ti:sapphire. In table 7.7 literature values for
NV and N2V0 centres are compared to those measured in this work, and
to values for Ti:sapphire and two types of colour centres in alkali halides.

Absorption cross sections in table 7.7 were estimated by taking the dif-
ference between the absorption coefficient at the given wavelength after
the final treatment step and pre-treatment (when no target colour centre
was present), divided by the concentration of the target colour centre in
the sample, and averaged over all the samples introduced in the previous
chapters.

in fig. 7.16 the absorption and emission cross-sections for NV and N2V0

are plotted. They absorption part was adjusted to match the emission at
the ZPL. Values for NV- and N2V0 agree with the calculated ones shown
in table 7.7. For NV0 the absorption cross section in table 7.7 seems to
be overestimated. Most likely due to the overlap of NV0 and NV- in that
spectral range. The calculated value is plotted as a dottet line, while the
one adjusted to the ZPL is plotted as a solid line.

In this work luminescence lifetime and emission cross section values for
NV and N2V 25 were measured and calculated: 25 A vacancy and two substitutional

nitrogen atoms in C2v symmetryτlum = 20ns and σem = 0.17 · 10−16 cm2 for NV0,
τlum = 8ns and σem = 0.36 · 10−16 cm2 for NV-, and
τlum = 12ns and σem = 0.15 · 10−16 cm2 for N2V0.
With these σ ·τ values of 3.4, 2.9 and 1.8 ·10−16 cm2 nswere calculated,

for the respective centres.
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Figure 7.16: Illustration of emission
and absorption cross section spec-
tra for N2V0, NV0 and NV-. The
absorption cross section was cal-
culated for all the samples intro-
duced in this work, with the mea-
sured colour centre concentrations
and absorption cross sections ac-
cording to eq. (6.24).

For N2V0 and NV- the ZPLs in ab-
sorption and emission overlap. For
NV0 the absorption cross section
is likely overestimated due to the
spectrum not being separated for
NV0 and NV-. The calculated spec-
trum (dotted line) and the spectrum
adjusted to the ZPL (solid line) are
plotted.



Typical CC laser
NV0 NV- N2V0 Ti:Sapphire NaCL:F+2 :OH LiF:F-2

ZPL 575 [11] 638 [11] 503.2 [11] 617.7 [17] - -
Absorption range (nm) ∼450 - 580 [11] 450 - 640 [18] 420 - 520 [19] 420 - 600 [20] 800 - 1200 [21] 800 - 1100 [21]

Peak absorption (nm) 520 [11] 565 [12] 490 [12] 480 [20] 1050 [21] 1000 [21]
Emission range (nm) 550 - 800 [11] 570 - 800 [22] 480 - 630 [19] 650 - 1200 [20] 1300-1800 [21] 1000-1250 [21]
Peak emission (nm) 650 [11] 690 [12] 525 [12] 790 [20] 1450 [21] 1180 [21]
Abs cross-section (10−16cm2)

(at max abs) - 0.28 [9] - 0.00092 [23]
0.43 0.48 0.01

(at 532 nm) - 0.31 [24] 0.95 [25] -
(at 473 nm) - - 0.21 [26]

Em cross-section (10−16cm2)
(at max em) - 0.43 [9] 3.2 [12] 0.23 [16], 1.6 [12] 0.0041 [14] ≥ 1 [27] ≥ 1 [27]

0.17 0.36 0.15
Luminescence lifetime (ns) 21 [2] 12-13 [7] 16 [16] 3.2 · 103 [14] ∼100 [21] ∼100 [21]

20 8 12.1
σ · τ - 5 [7, 9], 42 [7, 12] 3.6 [16],26 [12] 13 [14] ∼100 [21, 27] ∼100 [21, 27]
( 10−16cm2 ns) 3.4 2.9 1.8
Quantum Efficiency - 0.7 [28] 0.8 [29] 0.99 [19] 0.95 [16] 0.8 [17] ∼1 [30] ∼1 [27]

∼ 1 0.6 0.7
Radiative lifetime (ns) 17 [6],19 [8] 12 forms = 0 17 [11] 3.85 · 103 [17]

7.8 forms = ±1 [9]
Gain coefficient (cm−1)

(at 531 nm) - - 0.201 [16]
(at max) for β = 1 < 1 < 3.5 < 2.5
(at max) for β = 0.3 < 0 < 1 < 0

Concentration (cm−3) < 1.1 · 1017 < 1.5 · 1017 < 3.9 · 1017 4.56 · 1019 ∼ 1017 [31] ∼ 1017 [31]
(0.65 ppm) (0.85 ppm) (2.2 ppm) (for 0.1 at%) [14]

Operation temperature (K) RT RT RT RT 77K [27] RT [27]

Table 7.7: Typical colour centre laser parameter compared to Ti:sapphire and values for N2V0 and NV.
Bold: Values obtained in this work.
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To illustrate the difference in the prediction of a NV or N2V0 based laser,
made previously in section 6.5, Predicted operation of a NV and N2V0

based laser, and after assessment of the samples in this work, a compari-
son of the threshold pump powers can be made. As mentioned before in
section 6.2, the product of the emission cross section and the upper state
lifetime can be regarded as a figure of merit for a given laser. It is inversely
proportional to the threshold power (eq. (6.12)).

The laser threshold was estimated previously, using literature values
(and the assumption of cavity losses γ = 0.1, pump efficiency η = 1, pump
beam radius r = 50µm and sample length l = 2mm). For comparison the
value for cavity losses doesn’t reflect the actual samples we have, but an
ideal sample. For NV-, a laser threshold of 0.7W (table 6.6) was estimated
with σ = 3.2 · 10−16cm2 [12]. This value is increased to 10.2W with the
σ · τ value obtained in this work. A comparison of literature values and
values obtained in this work can be found in table 7.7. The anticipated laser
threshold of 1.2W for N2V0 (table 6.6), estimated with σ = 1.6·10−16 cm2,
is increased to 18.3W with the σ · τ value obtained in this work.

There are no literature values available for NV0. With a luminescence
lifetime of 20 ns and the same parameters as used in the calculation above,
the estimated threshold would be 8.6W with the emission cross section
obtained here.

The luminescence QY of the samples was also measured in two ways: by
collecting the total luminescence using an integrating sphere and by com-
paring the luminescence lifetime to the radiative lifetime.

The former returned the QY of the sample overall, factoring in the ef-
fect of absorption by other centres; the latter returned an estimate of the
yield of particular centres. The QY of NV- and NV0 in these samples was
relatively high and similar for the two samples: 60-70% for NV- and ap-
proaching 100% for NV0. However, parasitic absorption in the samples
meant the QYs from the samples overall were substantially lower: 20-30%
for pumping at 447 nm, exciting mainly NV0, and 40-50% for pumping at
532 nm, exciting both NV0 and NV-.

The steep reduction of the QY for NV0 when looking at the overall sam-
ple indicates a high parasitic absorption, mostly likely by NV-, which ab-
sorbs in the NV0 emission region. This might be an intrinsic downside of
trying to base a laser on NV0, as having large quantities of it requires a
large quantity of single nitrogen in the sample, which, in turn, makes it
more likely to have electron donors close by, producing NV-.

For NV- it seems the intrinsic QY is lower than unity, possibly indicating
concentration quenching or quenching from stress in the sample. Again,
these measurements should be repeated using a wider range of NV concen-
trations, in order to determine the onset and magnitude of concentration
quenching of NV luminescence.
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Gain of up to 1 cm−1 for β = 0.3was estimated for NV- in sample E6H3D,
and no positive net gain was found in any other sample for any colour
centre for β = 0.3.

No laser action could be achieved in any of the samples, in particu-
lar not in the only promising sample E6H3D, indicating that the effects of
photo-ionization and ESA need to be investigated before making further
assumptions about the potential of such samples for a laser gain material.

It seems that the initial estimations of the σ · τ values of NV- and N2V0

, based on values reported by [12], were too optimistic. The smaller σ ·
τ , between a quarter and a sixth of the Ti:sapphire value, indicate that
lasers based on these colour centres likely require high brightness or pulsed
pumps and will have a high threshold, as already discussed previously.

While this makes them less attractive in terms of practicality, there is
still value in continued research for an intrinsic laser in diamond. In par-
ticular, as integrated diamond electronics are advancing. With the wide
range of colour centres in diamond, it might very well be that another
colour centre turns out to be a better candidate for a diamond laser.
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7.5 Summary

The most pRomising samples , regarding the concentration of NV
and N2V0, respectively, and residual background absorption, were eval-
uated for their laser related properties in this section. These include the
background absorption at peak emission at room temperature, the lumi-
nescence lifetime and quantum yield, the emission cross section and po-
tential laser gain.

Promising net gain of g ≈ 1 cm−1 for β = 0.3 was determined for NV- in
one sample (E6H3D), but no laser action could be established. Additional
work is needed to understand the effect of ESA and charge transfer in the
depopulation of the exited state of NV, reducing the laser potential for this
colour centre as suggested by [9].

No N2V0 sample with positive net gain for β = 0.3 could be produced.
An inversion of β > 0.5 would be required for positive net gain in sample
BRAZ62. Additional HPHT treatment of natural samples to find the max-
imum N2V0 could yield even more promising samples in terms of N2V0

concentration and background absorption.
For synthetic samples, diamonds with higher initial nitrogen concen-

trations (starting from ∼20-30 ppm) for the synthesis of a suitable N2V0

laser sample are suggested. As with NV, measurements of ESA and charge
transfer effects are advisable.
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In this thesis NV 1 and N2V0 2 colour centres 3 in diamond were syn- 1 A substitutional nitrogen adjacent
to a vacancy with a C3v symmetry

2 The neutrally charged state of
N2V (H3)

3 A type of structural defect, which
produces absorption and emission
bands that are different to those of
the pure crystal [1]

thesised with the aim to produce samples that allowed for the assessment
of laser related parameters.

Synthesis techniques includingHPHT4 treatment, irradiationwithMeV

4 High Pressure High Temperature

electrons and annealing were used to generate NV and N2V0 in synthetic
and natural diamond samples. UV-VIS5 and FTIR6 absorption and photo-

5 UltraViolet-Visible
6 Fourier Transform Infra Red

luminescence measurements have been used to investigate the type and
concentration of the respective defect, its laser related properties and back-
ground absorption at the emission wavelength range.

8.1 Synthesis

NV or N2V0 were synthesised in single crystal diamond, while preserving
optical quality of the samples, to assess their laser potential. This was done
in order to initiate and guide a subsequent campaign of iterative improve-
ment towards a laser grade sample.

Preliminary calculations for 50% pump absorption suggested required
target concentrations of 0.6 ppm in NV- 7 samples and 0.9 ppm in N2V0 7 The negative form of NV

samples. Samples with ideal Ns
8 levels could not be obtained. As grown 8 Single substitutional nitrogen

(C centre)starting material available to us was CVD9 diamond with single nitrogen
9 Chemical Vapour Depositionconcentrations ranging from 0.1 to 3.8 ppm. These samples were subjected

to a mix of electron irradiation, annealing and HPHT treatment, to gener-
ate NV and N2V0 colour centres. Pre treated and natural samples became
available and were used to extend this picture. Pre treated CVD grown
diamond loaned to us by Element Six Ltd. and natural diamond loaned to
us by Professor Jeff Harris from Glasgow University.

NV synthesis, including irradiation with 4.5 MeV electrons and subsequent
annealing at at 800◦C, in CVD grown samples with ∼ 3.8 ppm of initial
single nitrogen yielded a range of samples with a conversion up to 36% of
the initial nitrogen concentration into NV. The charged states were almost
equally split into NV0 10 and NV-, due to a residue of Ns electron donors. 10 The neutral form of NV

Thehighest concentration ofNVwas produced in samples 1409E6sCVD02,
with 0.61±0.07 ppm11 of NV- and 0.58±0.04 ppmofNV0, and 1409E6sCVD03, 11 parts per million

(1.77 · 1017cm-3 for diamond)with 0.74±0.08 ppm of NV- and 0.65±0.04 ppm of NV0. In samples with
initial nitrogen concentrations of 0.3 and 0.11 ppm the conversion was 33
and 27%, respectively, with NV present almost purely in the form of NV0,
due to less nearby single nitrogen overall to act as electron donor.

A conversion of up to 50% of the initial nitrogen concentration into NV
would be expected [2]. At least 2.8 ppm of vacancies were generated in
total over the whole synthesis procedure in samples 1409E6sCVD02 and
1409E6sCVD03. Nevertheless, not more than 1.2 and 1.4 ppm of NV were
generated in total in those samples. As the total nitrogen concentration
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in those samples was established by EPR12 measurements of one sample 12 Electron Paramagnetic
Resonancein the series (3.8 ppm in sample 1409E6sCVD05) it is not clear if the low

conversion is simply due to less initial nitrogen being available in the other
samples.

In loaned, pre-treated E6H3 CVD samples with 5-7 ppm of initial single ni-
trogen, between 0.04−0.08 ppm of N2V0 was present initially. In one case
(sample E6H3D) this concentration could be doubled from 0.05 to 0.11 ppm
after irradiation and annealing. The N2V0 concentration was too low for
those samples to be considered for N2V0 related laser assessment. Their
relatively high single nitrogen concentration, in comparison to other sam-
ples available to us, together with low background absorption, made them
ideal NV samples. Therefore they were irradiated and annealed as part of
this work.

NV concentrations between 0.7− 1 ppm were generated, with ∼ 70−
80% available as NV-, due to a larger concentration of leftover single nitro-
gen available as electron donors in these samples. All of the loaned sam-
ples had comparable concentrations of NV- (from 0.56 ± 0.06 to 0.85 ±
0.09 ppm), with lower NV0 concentrations (from 0.13 ± 0.01 to 0.21 ±
0.01 ppm).

Sample E6NV, another loaned and pre-treated sample from a different batch
than the previous samples, was obtained with 0.62±0.07 ppm of NV- and
0.73± 0.07 ppm of NV0.

Residual background absorption at the emission wavelength is a crucial
parameter for a laser sample. Within this work the favourable effects of
HPHT treatment on the background absorption in brownish CVD grown
diamond, mentioned in literature [3], were replicated. Lowering the back-
ground absorption of sample 1409E6sCVD02 at the peak emission of NV-

from 1.62 to 0.08 cm−1. After irradiation and annealing the absorption was
still lower than in the reference sample, which was not HPHT treated be-
fore. After the full synthesis, the absortion at the peak emission of NV-

in sample 1409E6sCVD02 was 0.57 cm−1 and 2.79 cm−1 (1.34 cm−1 before
treatment) in sample 1409E6sCVD03.

The total nitrogen concentration, at least at the concentration levels
available to us, did not have a noticeable effect on the background ab-
sorption, as can be seen in fig. 5.17, where the background absorption
of samples with nitrogen concentrations between ∼ 1 to 7 ppm is plot-
ted. The background absorption is not increasing with overall nitrogen
concentration. In addition, as the example of sample 1409E6sCVD02 and
1409E6sCVD03 shows, the reduction of brown colouration in samples with
identical nitrogen concentrations reduces the background absorption sig-
nificantly. It would be of interest to future experiments to examine sam-
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ples with nitrogen concentrations between 10-50 ppm, a range that wasn’t
available to us, and determine the influence of the nitrogen concentration
on the background absorption or other effects, like quenching of lumines-
cence.

N2V0 synthesis in synthetic diamond, with the initial nitrogen concentra-
tions available to us, was considered infeasible through the route of ni-
trogen aggregation and subsequent irradiation and annealing, due to the
low aggregation rate at such concentrations. A detailed discussion of these
considerations can be found in section 3.3, Diffusion, aggregation and dis-
sociation of defects. Instead, two alternative routes were exploited, N2V0

synthesis through NV assisted aggregation and synthesis in natural dia-
mond.

The NV assisted synthesis was attempted with a long term (48 hours)
HPHT run at 1500◦C and 7.5 GPa in sample 1409E6sCVD04, where previ-
ously 0.78±0.08 ppm of NV- and 0.6±0.04 ppm of NV0 were synthesised.

0.5 ppmofN2V0 were generated afterHPHT treatment. The conversion
of at least ∼ 26% of the initial single nitrogen concentration into N2V0,
through NV assisted aggregation, was the highest that could be achieved
in any low nitrogen CVD sample available to us. In comparison, an ag-
gregation of only 0.12% would be expected at at 1500◦C and 7.5 GPa for
48 hours using the appropriate aggregation rate constant in the literature
(table 3.3). The leftover NV concentration of about 0.5 ppm was relatively
high. This is a disadvantage for lasing purposes, as NV0 absorbs in the
emission region of N2V0 and acts as a source of parasitic loss.

The goal of 0.9 ppm N2V0 could not be reached in the synthetic samples
available to us. This motivated the alternative route of N2V0 synthesis in
natural diamond, to obtain sampleswith sufficientN2V0 for the assessment
as laser samples. Luminescent samples containingN2V0 could be produced
with natural IaAB diamond samples. 2.2 ± 0.4 and 1.5 ± 0.3 ppm were
the maximum concentrations of N2V0 achieved, produced by short HPHT
treatment of samples BRAZ62 and BRAZ77, containing about 35 ± 2 and
50 ± 6 ppm of N2

13 initially. The samples were treated at 2100◦C and 13 Two adjacent substitutional ni-
trogen atoms (A centre)11GPa for 3 minutes.

Further experiments are needed to establish the ideal synthesis param-
eters and the exact route of the N2V0 synthesis with this method. The
maximum concentration possible should be determined with a succession
of short HPHT anneals at one temperature, and careful monitoring of the
concentrations in between each anneal. Ideally, this should be performed
for a range of different temperatures, at least between 2100 and 2300◦C, to
determine the most suitable temperature for the process. It is suggested in
literature that HPHT treatments up to 2300◦C could yield a substantial ad-
ditional concentration of N2V0 [4], but no quantitative comparisons were
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available. Additional experiments of brown IaAB samples, as suggested
in literature, at different temperatures between 2100-2300◦C, with careful
tracking of defect concentrations, would be helpful to quantify the N2V0

yield using this synthesis route.
IaA samples could be suitable for the synthesis of luminescent samples.

Natural IaA samples with fully aggregated nitrogen are available, simpli-
fying the aggregation to electron irradiation and annealing to form N2V0.
Additionally, the lack of leftover Ns guarantees no parasitic NV will be
formed in those samples after irradiation and annealing. Even though 1.8-
2.2 ppm ofN2V0 were generated in the various IaA samples, and no leftover
NV were present, all luminescence was quenched by the leftover N2 con-
centration (∼1000 ppm). Judging from luminescent IaAB samples with N2

up to 50 ppm, a good N2 concentration for luminescent IaA samples should
be 50 ppm or below. No such samples were available to us.

8.2 Assessment of laser related properties

A selection of four samples were chosen for the assessment of laser re-
lated properties, based on their combination of high target colour centre
concentration and low background absorption at the emission region, in
comparison to other samples available. Laser related parameters for NV
were measured in samples E6NV and E6H3D, and for N2V0 in samples
BRAZ62 and BRAZ77.

Luminescence lifetimes of τlum = 20ns for NV0, τlum = 8ns for NV-,
and τlum = 12ns for N2V0 were measured by TCSPC14 spectroscopy. 14 Time-Correlated Single Photon

Counting

Peak emission cross sections values calculated are σem = 0.17 ·10−16 cm2

for NV0, σem = 0.36 · 10−16 cm2 for NV-, and σem = 0.15 · 10−16 cm2

for N2V0.

QY15 values were measured by two different approaches. One used the 15 Quantum Yield

luminescence lifetime of the respective centre and the other the relation
between pump absorption and emission spectrum of the sample as awhole.
In this way the first value is a quantification of the QY of the respective
centre and the potential a sample containing solely this centre, if no other
non radiative quenching effects or parasitic absorption occurs. The second
value is a representation of the potential a specific sample has.

The luminescence QY for the respective centres was estimated by com-
parison of the literature radiative lifetimes to the luminescence lifetimes
measured here. It was∼ 1 for NV0, 0.6 for NV- and 0.7 for N2V0. Literature
values range between 0.7-0.99 [5, 6, 7] for NV- and 0.95 [8] for N2V0.

QY valuesmeasured using an integrating sphere included self-absorption
effects in the respective samples. Those values were lower in the NV sam-
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ples, < 0.3 for pumping at 447 nm (exciting NV0), and < 0.5 for pumping at
532 nm (exciting NV-). In the N2V0 samples pumped at 447 nm, these QY
values ranged between ∼ 0.7± 0.2 and 1− 0.3.

The luminescence of NV0 is affected most strongly by reabsorption in
the sample, which is likely caused by the overlap of emission region of
NV0 and absorption region of NV-. This strong reduction of QY lowers the
chances of NV0 to be a viable candidate for a colour centre based laser.
For NV- and N2V0 the two values were closer to each other, suggesting
less additional reabsorption in the samples available.

Gain spectra were estimated for the respective centres at two different in-
version levels. Only in one sample and for one centre, NV-, positive net
gain was estimated at an inversion of β = 0.3. For N2V0, an inversion of
β > 0.5would be required to achieve positive net gain in the most promis-
ing sample. The preliminary results, positive net gain in one sample, look
promising for the first iteration towards a laser focussed synthesis proto-
col.

8.3 Further work

Further research is needed to determine the optimal balance between start-
ing nitrogen concentration and yield of NV and N2V0 centres in synthetic
diamond, while keeping the background absorption as low as possible.
Constant advancements in the quality, versatility and customizability of
synthetic diamond samples and the included impurities [9, 10] could lead
to a greater selection of suitable samples for laser assessment in the future.

It was possible to generate luminescent natural diamond containing N2V0,
but positive net gain was only predicted for sample BRAZ62 with an in-
version of β > 0.5. For the next iteration of the N2V0 synthesis the gen-
eration of samples with positive net gain at β = 0.3 is desirable, in order
to achieve positive net gain.

From the results in this thesis it seems that similar IaAB samples with
either lower background absorption or about double the N2V0 concentra-
tion are needed to obtain positive net gain. Natural samples with low back-
ground absorption at the N2V0 emission range and similar concentrations
of N2 and N4V 16 centres could be a better starting material, if available. A 16 Four substitutional nitrogen sur-

rounding a vacancy (B centre)concentration of 5 ppm of N2V0 for sample BRAZ62 and 12 ppm for sam-
ple BRAZ77 would be sufficient to reach a gain coefficient of 1 cm−1 at
β = 0.3. Prolonged HPHT treatment or HPHT treatment at higher tem-
peratures might yield additional N2V0 in similar samples, as discussed pre-
viously and indicated in literature. Quantitative results of N2V0 concen-
trations in natural diamond after HPHT treatment at temperatures above
2100◦C and pressures above 11GPa for a range of treatment times, are rare
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in the literature. Further work is needed to determine the optimal treat-
ment time to generate a specific concentration of N2V0 in a given sample.

Additionally, natural IIa diamond with less then 50 ppm of N2 could
be of interest as a starting material. Judging from the results using nat-
ural IaAB diamond, samples with such concentrations of N2 and 1-2 ppm
of N2V0 are luminescent. To determine the ideal amount of N2 to pre-
vent quenching, luminescence measurements with a range of samples are
needed, ideally between 10-50 ppm.

The downsides of natural samples were the irregular sample size, impuri-
ties and inclusions in the samples, and a high background absorption in
comparison to synthetic diamond.

N2V0 synthesis in synthetic diamond is therefore considered to be the
more promising route for a reproducible and reliable laser sample. But
unless synthetic diamond can be grown including nitrogen in the form of
N2 in the future, aggregation in low nitrogen concentration samples is a
problem for the N2V0 synthesis. NV assisted N2V0 synthesis, although
much more efficient than aggregation of single nitrogen at the same tem-
peratures and pressures, was only successful in one of our samples, as the
HPHT procedure is hard to stabilize over long periods of time. The leftover
NV concentration in the sample was about the same as the concentration
of generated N2V0.

Longer HPHT runs at the same conditions, or runs at higher temper-
atures, between 1600-1800 ◦C, should be considered to study if the total
amount of N2V0 and can be increased, while lowering residual NV. Such
samples could combine the low background absorption of synthetic dia-
mond with the high N2V0 yield during NV assisted synthesis, provided
the ratio of N2V0 to NV can be maximized during the process.

For all colour centres under study, bleaching through charge transfer and
possible ESA17 should be studied in greater detail. Transient-absorption 17 Excited State Absorption

spectroscopy can be used to measure changes in the absorption of the sam-
ple as a function of wavelength or time. Such work has been outlined in
[11] for NV-. First results in a CVD grown synthetic diamond with 200-
300 ppm of single nitrogen and about 25.7 ppm of NV-, indicate that stimu-
lated emission of NV- is suppressed by photoionization and ESA, reducing
the usability of NV- to base a diamond laser on. The optimization of colour
centre concentration and excitation wavelength for NV- and NV0 are pa-
rameters considered for further research.

To the authors knowledge no such measurements were published for
N2V0 up to this date. It would be of interest to know if the charge transfer
in N2V0 is as detrimental to stimulated emission, as it is in NV-, and if ESA
can be measured.
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Several successful attempts at the control of the charged state of NV in dia-
mond have been made [12, 13], raising the question whether electrical con-
trol of the charge transfer fromNV0 to NV- in large enough numberswould
work to counteract the detrimental effects of charge transfer induced by
the pump in laser experiments. In [13] current-injecting graphitic micro-
electrodes were fabricated in bulk diamond, and an electrically-induced
increase of the NV- luminescence of up to 40% was detected from the NV
centres in the 9µm gap between the electrodes.

With advances in the fabrication of diamond and an increase in knowledge
about NV and other colour centres, there are a lot of potential applications
to be examined. Even though N2V0 hasn’t received the same attention
in recent publications as NV, it is still a promising candidate for a laser
sample if colour centre concentrations can be increased while lowering
background absorption.

NV looks less promising for a laser candidate in comparison to previous
estimations in literature [8, 14], but there might be a sweet spot between
the concentration in the samples, the emission wavelength and other fac-
tors, like sample design, that has not been discovered yet. Additionally,
many of the over five hundred known colour centres in diamond are yet to
be synthesised and explored in synthetic diamond. Within those, a centre
suitable for lasing might be hidden.
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